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The proton structure function F2(x, Q2) has been measured in neutral current deep
inelastic scattering of 27.5 GeY electrons and 820 GeY protons at the HERA collider
using the ZEUS detector. The data sample, collected in 1994, corresponds to an inte-
grated luminosity of 2.4 pb-I. By using a new kinematic reconstruction method, events
with a shifted interaction point and events with collinear photon radiation in the ini-
tial state, the accessible kinematic region is extended down to Q2 as low as 1.5 Gey2

and to low y providing an overlap with measurements from fixed target experiments.
The kinematic region covered by these measurements is 1.3 < Q2 < 15000 Gey2 and
2.8 . 10-5 < X < 0.08. The strong rise of F2 with decreasing x persists to the lowest Q2
and becomes more pronounced as Q2 increases.

The data are shown to exhibit double logarithmic scaling in x and Q2. The signif-
icance of this observation for unitarity bounds is discussed. The data are also shown
to exhibit double asymptotic scaling. Based on this the strong coupling is determined
to as(M;) = 0.115 ± 0.002(exp.) ± O.006(sys.) ± 0.009(theor.) in next to leading order.
Using the next to leading order Altarelli-Parisi evolution a QCD analysis of the F2 data
is performed. The Q2 evolution of F2 is found to be consistent with perturbative QCD
over the entire kinematic region. The gluon momentum distribution of the proton is
extracted and found to rise strongly at small x.
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"What is matter made of? " is simultaneously a simple and very fundamental ques-

tion. Several generations of scientists tackled this question and managed to give partial

answers revealing some of nature's secrets. The general idea is to understand the char-

acteristics of matter from its building blocks and the interactions between them. The

current understanding of these is comprised in the Standard Model of elementary particle

physics reflecting the beauty of their underlying symmetries.

Deep inelastic lepton nucleon scattering (D[S) experiments have played a crucial role

in the understanding of hadronic matter. They have disclosed the structure of hadrons

being made out of constituents and the interaction between the latter. HERA now offers

the possibility to study the structure of the proton with a resolution of 10-18 m, about

three orders of magnitude smaller than the proton itself.

This thesis presents an independent measurement of the proton structure function F2

using the HERA data collected with the ZEUS detector in 1994. Three complementary

analyses have been performed on a data set corresponding to an integrated luminosity

of 2.4 pb-1• They are based on events with a shifted interaction point ('SVTX anal-

ysis'), events with collinear photon radiation in the initial state ('[SR analysis') and a

conventional analysis ('NVTX analysis').

The thesis is organised as follows:

• The second chapter gives an overview of the theory of deep inelastic scattering.

The concept of structure functions is introduced and related to the experimentally

measurable cross sections. Theoretical predictions for the evolution of the structure

functions are discussed .

• ChapIN four iutroduc~'S the \Ionte Carlo siHlulatiou of th,' (jJ scatlrriug process

and of the detector performance.



Particular emphasize is put on electron energy corrections which are necessary to

compensate the electron energy loss in inactive material in front of the calorimeter.

• Chapter six givcs an overview of conventional reconstruction methods of event

kinematics. A new method, which incorporates their advantages and gives a good

resolution in the entire kinematic region, is introduced.

• The F2 extraction from the measured events using several unfolding techniques is

discussed in chapter seven. Details on the investigations of systematic uncertainties

for the three analyses are given. Deep-Inelastic Scattering.
• The final F2 results are presented in chapter eight. They are compared to other

F2 data as well as to parametrisations obtained from global QCD analyses.

• In chapter nine the present F2 data are analysed in the context of phenomenological

models. Also the determination of the strong coupling constant 0', is carried ont

in a model dependent way.
The idea of investigating the structure of matter by scattering pointlike projectiles

off a target and measnring the distributions of quantities such as scattering angles or

energies goes back to Rutherford [I). This famous experiment, in which a-particles were

scattered off a gold foil, showed that the mass of an atom is concentrated in a 'nucleus'

much smaller than the atom.

However, when using spin-~ particles, such as electrons, the scattering cross section

receives corrections to the Rutherford formula, which were calculated by :VIott [2J.
Electron scattering has been extensively nsed to investigate the strncture of matter.

Already in 1913 Franck and Hertz (3) scattered electrons on various gases showing that

atoms have discrete energy levels.

In 19,50,Rosenbluth calculated the cross section for elastic electron proton scattering,

assnming the proton to have spin ~ and allowing for an extended structure (4),

In 1953, Hofstadter et al. observed elastic electron proton (ep) scattering at the :V'lark

III line at Stanford [5] with electron energies up to 188 :VIeV. The results showed the ex-

cita.tion of higher energy states in the nuclei, the resonances, and allowed a measurement

of the proton form factors for its electric charge and magnetic moment distribution. As

evidence for a distributed structure the proton form factor was found to drop sharply

with increasing momentum transfer, compared to that of a point charge, with a proton

ra.dius estimated to be (0.; ± 0.2)10-13 cm. The success of these early scattering exper-

iments led to the proposal for a two mile long linear accelerator, the Stanford Linear

Accelerator Center (SLAC).

[n 1961, Gell-:VIann and :'oIe'eman independently proposed the 'Eightfold Way' [6J,

a classification scheme to grollp the observ",1 baryons alld mesons wit h the same spin

a('('ording to their charg,' and strallgeness, IIsing SU(;~) symmetry. As the r1assifi('ation

sclll'me had a missing entry for the spill ~ !lar)'ons, they predi('t",1 a partkle with

"har!,:" -I alld slran!,:"II',"s -~. The disco,",'r)' of this particl,', th,· 11-. ill 1%41,'(1 10 a

• In chapter ten a QeD analysis of the present F2 data and :'oIMCdata is performed,

based on the Altarelli-Parisi evolution equations. The gluon momentum distribll-

tion in the proton is determined and its uncertainty estimated.



wide acceptance of the Eightfold Way.

Also in 1964, Gell-\iann and Zweig independently proposed hadrons to be composed

of elementary constituents, called 'quarks' [7), providing a deeper understanding of the

Eightfold Way. The quarks, coming in three flavoul'S up (u), down (d) and strange (s)

and carrying spin ~, were assigned fractional charge: the u has +~.e, the d and shave

-~ . e, where e is the charge of the proton. In the quark model, which was fonnd to

reproduce the multiplet structure of all observed hadrons, each baryon consists of three

quarks, later called 'valence quarks', while mesons are composed of quark-anti quark

pairs.

However, in order to make the baryons' wave function consistent with the Pauli

Exclusion principle, stating that no two identical fermions can occupy the same state, a

new quantum number, called colour, was introduced [8). Quarks were assumed to come

in three colours (red, green and blue) where only quark combinations forming colourlessl

particles can occur in nature. Despite this attempt to explain the 'confinement' of

quarks in hadrons and hence the failure to observe free quarks directly, quite a. number

of physicists were rather sceptical about the reality of quarks, including even one of

their inventors2•

In August 1967, a long series of experiments on deej>-inelastic (i.e. large energy

loss of the lepton) ep scattering experiments started at the Stanford Linear Accelerator

center (SLAC) [9).

The most famous result was that the deep-inelastic st.ructure Function, which can

be interpreted as the momentnm distribution of the proton constituents, showed little.

dependence on the momentum transfer, but depended only on the fractional proton

momentum carried by the struck constituent. This surprising feature, called 'scale

invariance' or simply scaling, is expected for scattering from a point-like object and was

found following a suggestion by Bjorken. In 1968, he had predicted the scaling of the

proton structure function in the deej>-inelastic scattering region. However, he expected

it at high Q2 so when it was found at relatively low Q2 it was called 'llI'l'Cocious"

scaling. Confronted with the early SLAC data in 1968, Feynman explained the resnlts

by applying his parton model (10). This model assumes that the proton is composed

of free point-like partons, and that the electrons scatter from the partons incoherently.

In an application of the parton model, Bjorken and Paschos identified the partons with

the spin-~ quarks in 1969 [11]. The neutral gluons, the field quanta rcsponsible for the

binding of the quarks, were added to the parton model in 1971 (12).

The identification of partons as quarks and gluons opeued the door to the d,'velop-

ment of a comprehensive field theory of quarks and gluous and t.heir strong int.eractions,

called Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). QCD in conjunction with electroweak theory

constitutes t.he Standard lv/odel of elementary particle physics.

A more detailed discussion of the history of deep-inelast.ic scattering and its results

can be found in [9, 13).

The first deej>-inelast.ic ep scattering results from SLAC were followed by several

fixed target experiments at CERN and FNAL, using muon and neutrino beams of higher

energies. Up to the late 1980's, the proton and neutron structure functions have been

measured with increased precision and in an extended kinematic region.

The World's first ep collider HERA3 follows this long tradition of deep-inelastic

scattering experiments, and, as the centre of mass energy at HERA is more than one

order of magnitude higher than at the fixed target experiments, it opens a new kinematic

regime. In contrast to many fixed target experiments the hadronic final state at the

HERA experiments is also the subject of detailed studies. Therefore HERA yields

qualitatively and quantitatively new insights into the structure of matter and allows

tests of the underlying theory in unprecedented detail.

The scattering of high energetic electrons off protons generally results in an inelastic

reaction, i.e. the proton disintegrates, and a large number of particles with a very

high total invariant mass can be produced in the final state. This process is called

'deep-inelastic scattering' (01S).

There are two fundamental classes of DIS events (figure 2.1)

} .\'(p'} } .\'(I"}

IQuark combinl\tions. i.e. particle!'. l\re colourlc5Ii if rhe rotnlll.lllonl1f of each colour cfllled", to zero

(red + anti-red .... ) or if all three COIOlll'lIi Il.re prC~11f to equal 1\1ll0lllltll (reo + green + hlll(> = white).
'2"Such particles [quarks] prcHlIllflhl.,· nre nor rcnl bllt we mny WiCthem in OIlTficin rll(·or~· i\llywa,V"

(GelJ-:\lann. J'lG-I).



(the 'hadronic final state'). The 4-momenta of the incoming and scattered lepton are

k = (E, k), k' = (E', k') and those of the proton and the photon are p = (Ep, p) and

q = (E~.,q).

In the first process the charge of the lepton is conserved, the intermediate vector

boson is neutral. This process is referred to as neutral current (:-.IC) DIS. In the second

process the lepton converts to an (anti-) neutrino via the exchange of a charged vector

boson. Therefore this process is called charged current (CC) DIS.

At a given centre of mass energy ..;s the kinematics of inclusive DIS scattering are

completely described by two of the following three Lorentz-invariant quantities.

Q2 -l = -(k - k')2 (2.2)

x 5L (2.3)
2p· q
p'" (2.4)y p:k

As the masses of the W±- and the ZO-boson are large, 80.2 GeY and 91.2 GeY respec-

tively [162) their exchange is suppressed with respect to the photon exchange by a factor

(Q'+~;Lv)' and the "' - Z interference is suppressed by a factor (Q'~:I1})' Figure 2.2
shows the comparison of the NC and the CC cross section as measured by ZEUS [14J,

clearly demonstrating this propagator effect at Q2 :; 2000 Gey2. At large Q2 ~ Mi.,lVi

the neutral current and the charged current cross section are found to be of comparable

size which is a direct result of electroweak unification. However, in most of the kine-

matic region considered in the present analyses, the single-photon exchange dominates

by far. In the following only NC reactions are considered.

••• p He (04+05)
- ,·pNCSM

a ,'p He (D3+W)

"pNC SM

.••• p CC (Q4)
,'pee SM

1t .'p CC (03+94)
.'p CC Sf.,

Q2 is the negative square of the momentum transfer and specifies the virtuality of the

exchanged boson. If Q2 > 0 the exchanged boson can have longitudinal as well as

transverse polarisation, while Q2 = 0 photons are only transversely polarised. If:H is

the proton mass and Q2 ~ (2:Hx)2 then the wavelength of the virtual photon is

h he 2Mx
A = fqj = -";-1I2-+-Q-2 :::::-Q-2

I..4:.:.:: .
10" I -~:~:t" .

-3 ,. •.••.••.•••.••••Z:....
10 "

where 11 = P.jJ is the photon energy in the proton rest frame.

Thus, for a given x, the wavelength of the photon is inversely proportional to Q2,

implying that with increasing Q2 the virtual photon probes smaller distances.

x is the Bjorken scaling variable. In the parton model x can be interpreted as the

proton momentum fraction carried by the struck quark (see section 2.4).

In the proton rest frame y corresponds to the fractional energy transfer from the

lepton to the proton, y = ¥ = *
Ignoring the particle masses the three quantities are related via

In the single boson exchange approximation the cross section for deep inelastic fp

scattering can be factorised into a leptonic tensor Lp" and a hadronic tensor 1'1"'"

where s = (k + p)2 is the square of the centre of mass energy.

The square of the invariant mass W2 of the hadronic final state X is related to x

and Q2 by the momentum conservation at the hadronic vertex:

The leptonic tensor, which is symmetric in I' and 11, can be calculated exactly using

Quantum Electrodynamics (QED).

Throllghout the rLostof this thesis, the 11'11.1"''11 system of IInits is IIst',I, whl're II =
c = I.

where the electron mass has ilL'Cnneglected and 'I,," is the metric tensor. The ignoranc('

of the structure of the proton and hence the det.ails of the int,'raction at t.he hadronic

vert.ex are parametrised in t.he hadronic tensor H"'". The most general form of t he tensor
',,"/H', taking Lorcnlz-illvarialu'c and til(, 1-iymme1.ry of Iii/II ill /I and JI illto aCfOlllll is



W2 1'1'. Ws
-1"",9""+ A/2P"p"+if""""PplJo W3+ :1.f2lJ"Q"+ A/2(P"lJ"+lJ"p")

(2.10) is only related to the absorption cross section of longitudinal photons. It is therefore

called Longitudinal Structure Function FL.

The three remaining functions WI, W2 and W3 depend on two independent Lorentz-

invariant scalar variables, here chosen to be 11 and Q2. The dynamics of the strong

interaction are contained in the 11 and Q2 dependence of the ''''';. Nowadays the slightly

different notation

Fdx,Q2)

F2(x,Q2)

F3(x,Q2)

M·W,(II,Q2)

II,Wdll,Q2)

",W3(I,Q2)

There are various approaches to understanding the experimental results on the structure

functions and the underlying structure of the proton. According to Feynman's parton

model (10), the proton is composed offree point-like constituents, called partons. In this

model the deep-inelastic ep scattering cross section is the incoherent sum of quasi-elastic

electron parton scattering.

Already in 1968, Bjorken predicted that the structure functions would depend only

on one dimensionless variable in the high energy limit Q2 -+ 00, II -+ 00, but w = ¥jr
finite ('Bjorken limit').

is used. The Fi are called proton structure functions. As F3(x, Q2) describes the parity

violation contribution this structure function is small in the medium and low Q2 range.

It only becomes relevant in the region Q2 :::::;\ti.
The deep-inelastic ep -+ eX scattering cross section can now be written as

F ( Q2) Bjor~limit F1(x)
I X, ~

F ( Q2) Bjor~limit F
2
(x)

2 X, ~

d20'I\c(e±p)

dx dQ2
where Y±

~~: [Y+ F2(x, Q2) _ y2 FL Of L xF3(x, Q2)]

1±(I_y)2

a behaviour known as \scale invariance' or scaling.

As shown before (equation 2.5) the resolving power of the exchanged photon in-

creases with Q2. Assuming that the proton consists of point-like constituents, makes

scaling plausible since an increasing resolution does not improve the view of a point!

In the proton's infinite momentum frame all transverse momenta are negligil>le and

the Bjorken scaling variable x receives a simple interpretation. x corresponds to the

fractional longitudinal proton momentum { carried by the struck parton. 'Ieglecting

the parton and proton mass, ~-momentum conservation implies for this fraction:

d20'I\c(e±p)

dx dQ2
~"'02 [y2 2 2 y2 2 ]xQ. 2 2xFdx,Q ) + (I - y) F2(x,Q ) Of (y - 2) xF3(x,Q )

(2.13)

Within the single-photon exchange approximation, one may view inelastic electron scat-

tering as photoproduction by 'virtual' photons. As the effective photon mass lJ2 is vari-

able the exchanged photon may have longitudinal as well as transverse polarisation.

According to [1~Ol the ep cross section can then be written as a photon flnx and the

cross section 0';:•• for virtual photon proton scattering, provided the lifetime of the pho-

ton is longer than its interaction time with the proton (see appendix 12). The total cross

section is the sum of the nbsorption cross section of transverse, O'T, and longitudiual,

O'L, virtual photons, 0';;," = O'L + aT. These are related to the structure functiou as

({p + lJ)2 = ep2 _ Q2 + 2{p' "
Q2
--=x
2p'lJ

In this frame, relativistic time dilation slows down the interaction rate of the partons,

which can then be considered as non-interacting free particles.

The experimental resnlts from SLAC showed the scaling behaviour very clearly (fig-

ure 2.3), F2 (or alternatively IIW2) does not exhibit any Q2 dependence.

In the parton model the structure function F2 corresponds to the sum of the Inrtons

momentum distribution x . fd1') weigh te<l with the square of their electric "har~e fi

Q2 Fi(.r) 2::' (2.18)F, 81'".2" . a,/, ('l.1.5) '; .1·fd:r)

PI
Q2

(2.1(;) and F,(;r) ~Fi(.r) (2.19)-,-' (a,/, + aLl4r.1(l h
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quarks (uud/ddll) in the proton /neutmn was experimentally confirmed using the Gross·

Llewellyn-Smith sum rule' (18].

If the proton consisted only of charged quarks, their momentum would be expected

to add up to the proton momentum

l xL/;(x) = 1
o i

Figure 2.3: IIW2 (corres/)()nding to F2) as a function of Q2 for w = ~ = -t, as meaS1H'eti

at SLAC. The scaling behaviour is evident.

1I0wever, experimentally a value of"" 0.5 was found [19], implying that about half of

the proton's momentum is carried by neutral partons. Direct evidence for the existence

of these partons, called gluons, was provided in 1979 at DESY via the observation of

three-jet events ill e+e- annihilation [20].

where the latter is known as the Callan-Gross relation [16J. A comparison to equa-

tion 2.17 shows that this relation implies that the cross section for longitudinally po-

larised photons vanishes, as would be the case for scattering of spin-~ partons (illustrated

in figure 2.4). In the Breit frame, where the virtual photon transfers only momentum
In the 1970's Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) was developed as the field theory

governing the strong interactions between quarks and gluons and therefore between

hadrons in general. QCD is a non-abelian gauge theory based on the SU (3) symmetry

group. Each quark (see table 2.1) has three possible 'charges' (colours red (1'), green

(g) and blue (b)) and the strong interaction can be mediated via the exchange of 8

different coloured gauge particles, called gluons, which transmit the colour force6• As
,

q<xq) I

_q<.xq_:. --",:~)MM
+1 u (-4MeV) c (- 1..'; GeV) t (- 175 GeV)3

1 d (- 7 !'<IeV) s (-135 ~'leV) b (_.'; GeV)-J

Figure 2.4: Left: Coupling of a spin-~ parton 1.0 a photon in the Breit. fmme. Righi:

Ratio of ¥ from SLAC, shou'ing Ihat the proton constitl/ents have spin-~.
a consequence of the non-abelian structure of QCD the gluons also carry colour charge

themselves and can therefore couple to each other. This self coupling of the gauge

bosons in QCD is the main difference to QED. In the latter the coupling constant 0

increases slightly with Q2 while in QCD the strong coupling constant a', is large at small

Q2 (large distances) and decreases at high Q2 (small distances). The scale dependence

of 0', is given by the renormalisation group equation and the QCD ,J-funflion

do', .30 2 :31:j )2 .,1'- = Il, . 3(0,)= --a' - -a - --0' -dl' . 2,,' -t,,2' 64,,3'

but no energy, the struck quark has 3-momentum xq and -xq before and after the

collision with the photon respectively. Since the electromagnetic interaction is helicity

conserving, spin-~ particles can only couple to photons of helicity ±l, i.e. transversely

polarised photons, while spin-O particles only couple to photons of helicity 0 [I.';].

Since the SLAC results (figure 2A, plot taken frolll [J 7]) confirmed I he Callan-

Gross relation Feynman's partons were identified with Gell-~Iann's quark and the model

was called the Quark-Parton ~lodel (QP\I). The fractiol/al charge of the partons was

confirmed using nentrino-nurleon scattering4 and thl' poSl.ulatl'd nUlllber of 3 valencl'

·The rl\rio t fIF;I'(.r) + F'"(.I')jdJ"/i JlF;J'(.I') + Pi "l.r)]d .•. = '.!/(t~+Q~d w('re found to he'.Ui±O..i

[lR) 1\." compared to the (IHark 1ll()()(,) prediction J..#. = .1.6

~'ThcGrQ.';s-1.1cwcllyn.Smith Fo\ml nile fol '¥ f"(F.:'" + F~") = 101
d.1' (II, + d, ) ("'Olmf~ fhe numher of

\'1\lcncc qll1\rkli in fhf' llllcloon. Expf'ri11lcntflll~· a \'alue of :'1.'1 ± O.G wn.c; ohfnincd in [p~].

"The gluonFo l\lwJ\~'" CIUT:," 1\ comhinJ\fion of colour nlld J\1lfi*colollr :(11("'h n,c;1'!j.,.1; ('"fC.
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f AQCD

Another, more important, consequence of the gluon radiation are scaling violations

of the structure functions, which now exhibit a logarithmic dependence on Q2 at fixed

x. This is interpreted as follows: At low Q2 the resolution of the exchanged photon is

rather broad, so that only just the quark substructure of the proton is 'seen' (figure 2.5).

At high Q2, however, a finer resolution is achieved and quark-antiquark pairs originating

from radiated gluons can be resolved. This means that the history of a quark before

it interacts with the photon becomes important. It could radiate a gluon and thus,

although the quark which is struck has momentum fraction x, the quark originally had

a larger momentum fraction y> x (the process know as the QCD Compton process).

Alternatively it may be that a gluon with momentum fraction y produced a q7j pair

and one of these became the struck quark of momentum fraction x (the process known

as Boson Gluon Fusion). Therefore the quark and gluon distributions f(y, Q2) for all

momentum fractions y such that x < y < I contribute to the considered process. At

large x, where valence quarks dominate, the quark density and hence F2 falls with Q2

as a result of the gluon radiation, while at small x the amount of q'lj pairs and gluons

in the partonic 'sea' increases, so that F2 rises with Q2. These scaling violations in

conjunction with a strong rise of F2 at small x for fixed Q2 have been found by both

HERA experiments, ZEUS and HI [108, 114].

It is this effect which allows studies of QCD in 015 since the parton being J>robed
may not be an 'original' constituent, but arise from the strong interactions within the

proton.

where Nf is the number of (active) quark flavours with mass less than the energy scale

JI.

The QCD scale parameter AQCD represents the energy scale at which the strong cou-

pling constant becomes large. At a large energy scale Q2, 0', vanishes logarithmically.

This behaviour of 0', is known as 'asymptotic freedom' and allows the application of

perturbation theory to calculate scattering amplitudes.

Higher order solutions of 0', and their treatment at quark mass thresholds are dis-

cussed in section 10.2.5.

The naive Quark-Parton Model has to be modified in QCD as quarks interact

through gluons, and can radiate gluons. Radiated gluons in turn can split into quark-

antiquark pairs (sea quarks) or gluons (figure 2.7).
In the infinite momentum frame of the QPM, this gluon radiation results in a trans-

verse momentum component of the quarks. Consequently quarks can also couple to lon-

gitudinally polarised photons and the Callan-Gross relation is no longer satisfied exactly.

The longitudinal structure function FL is not zero but lies in the range 0 < FL < F2·

Due to its origin, FL is largely dependent on the gluon distribution in the proton and is

therefore considered to be a good measure of the latter. Unfortunately the measurement

of FL is experimentally difficult, particularly at HERA.

~
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In the QCD improved parton model a hadron scattering process is the result of an

interaction between the quarks and gluons (hadron-hadron scattering) or the leptons

and the quarks (015). The incoming hadrons can be viewed as providing 'broad band'

beams of partons which carry varying fractions of the momenta of the parent hadrons.

The cross section for a hard scattering process initiated by two hadrons of 4-momenta

PI and P2 can be written as

U(PI,P2) = 2:,1dx,dx2 f;(X',iI2)fi(X2'/12) Uij(XI,X2,i,2,Q2)
',J

as illustrated in figure 2.6. The momenta of the partons which part.icipate in the in-

teraction are XI PI and X2P2 where the characteristic scale of the hard scattHing is

Q2. 17ij(X"X2,i,2,Q2) is the short distance cross sedion for the hard scattering of

part.ons of type i and j. Since the roupling is small at high euergy, this cross section

can be calculate<1 in perturbation theory. It involyes only high momentum transfers

and is inscnsitive to low momentum scales. It is a purely short distance construct and

independent of t.he type of the incoming had roilS.

Fignre 2..): Schenwtic ,Iiogmm Df the scnling violot.iolls: The qllork mOInI'IlI,"n ,I('n,il;es
depend of the resollll;oll Q2 os pmcesses slIch I/S glllOIl md;olion or '1,/(/rk,ollli'l"ork

splitt;ng cl/n be resolred with increos;ng Q2. TII'o eXlIllIples. the QeD Com/Jloll p/'O""ss
lI1ld the Boson GIIiOll FIiSioll p/'Ocess. 'lie ,hoWIl Oil II", righl 11111](1 si,l<.



[I + O,(Q2)Crm] 0 qJ's + 2J:;JlO,(Q2)qo7iTS 0g,1I5 (2.22)

[I - O',(Q2)q,7iTS] 0 gMS + O',(Q2) L:CfIlS 0 qJ's
J

where Crg are coefficient functions and 0 represents the convolution integral in x.

The evolution of the quark (q;(x)) and gluon distributions (g(x)) with Q2 is quantita-

tively described in perturbative QCD by the Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi

equation [160, 161]

dq;(x, Q2)
dlnQ2

dg(x,Q2)
~

O',(Q2) (I dy [ 2 (X) 2 (X)]~ J
r

11 q;(y,Q )Pqq y + g(y,Q )Pqg y
0', (Q2) 11

dy [", (X) (X)]-2- - L."qj(y, Q2)pgq - + g(y, Q2)pgg -
1r r Y i Y Y

The functions f;(x,jJ2) describe the distribution of longitudinal momentum fraction

X and parton type i at an energy scale jJ2. They depend on the type of hadron, but not

on the particular scattering process considered. Thus they are a 'universal' description

of the partons and their soft, long range interactions.

The separation of the scattering process in short and long range physics is called

factorisotion and set by the factorisation scale jJ}.
In perturbative QCD the calculation of self energy diagrams such as a gluon splitting

into a quark antiquark pair and the recombining into a gluon yields divergent integrals.

These are dealt with by introducing a cut-ofT parameter ph such that only momenta

less than jJR are integrated over. The divergence is absorbed into the definition of the

long range parton distribution functions. The energy scale jJh, defining the separation

between the finite and the divergent contributions in the renormalisation procedure

is called the renormalisation scale. In fact, in equation 2.21 the renormalisation and

factorisation scales are set equal. The common practice is to choose Q2 as the relevant

scale for both and this is adopted in chapter 10.

In addition to this scale one also has the freedom to choose a renormalisation

scheme, defining how the divergences are absorbed. The most convenient scheme in

deep-inelastic scattering is the DIS scheme as the definition of the parton distribution

functions results in the relation

where the splitting function P;j(z) represents the probability of a parton j emitting a

parton j with momentum fraction z of the parent parton, when the scale changes from

Q2 to Q2 + d In Q2. These splitting functions, calculated to first order, are illustrated

in figure 2.7 and

4 1+ z2

3 1- z

~ [Z2 + (I _ z)2]
i1+(I-z)2
3 z

6 [1 ~ z + 1 ~ z + z(1 - z)]

F2(x,Q2) = L:el [XI/(X,Q2) + xq(x,Q2)]
;

In the context of perturbative QCD two types of terms can beeolTle large and hence

important in the perturbation series in In Q2 and in In ~.

The DGLAP equations are formally derived in the leading logarithm approximation

(LLA) where terms of the form o·~ . (In Q2)", which give the dominant contribution at

large Q2 and large x, are summed to all orders. In a field theory with asymptotic free-

dom such an approximation proves to be asymptotically exact. The amplitude for the

inelastic ep scattering process can be obtained as the sum of ladder diagrams of con see-

utive gluon emissions (figure 2.8). The fiually struck quark evolves from the incoming

proton via this gillon emission thus losing, gradually, its longitlldinal momentum. If,

the l'Uugs of I he gluon ladder are lab"lIed I 1.0 n from the proton to th,' phOtOIl, the

fractioll of longitudinal mom,,"tutrJ "i carri(,<1 by th" rUllgs are ordered

to all orders. However, for theoretical calculations a more attractive scheme is the ill
scheme', which is also used for the studiL"l described ill chapter 10. The partoll densities



Figure 2.7: The splitting functions P;j (;). that express the probability of finding a

porton i inside porton j with a fraction; of the porent momentum. The two diagrams

on the left show the gluan radiation, the diagrams on the right gluon splitting.

while the transverse momenta of the emitted gluons increase strongly as going up the

ladder

The solutions of the DGLAP equations give the parton distributions as a function or

x at any scale Q~, provided their x dependence at an input scale Q~ is known. The

latter can at present not be calculated but has to be determined experimentally. This

procedure is described in more detail and applied in chapter 10.

At small x logarithms of ~ entering the cross section become important. In the mod-

erate x region, where a,(Q~) In Q~ <t: 1 and a,(Q~) In ~ <t: 1, but a,(Q~) In Q~ In ~ - I,

the so-called Double Leading Logarithm Approximation (DLLA) is used. In this ap-

proach leading terms in In ~ are summed when they are accompanied by leading In Q~,

resulting in a small x behaviour or the gluon density as rollows [150]

xg(x, Q~) '" exp In [In ~i]·In ~

where Qo is the starting scale. Given a long enough evolution length from Q~ to Q~,

this will generate a steeply rising gluon distribution at small x, even starting rrom a flat

gluon input at Ql. This rise is then faster than any power or In ~, but slower than any

power of x. However, over a limited x,Q~ range, as is the case at HERA, it may mimic

a power behaviour, xg(x, Q~) '" x-.I, where

The steep behaviour or the gluon density and hence F~ at low x has led to rurth er de-

velopment in QeD. In the moderate-x region the DLLA approach already sums leading

In ~ terms ir accompanied by leading In Q~. However, at low x it is also appropriate

to sum diagrams which are leading in In ~ independent or In Q~. This calculation has

been done by Balitsky, Fadin, Kuraev and Lipa.tov [21], resulting in the BFKL equation

which is named after them. Summing (0, ·In ~)n terms involves the evolution of a gluon

distribution which is not integrated over '" and the gluon ladder does not have to be

ordcred in k, anymore (rather it involves a 'random walk in k, '). The unintegrated

gluon distribution f(x, kl) is related to the previously used g(x, Q~) via

2 faQ' dk~ ~xg(x,Q)= --;rf(x,k,).
a '"

12 In(t/to)
:a;; In(l/x)'

The BFKL equation

df(x k~) J--'-' = dk'2 J'(k~ k'2) . f( k~) = A' fd In(~) , ' ,,' x"

describ('S the evolution or the unintegrated gluon density f(:r, kl) in In;. Its soilltioll

is dOlllillatL'{1 by the largest eigen\'aluc A or the kernel /,'. To It'adillg order in In ~ and

fixcd fl" this solution is the steep powcr law bchaviollr

In terms or the gluon ladders the DLLA approach takes all contributiolls into arconllt

where strong ordering in x holds in addition to the strong k, ordering (figlll'<' 2.R).



which is reflected in a similarly steep expectation for the behaviour of F2 at low x.
This power law behaviour would violate unitarity in the limit x --t O. However, the

current form of the BFI<L equation does not incorporate the running of ct, with Q2 and

the kernel has only been calculated to first order in In~. Furthermore cut-offs have to

be introduced in the integral in the infrared and ultraviolet limit. These aspects have

been studied [22] or are currently being worked on [23].

DGLAP deals with Q2 evolution and is probably inadequate at very low x while BFKL

deals with ~ evolution and is inadequate at large Q2. Ultimately one would like to

achieve a 'unified' treatment of the x and Q2 dependence of the parton distributions

and structure functions throughout the kinematic plane. Progress in this direction has

been made [24] by the development of the so-called CCFM equation. It is based on the

idea of coherent gluon radiation, which leads to angular ordering of gluon emission in

the gluon ladder

which are leading in In Q2, which gives the DGLAP equations, equation 2.26 is summed

over m. For n = I the leading log(Q2) approximation (LLA) is obtained, whereas

n = 1,2 gives the next to leading log(Q2) approximation (:'-lLLA). However, at very

low x it is more appropriate to sum leading In ~ terms, i.e. terms for which n = m

(leading log ~ approximation - LL(l/x)). This approximation gives the BFKL equation

at LL(I/x). Also including terms with m = n - I yields the next to leading log ~

approximation (NLL(I/x)). The common term between the two approaches is the one

with n = m = I, which gives the double leading log approximation (DLLA).

where ei is the angle the ith gluon makes to the original direction. The maximum angle

of gluon emission is specified by an additional scale, which can be taken to be Q2 of

the probing photon. Hence the quantity dealt with is the unintegrated scale dependent

gluon density f(x,kl,Q2). At small x the integral equation for f(x,kl,Q2) reproduces

the BFKL behaviour, while at moderate x it reproduces the DGLAP equation for the

integrated gluon density g(X,Q2) [25]. :'Jumerical studies of the CCF.\l equation have

shown that the gluon slope is reduced by - 0.1 with respect to that of the BFKL

equation but a flat gluon input at Q~ still yields a steeper rise of F2 at low x than would'

be obtained in the DLL approximation.

Technically the CCF:VI equation involves similar considerations to the BFKL equa-

tion concerning the incorporation of the running of 0', and the UV and IR cut-offs.

Another approach to find an evolution equation that is valid over the whole kinematic

plane is the attempt to take subleading In ~ terms into account. This'resummation'

of In ~ terms effectively requires a recalculation of the splitting functions. They can

generally be written as

t t .-lnm 0~(Q2) Inm-' (~)
(1=1 m=-<x'

The considerations so far have yielded a steeply rising gluon density at small :r. If this

were the asymptotic behaviour of the gluon density the unitarity bound would eventually

be saturated 01' even violated. Implications of the present data for the unitarity bound

are discussed in section 9.2.2.

The evolution equations discussed above are lineal' integra-differential equations as

they deal with the emission of gluons 01' their splitting into quarks or gluons. Howe\,el',

as ,T. --t 0 the gluon density gets very large, t.he self-coupling gluons may annihilate, 01'

recombine to gluons. Such gluou shadowing 01' screening processes may comp,'te with

t.he usual evolution and eveutually saturate the gluon density.

A mcasurement at Q'I probcs a parton of trans\"Crse size - I/Q. Assnming a ho-

mog,'nous dist.ribution of glnons in th,· proton t h,' ,"fj(:r. 0'1) gluons O"(Up)' a t ranSI'ers,'

arca .T.fj(3·,QI)iP. If this arca, wllid increases wit.h de{"\'casing ,T, gets romp"rabl,' to

The sum over m is here tak"n to extend to negative 1'"lnes to reprcsent the contribntion

of terms which are non-singnlar as x --t O. Since, at prescnt, not all (oem"icnt.s An",

are known not all terllls can bc included iu thc snnl. Dependiug in which terms are

important differcnt "pproximations are made (sc,> figure 2.9). Only cousid,'ring tcrllls



The measurement of structure functions serves two main purposes, to lest QeD as

the theory of the strong interadions and to extract the, as yet, uncalculable parton

distributions functions (PDFs). In this section the most recent parametrisations ()f the

parton densities are introduced. Most of them are obtained using the DGLAP evolution

equations to evolve parton densities to the measured values of Q2, The x dependence

of the parton densities are parametrised from a starting scale Q&. The parameters are

chosen by a X2 minimisation over data from structure functions in deep-inelastic e, J1. or

/I scattering; measurements of Drell- Yan production and I'V-asymmetry in pp collision

as well as prompt photon production in plY --t "IX.

For a proton radius R - 1 fm :: .J Gey-l and Q2 10 Gey2 this limit is reached

at xg(X,Q2) :::::250, which is well above the values found at HERA. However, in the

scenario of 'hot spots' [26J the relevant size for R might be the radius of a constituent

quark, - 0.4 fm. No strong evidence for such an effect has so far be seen at HERA.

In order to take the recombination of gluons gg --t 9 into account Gribov, Levin and

Ryskin added a quadratic correction to the evolution of the gluon distribution, yielding

the sc>-called GLR equation [27]

d2xg(x,Q2)
din Q2 d In ~

3D', 2 a,81/16[ 2]2--;-xg(x,Q ) - Q2R2 xg(x,Q)
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This equation, however, can only be considered an approximation as possible inter-

actions of gluon ladders before the recombination are not included and multi-ladder

diagrams may also be important.
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CCFM-+ Martin-Roberts-Stirling (MRS)

The MRS parametrisation, obtained using the next-to-Ieading order DGALP evolution,

uses the following functional form for the quark and gluon distributions at the starting

scale Q& in the liiiS renormalisation scheme

Figure 2.1 I: The proton structlH'e function F2 according to the ]J<lrometrisat.ions of

the :lfRS group (left) and the CTEQ groUt', CRV and Donnachie-Land"ho/f (right) at

Q2 ="8.5 Gey2.

@ DGLAP-+ ©
Figure 2.10: Schematic r-epresentotion of the applicability of rarious evolution equations

across the (x, Q2) plane. The full circles i,lllicaie the /J<lrton density 'seen' at a ]J<lrt.ic-

ular x and Q2. The critical line indicfltes the tmnsition region bel.ween the dominflnce

of gluon mdiation an,l "plilling, described by the linear evolution equation". and t.he

satumtion due t.o gluon r-ecombinfltion flllc/ "hac/ou,illy.

where fdx) is a particular parton density alld A;, 6i,1)i and "Ii are the parameters to

be determined. Nol all normalisations Ai are free parameters, but some are fixed from

flavour or momentum sum rules. The charmed sea, assumed to be c(x, Q2) = 0 for Q2 $

m~, is generated by the boson gluon fusioll process as included in lhe DGLAP cqllations

for massless partons. Pre-IlERA pramelrisatiolls sllch as \'IRSD_ and \'IRSDo [13~1
"Illi lhe newer \'IRSA [13.5], which incilldes 1993 Fz data from ZEUS and III, starl at.

Qt = ~ Gey2, where"s for the latesl fils (\'lRSR) a low slarting scale of Q~ = I GeYz

h"s been chosen. The m"ill differellces betwCl'lI t.he previous PDFs, "part from ti,e data

s('ls included in the Ol, is 1!1<.'('hoice of tilt' fHlI'iH1H.'1('r 6, which dominates the bell avioul'

The regions of phase space, where the difTerelll e\"Olulioll equations call be <lpplied,

is schematically shown in figllre 2.10.



xg(x) _ xo

xg(x) _ X-O.5

xg(X) _ X-O.J

~IRSD~

MRSD~

~1RSA

where MRSD~ and \fRSD~ span the range of exponents as expected from lower energy

DIS and hadron-hadron data or inspired by the solution of the BFKL equation respec-

tively. The MRSA parameters are by construction consistent with the 1993 HERA data.

Structure functions at Q2 < Q6 have been determined by a backward evolution with a

suppression factor ~ [136]. The 6 parameter for two of the four new MRSR fits is

Previously (CTEQ3) a 'minimal' parametrisation with A. = 1 and 6, = 6g has been

used. CTEQ chooses a slightly different set of data constraining the strange distribu-

tions. They do not suppress the charm distribution below threshold but use the 'variable
flavour technique'.

Gliick-Reya- Vogt (GRV)

Whereas the parton distributions of the MRS and CTEQ groups depend strongly on

the input parametrisations at Q6 this is, to a much lesser extent, the case for the GRV

group [102]. Their basic idea was that at very low starting scale Q6 = 0.34 GeV2 the

nucleon only consists of constituent valence quarks. With increasing Q2 the gluon and

sea quarks would be generated dynamically from the valence quarks via the DGLAP

evolution equations. As not all relevant data, in particular the prompt photon data,

could be described adequately with this model, gluon and sea quark distributions had

to be added at the starting scale. But these distributions have a valence like shape

A, ~ Ag A, = Ag

<>,(M1) 0.113 0.120 0.113 0.120

i\~=.) (MeV) 241 3-1-1 2-11 344

Table 2.2: Charocterising parometers of the four most recent MRS parometrisations

}"fRSR.

varied independently for the gluon and sea quark distribution while in the other two,

and in the older fits, 6, = 6g was chosen. The data available at that time did not have

the precision to show any sensitivity to the expected small differences between 6, and

6g• In addition to two different treatments of the 6's the latest parton distributions

are also given for two different assumptions on the values of 0'" 0.113 and 0.120, or

equivalenty of i\~bD = 241 ,\-IeV or 344 ~·feV. This is motivated by the tendency of

HERA and TEVATRON data to prefer a larger value of 0, than the high-x DIS data,

particularly that from BCm·IS [164).

The MRSR parametrisation includes the 1994 HERA data on F2 with its much

increased kinematic range (in particular to Q2 as low as ).,') GeV2) and its improved

precision.

A more detailed description of the \"IRS parametrisation is given in chapter 10. The

x dependence of the old and new parametrisations is shown in figure 2.11.

Charm is treated as a heavy quark. There is no concept of charmed parton distributions.

Their contribution to F2 comes from the Boson Gluon Fusion process and is calculated

via the DGLAP evolution with massive quark coefficient functions. The DGLAP evo-

lution from the very low starting scale Q6 ensures that the behaviour of the gluon and

sea quark densities at small x for the Q2 range Q2 ~ 1 GeV2, as described by GR\', is

nearly a parameter free prediction of perturbative QCD dynamics.

Donnachie-Landshoff (DL)

[n contrast to the parametrisations mentioned above the approach chosen by Donnachie

and Landshoff [103) is based on Regge theory. The dependence of hadron-hadron or

photon- had ron scattering cross sections as a function of the centre of mass energy square,

s, is parametrised as

CTEQ-Collaboration
The 'Coordinated Theoretical-Experimental Project on QeD' (CTEQ) uses a "cry sim-

ilar approach to the :'-IRS group. They parametri",' their latest PDF, C'TEQ-I [I~X),

except a sp,'cial low-Q2 ,wt, at Ql = 2..')6 GeV2. For I he quark distributions III<' same

where '7 = 0.-1.')2-1and, = 0.0808 [10-1)are the nlln,'s obtained iu a glohal fit. This

b"haviour, exptrapolated to Q2 > 0, provides a parametrisation of F2. The region of

applicability is 'luot,'f! to Q2 < 10 GeV2.



A number of DlS experiments at SLAC, CERN and FNAL followed the first results on

(unpolarised) deep-inelastic structure functions at SLAC and contributed to the effort

of obtaining a fundamental and precise knowledge of properties of par tons and of QCD.

They used electron, muon and (anti-) neutrino beams on a variety of targets.

The SLAC experiments used electron beams with an energy range 2.6.5 < Ee <
20 GeY, on hydrogen and deuterium targets.

The CERN muon experiments EMC, BCDMS and N:\1C operated with beam en-

ergies 100 < Ev < 280 GeY, substantially extending the kinematic range to Q2 as

large as 300 GeY and low values of x ::: 7· 10-3. They were complemented by the

(anti-) neutrino program where the experiments CDHSW, CHARM, WA25, WA.59 and

BEBC-GGl\1 studied the scattering of (anti-) neutrinos with 100 < Ev < 280 GeY off

deuterium, iron, neon and other targets.

At FNAL the CCFR experiment used a neutrino beam of 30 < Ev < 600 GeY

on an iron target and obtained structure function results at x as low as - 10-2. The

high muon beam energy of 490 GeY, used at the E665 experiment, in conjunction with

special experimental techniques allowed structure function measurements to even lower

values of x - 7.10-4• These, however, could only be reached at Q2 ~ 1 GeY.

The centre of mass energy at fixed target experiments, which were almost always

inclusive, is given by

yielding a maximum value of v'S :::::35 GeY. Their kinematic range in x and Q2 is

shown in figure 2.12.
As HERA is an ep collider its centre of mass energy is related to the beam energies

•ZEUS BPC 1995

•ZEUS SVTX 1995

•HERA 1994

HERA 1993

~ NMC

[ill] BCDMS

1.1 E665

•<{<.

§

Figure 2.12: (x, Q2) mnge of various DIS experiments that contributed to structure

function data.

Further details about nucleon structure functions and their interpretation and role

in QCD can be found in [38,37,39).

With the design energies of Ee = 30 GeY and Ep = 820 GeY a centre of mass energy of
v'S::: 300 GeY is achieved. As illustrated in figure 2.12 HERA extends the accessible

kinematic range by almost two orders of magnitude in x and Q2. While structure

function measurements based on 1993 data were limited to Q2 (, 6 Gey2 and left a gap

to the fixed target region the 1994 data extend to Q2 values as low as - 1 Gey2 and

provide an overlap with the :'<:\1Cand E66.5data. Additional detector components and

special experimental techniques increased the HERA acceptance in 199.5even further
down to Q2 ::: 0.1 Gey2 and x::: 2.10-6. This vastly extendl'd kinematic region is t1",

basis for exciting stru<'lure function results, a deeper insight into the strn<'lure of II",

proton aud a hel.ler understanding of QCD.



off polarised gas jet targets of hydrogen, deuterium or He3. Longitudinally polarised

photons are produced from the naturally occuring transversely polarised electrons using

spin rotatOl's. HERA-B is designed to investigate CP violation in the BOBOsystem. It

uses a wire target for the production of B-mesons in the proton halo.

HERA is located under the 'Volkspark' in Hamburg, Germany, close to the main site

of the DESY laboratory (figure 3.1). It was commisioned in 1991, first ep interactions

were observed and recorded in HI and ZEUS during spring 1992.

Figure 3.2: HERA acce/emtor complex with four experifnental halls (left) and the pre-

accelemlor system (right).

Figure 3.2 shows a schematic layout of the HERA accelerator complex. Two sepa-

rate rings for electrousl and protons, using conventional and superconducting magnets

respectively, are housed in a 6.34 km long tunnel 10 - 30 m underground.

The proton acceleration chain starts with a H- .)0 i\leV linear accelerator. Before

injection into the DESY II! storage ring, the electrons are stripped off the hydrogen

ions, yielding protons. DESY II! is filled with 11 proton bunches, having the same

bunch spacing as HERA, 96 ns, and accelerated to 7..) GeV. The proton bunches are

then transferred to PETRA 2• Seventy bunches are accumulated there and accelerated

to 40 GeV, then transferred to HERA. This process is repeated until HERA is filled

with up to 210 bunches. After acceleration to 820 GeV the proton beam lifetime is of

the order of several days.

The electron injection begins with the LlNACs I and I! which accelerate the electrons

to 220 and 4.)0 :v1eV, respectively, and fill the positron intensity accumulator (PIA)

with a single bunch of up to 60 mA. This bunch is then transferred to DESY II

and accelerated to 7..) G,N. The transfer to the PETRA II storage ring is performed

Figure 3.1: The 'Valkspork' in Hambury surrounded by the HERA collider (dashed line).

The pre-acce/emlor PETRA, endosing the main DES)' site, is shawn in the foreground.

The 'Hadron Elektron Ring Anlage' (HERA) is the first lepton proton collideI'. HERA is

designed to accelerate electrons or pooitrons to 30 GeY and protons to 820 GeY energy,

yielding a centre of mass energy ..;s = 314 GeV. The beams are brought into collision at

zero crossing angle at four interaction points. The two main experiments, HI and ZElIS,

arc located in the north and south hall respectively. Tlw remaining two halls have I,..en

allocat(·d to the IIER\IES and HERA-B experiments. IIEH.\IES is d,'sii\II<'d 10 sludy
the spin str1l<'ture of the nucleon using the S('al.te";ni\ of loni\ilndinally polaris,'d pholons

1From the middle of 1!')IY1on pOfiitrons were l&ccclerntcd in~tCl\c1 of electron", in or(lt"r to incTC'I\H: the

lepton hCi\1ll lifetime. In the following electron i:o; WoMac; 1\ generic cxpr(,~F-ion for rhf' collicling l('pron.

1PETRA = 'Pj)#.;irroncn·Elcktron~11 Tl\lldclll fling Anlngc.·



HERA parameters Design values 1994

electrons protons positrons protons

Energy (GeV) 30 820 27..52 820

Centre of mass energy (GeV) 314 300

Specific luminosity (cm-2s-1mA-2) 3.9. 1029 3..1.1029

Instantaneous luminosity (cm-2s-l) 1.7.1031 3.0.1030

Integrated luminosity (pb) 100 6

Circumference (m) 6336

Magnetic field (T) 0.165 4.6.5 0.165 4.65

Injection energy (GeV) 14 40 14 40

Current (mA) 58 163 20 - 33 30 - .55

Energy loss per turn (lvIeV) 127 1..1.10-10 127 1.4.10-10

Number of bunches 210 153 + 15 153 + 17

Bunch crossing time (ns) 96 96

Beam (Jx (mm) at IP 0.30 0.27 0.27 0.18

Beam (J. (mm) at IP 0.06 0.09 0.06 0.06

Beam (J, (mm) at IP 0.8 11 0.8 11

Injection time (min) 15 20 45 60

I 17..0
Q. 16
'-' 15

14
1.3
12
11
10

9
8
7
6

5
4
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Figure 3.3: Integrated luminosity delivered by HERA during the data taking periods 1992
- 1996.

The ZEUS Collaboration is formed by more than 450 physicists and an equal number

of technicians, coming from 51 institutes in 11 countries.

The ZEUS detector is a hermetic (except for the beam-pipe holes) multipurpose de-

tector, designed to study lepton-hadron scattering and the structure of the proton. The

construction and installation of the detector in the HERA south hall was completed by

autumn 1991. Since then, several detector upgrades and modifications have taken place

as a consequence of the physics and technical understanding gained by the collaboration

during the first years of data taking.

The ZEUS coordinate system is defined as a right-handed orthogonal system with

the origin at the nominal interaction point (IP), and the z-axis pointing in the outgoing

proton direction (defined as forward direction). In this frame, the x-axis points towards

the centre of the HERA ring, the y-axis upwards. Thus, the proton beam polar angle is

0·, whereas the electron beam polar angle is 180·. The azimuthal angle ~) is mensure<1

with respect. to the x-axis.

Figure :3..1 and 3 ..5 show the longitudinal and transverse (with resped to the heam

dirpction) layouts of ZEUS, resped.ivcly.

such that 70 bunches of 96 ns spacing are obtained. After acceleration to 14 GeV the

electron bunches are transferred to HERA until this is filled with up to 210 bunches.

After acceleration to 27.52 GeV the positron beam life time is about 8 hours3. In

practice not all bunches are filled. Unpaired bunches, called pilot bunches, can be used

to estimate beam related background rates, while empty bunches allow the estimation

of background rates originating from cosmic rays. In the 1994 data taking period HERA

operated with 153 ep bunches, 1.5 electron- and 17 proton-pilot bunches.

The design parameters and performance of the HERA machine during the 1994 data

taking period are summarised in table 3.1 [40,41).

Since the first electron proton collisions in \lay 1992 the integrate<llnminosity deliv-

ered hy HERA has heen continously increased (see figure 3.3). In 1994 HERA delivere<1

_ 6 pl>-I integrate<1 luminosity. For ahout 2 ..5 ph-I ZEUS was operational, with all

main components in good conditions. The present analyses are hase<l on this data set.



Overview of the ZEUS De/ec/or
( cross see/ion)

A brief outline of the major detector components is given in the following. The

parts of the detector essential for the present analyses are desribed in more detail in the

following sections. A more general and complete description can be found in [-12].

Starting from the centre, ZEUS consists of charged particle tracking detectors (Ver-

tex Detector, VXD, and Central Tracking Detector, CTD). The CTD is surrounded by

a superconducting magnet providing a field of 1.43 T. Forward and rear tracking cham-

bers (FTD and RTD) provide additional tracking information and particle identification

in the forward and rear direction. The tracking chambers are surrounded by a high res-

olution Uranium Calorimeter (UCAL). The VCAL is divided into three sections: the

FCAL in the forward direction, the RCAL in the rear direction, and the BCAL, a barrel

section surrounding the central region. The small angle rear tracking detector (SRTD)

is situated behind the RTD and covers the face of the RCAL to a radius of - 34 cm

around the centre of the beam-pipe hole. At a longitudinal depth of 3 Xo in the RCAL

the hadron-electron separator (HES), consisting of 3 x 3 cm2 silicon diodes, is installed

for the discrimination between electromagnetic and hadronic showers originating from

low energetic particles « 5 GeV). The UeAL is enclosed by muon identification cham-

bers (F~\IUI, B;\IUI and R:\IUI) on the inner side of the iron yoke. The yoke itself serves

as absorber for the backing calorimeter (BAC), which measures the energy of late show-

ering particles, and as the return path for the solenoid magnetic field flux. On th,- other

side of the yoke, the outer muon chambers are installed (F\H10'l, B:'v11'0'l, R~ll'O'l).

Behind the main detector at = = -7 ..; rn an iron/scintillator VETOWALL is IIsed to re-

ject beam-related backgrollnd. The C.; beam lIIonitor, a Slnall lead-scintillator nlllntN.
located around the bf'atll pipe at = = -:i. (.')m, monitors tl\(., synchrotroll l'adial.ioll

accompanying the beams and the timing and longitudinal structure of the proton and

electron bunches. At - 20 - 90 m downstream in the proton beam direction the leading

proton spectrometer (LPS) and the forward neutron calorimeter (FNC) detect protons

and neutrons scattered through small angles, respectively. The proton remnant tagger

(PRT), a lead-scintillator counter, located at z = 5.1 m around the beam pipe, covers a

pseudorapidity" range 4.3 < TJ < 5.8 and provides information about the hadronic final

state particles in the very forward direction, I.e. about dissociating outgoing protons.

In the electron beam direction two small lead/scintillator calorimeters are installed at

-34 m and -104 m for the measurement of outgoing photons, used for the luminosity

determination, tagging of Q2 :::::0 scattering and radiative events.

The short time interval of 96 ns between the bllnch crossing at IIERA resliits ill a

nominal rate of 10 :\1IIz. ZElrs us,"" a three-level trigger system to redllce the rate to

a f,'w liz, a level at which data can he written to tape.



The ZEUS calorimeter is a high resolution uranium-scintillator compensating calo-

rimeter [44). The uranium calorimeter is one of the most essential detector components

for the reconstruction of ep-scallering events and plays a crucial role for the present

analyses. The UCAL is a sampling calorimeter, consisting of alternating layers of de-

pleted uranium5 as absorber and scintillator 6 as active material for readout purposes.

The thickness of the plates (2.6 mm scintillator and 3.3 mm ,: 1 Xo uranium) has

been chosen to optimize the compensation of the calorimeter. Compensation means

that electromagnetic and hadronic showers of equal energy yield equal response in the

calorimeter (e/h = 1). This characteristic is particularly important for the energy res-

olution of hadrons as hadronic showers have a statistically fluctuating electromagnetic

component. The energy resolution of the ZEUS calorimeter, measured under test beam

conditions, is

The central tracking detector (CTD) [43) measures the direction and momentum of

charged particles with high precision and estimates the energy loss dE/dx used for

particle identification. The CTD is a cylindrical drift chamber with an inner radius

of 18.2 cm, outer radius 79.4 em and length of 205 cm, filled with a gas mixture of

argon, CO2 and ethane. [t covers a polar angle of 15° < a < 164° and consists of

72 radial layers, organised into 9 superlayers (see figure 3.6). The odd superlayers are

utE) 35% $2%E: ../E

Figure 3.6: CTD wedge, showing the sense and field u·ires. The stereo angle for each

superlayer is also given.

utE) 18%E: = ../E e 1%

axial layers which have sense wires parallel to the beam axis, while the even superlayers

are stereo layers, inclined at angles :::: ±5° with respect to the beam axis, which allows

the determination of the z-position of the hits. For trigger purposes, the three inner

axial layers are additionally equipped with a toby-timing system (u, :::: 4 cm) which

determines the :-position of a hit from the difference in arrival times of a pulse at

both ends of the chamber. With the 1994 calibration of the chamber, the resolution

of the CTD is around 230 I'm in r - <1>, resulting in a trausverse momentum resolution

of 0.005 PT 8 0.0016 for long tracks. The :-vertex resolution for medium- and high-

multiplicity events is ~ 1..') mm.

for electrons, where the energy E is measured in Ge\'.

The calorimeter consists of three sections, covering different regions in the f>seudo-

rapidity I) = -In(tan ~). With the exception of 20 x 20 cm2 holes in the centre of

I)-range -4.0 - -1.0 -1.1 - 0.74 0.72 - 3.49

a-range 2.2° - 39.9° 36.7° - 129.1° 128.1° - 176 ..')°

radiation length Xo 25.9 24.6 24.3

absorbtion length >. 7.14 4.92 3.99

The vertex detector measures the event vertex and possibly secondary vertices, improves

the momentum and angular resolution of charged particles as determined with the CTO

alone and contributes to the pallern recognition. The "XD is a cylindrkal drift chamber

surrounding the IP region with an inner radius of 10.9 cm and an outer radius of 1.').9 cm,

e<)uipped with 12 layers of 1.6 m long sense wires. lu 1!H)4 high voltage probleuls and

damage due to synchrotron radiation caused part of the "XI) to be off. particularly

during the second half of the data taking period.

the FCAL and RCAL, necessary to accomodate the HERA beam pipe, the calorimeter

is> 99.7% of 4". hermetic. The three calorimeter parts are divided into vertical (FCAL

and RCAL) or radial (BCAL) modules, which in turn are subdivided into towers of ap-

proximate transverse dimensions 20 x 20 cm2 (see figure 3.7). The E\JC s(,etions cousist

of fonr.') x 20 ("m2 cells (two 10 x 20 C1U2 ("ells in I.he RC'AL). '1'111'IIAC Sf'{"lions <He ("ells

r.An nl10y of 08.4S'< [;'238.1"'7< Xh and :5 0.1'1< r:13!.o

"SCS\'-:IS



For a precise measurement of the scattered electron energy and angle, for low Q2 events

in low-x DlS, additional tracking is needed to improve the calorimeter reconstruction

in regions close to the RCAL beam-pipe hole. It has also found to be useful to correct

for energy loss due to the presence of inactive material in this detector region (YXO

cables, flanges etc.).

The SRTO, installed at the beginning of 1994, is a scintillator strip detector at the

face of the RCAL (z = -148 cm) and covers an area of 68 x 68 cm2 around the RCAL

beam-pipe hole (except for the 20 x 20 cm2 hole itself) [46, 4i). Figure 3.8 shows a

Figure 3.i: ZEUS FCAL module. The 20x20 cm2 towers IPith their longitudinal division

into EMC and HAC section are shown.

on their own. Each tower is segmented longitudinally into an inner, electromagnetic

section (EMC) and two (RCAL only one) outer, hadronic sections (HACI and IIAC2).

The longitudinal depth of the VCAL (table 3.2) is chosen such that 90% of all

recorded jets deposit at least 95% of their energy in the VCAL H5J.
Each calorimeter cell is read out on two opposite sides by two photomultiplier tubes

(PMTs) coupled to the scintillator via wavelength shifters. As the energies correspond-

ing to both PMTs are summed, the energy measurement is independent of the impact

point of the particle within the cell. Comparison of the two P~vlT signals allows the

determination of the horizontal impact point of the particles within a cell (see sec-

tion 5.4.4.2).

The calorimeter is calibrated on channel-by-cliannel basis using the radioactive decay

of U238, which provides a constant reference signal. This calibration procedure is good

to 1%. The P:\"lTs can be calibrated via light emission of known intensity from LEOs.

The rest of the electronic readout chain is calibrated using test pulses.

The calorimeter also provides accurate timing information with a time rl'Holutioll

better than 1 ns for energy deposits greater than 4.5 Ge\'. The total I.illll' of a ('alo-

rimeter section (F /13/HCAL) is obtained from an energy weil\hted average of I hI' I.illies

of all P"'JTs with enerKv deposits greater than 200 :\Ie\'.

Figure 3.8: Schematic diagmm of the SRTD showing the orientntion of the scintilln/or

strips, nrranged in two plnnes nnd four qundmnts.

schematic diagram of the detector layout. Charged particles are detected by two planes

of orthogonally arranged (x, y) strips with a I cm pitch which provide position and pulse

height information via an optical fibre-photomultiplier readout. Each plane is divided

into four qua<:Jrants.

SRTO hit information is llsed in conjunction with that from the CTO for track re-

construction. :\-'Iore importantly the SRTO can detect the preshowering of particles in

the inactive material in front of the calorimeter. The energy deposit in the SRTD can

he 'I'ed to conect for these energy losses, so that the SRTD serves as a presam pier.

The SRTD also helps to rejl'('1 hatkl\rOlllld by providing a fasl tillll' lIl('a8l1l'I'menl (reso-

Illl.ion - 2 ns) to the trigger, ,'oll,pll'nll'nting the rej('Ction by the C.j and \'ETOWALL

('Olllllcl'H.



fingers at a depth of 7 Xo. The LUMI-e not only detects electrons from bremsstrahlung

processes but also from photoproduction events, where the electron scattering angle is

very small due to the negligible momentum transfer.

Photons radiated at angles 8, $ 0.5 mrad with respect to the beam axis leave

the beam pipe undeflected via a copper/beryllium exit window at z = -92 m and

are detected in the photon calorimeter (LU1VlI-,). The LUMI--/ is a lead-scintillator

calorimeter situated at z = -104 m and is protected against synchrotron radiation by a

3.5 Xo carbon/lead filter. The LUMI-, energy resolution under test beam conditions is

18%/)£ (GeV), which is reduced to 25%/)£ (GeV) by the filter. In the ISR analysis

the LUMI-, is not only used for the measurement of the luminosity but also for the

detection of collinearly radiated photons in the initial state.

The precise measurement of the time-integrated luminosity is a crucial aspect of all

cross section and therefore of all structure function measurements. The ep luminosity

at HERA is measured by the luminosity monitor using the rate of hard bremsstrahlung

photons from the Bethe-Heitler process [48].

The cross section for this process is high and well known from theoretical calculations

to an accuracy of 0..)%.

The short bunch crossing time at HERA of 96 ns, equiva.lent to a rate of ~ 10 MHz,

is a technical challenge and puts stringent requirements on the ZEUS trigger and data

acquisition system. The total interaction rate, which is dominated by background from

upstream interactions of the proton beam with residual gas in the beam pipe, is of the

order 10 - 100 kHz while the rate of ep physics events in the ZEUS detector is of the

order of a few Hz. Other background sources are electron beam gas collisions, beam

halo and cosmic events.

ZEUS employs a sophisticated three-level trigger system in order to select fp physics

events efficiently while reducing the rate to a few Hz [50, 51]. A schematic diagram of

the ZEUS trigger system is shown in figure 3.10.

The First Level Trigger (FLT) is a hardware trigger, designed to reduce the input

rate below I kHz. Each detector component has its own FLT, which stores the data

in a pipeline, and makes a trigger decision within 2 ps after the bunch crossing. The

decision from the local FLTs are passed to the Global First Level Trigger (GFLT),

which decides whether to accept or reject the event, and returns this decision to the

component readout within 4.4 ps.

If the event is accepted, the data are transferred to the Second Level Trigger (SLT),

which is software-based and runs on a network of Transputers. It is designed to Teduce

the rate below 100 Hz. Each component can also have its own SLT, which passes a

trigger decision to the Global Second Level Trigger (GSLT) [.)2]. The GSLT ,Iecides

then on accepting or rejecting the event.

If the event is accepted by the GSLT, all detector components send their data to

the Event Builder, which produces all event structnre on which the Third I.evel Trigger

(TLT) ('ode rUlls. The TLT is softwar<>based and runs part of the omill" reconsll-lIction

rod" 011 a farm of Silicoll Graphics CPlfs. It is d,'sigll(·d 10 r"du('e Ihe ral,' to a f<,w Hz.
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Figure 3.9 shows the setup of the two luminosity calorimeters [49]. The electron

calorimeter (LU:\H-e) is a lead-scintillator sampling calorimeter. It is 23 Xo deep and

read out via light guides aud photomultipliers. Electrons that have lost part of their

energy via bremsstrahlung are deflected from the nominal b"am orbit by th" magnetic

field of HERA. These electrons leave the beam pipe via an exit window at z = -27 m

and are detected by the LlI:\II-e at z = -34 Ill. The geometrical acceptance is limit(~1

to the detection of electrons wil h 0.2· E~""n< E; < 0.8· Eb,,,,,,' The energy resolution is

~ = 7* with E measured in Gc\'. The e1ertron positioll is determiJl(~1 by scinlillator
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YIeasurements of structure functions and cross sections require corrections for acceJ>-

tance, efficiency and resolution effects of the detector and trigger system. As the detec-

tor components are highly complex and the trigger efficiency depends not only on the

trigger hardware and its algorithms, but also on the event topology, analytic calcula-

tions are too complicated and hence not pratical. Instead well established \Ionte Carlo

techniques are used to simulate all relevant aspects of the ZEUS experiment. The simu-

lation consists of two main parts. (n the first part the ep-scattering process is simulated,

focussing on the variation of the cross section with the event kinematics and the final

state event topology. The second part simulates the detector and trigger response to

the constellation of outgoing particles according to the detector geometry and testbeam

results for the different components.

Not only the Born-level matrix element, but also QED and QCD corrections can

be factorised in the Leading-Log-approximation (LLA). This is the basic property of

higher order corrections which allows for a step-by-step procedure where the QED and

QCD effects are described in separate programs.

The main concepts of the different simulation stages and their implementation in

software packages is described in the following.

Events accepted by the TLT are written to tape via a fibre-link (FLl:'Jh:) connection.

The size of an event is typically - 100 kBytes. From here on events are available for

full offline reconstruction and data analysis.

The trigger logic used for the online selection of DIS evenls, on which the present

analyses are based, is described in section .';.2.

On the Born-level the :'JC ep-scattering process is described by the single photon ex-

change between the electron and a qnasi-free quark in the proton, as depicted in fig.

nre -1.1. The cOl'I'esponding cross section is given by

d'l(J{EIJ --t EIJ)

duly

1 22r.a E,S [ 1]
= ----cr- J + (I - y)



Higher order diagrams can lead to substantial corrections which have to be taken into

account in the analysis. The emission of additional particles, mainly photons, does

not only modify the cross section, but also affects the relation between event quantities

measured in the detector, such as the scattered electron energy and angle, and the event

kinematics at the hadronic vertex, where the proton structure is probed. Consequently

the size of the radiative corrections depends on the chosen reconstruction method. The

net effect is written as

results in the Q2-dependence of the electromagnetic coupling O',m'

The NC-DIS process eq -+ eq"{ including photon and ZO-exchange and first order

electroweak radiative corrections has been simulated using the Monte Carlo gen era tor

HERACLES [.'>7]. The program operates at the parton level. Events are completely

dp.scribed by the flavour of the struck quark q and the four-momentum of the fina I state

electron, quark and the potentially radiated photon.

""- HERACLES ISR photon spectrum --- L'"-''''- ''''
'"-

,'"

"

where 6, indicates the radiation correction. Xopp and Q~pp are the so-called 'apparent

kinematic variables' as obtained when ignoring the photon emission.

Figure 4.2: Left: ISR photon energy spectrum as generated using HERACLES. The
arrow indicates the upper limit, given by the electron beam energy. Right: Correlat,ion

between the angular distributions of the scattered electron and the radiated photon. Two
clear bands, originating from ISR and FSR events, are visible.

Figure 4.1: Feynman ,/iagram of the Born-level eq -+ eq process (l) together with the
diagrams for the QED initial state radiation (2), final state IYlI/iation (9) and the l'ertex

correction (4). The diagram, giving rise to the so-called self-energy term is shown in

(5).

Figure -1.2 shows the photon energy spectrum in ISR events as generated by HER-

ACLES. The electron beam energy of 27.52 GeV sets an upper limit on the photon

energy. The correlation between the final state electron and photon angle (figure 4.2,

right) shows two clear bands, one for events with e, :::::e_, (FSR) and one for 8., :::::0

(ISR).

Figure -1.1 shows the Born-level eI>-scattering diagram together with higher order

diagrams yielding corrections of 0(0'). Diagrams similar to (2·4) exist for the zo- or

the W*-exchange in charged current events, but are not shown separately for simplicity.

The phenomena of initial state radiation (ISR), final state radiation (FSR) and the

vertex correction also exist at the hadronic vertex, but their effect is small due to

the dependence on the squared charge of the involved particles. It is absorbed in the

definition of the parton distribution functions in the proton and therefore not considered

in the cross section calculation. The divergence of the vertex correction term for small

photon energies, E••. cancels the ones fmm the lSR· and FSR-diagram, so that a finite

correction is finally ohtained.

Additional conI ribut.ions t.o O(o}corrections originat.l' from interfel"l'nfes between

the Born diagram and t.wo-photon exchangL'S (not. shown) 01' the self-enerps terms. In

the lat.ter all charged f{'nnions with 1112 :$ Q2 haw 1.0 h,' l'Onsid,'rl'd ill the loop and I his

Figure 4.3 shows the radiative corrections as a function of YoPP for t.he electron recon·

struction method (section 6.3). For YoPP -+ I the scattered electron energy decreases so

that the available phase space for photon radiation increases and the resulting radiative

correction can be as large as 200%. At low-y only soft photons can be emitted, yielding

rather small radiative corrections unless x is very large.

In addition to the leading order diagrams, already taken int.o account. in HERACLES,

t.he program IIECTOR (93) can also evaluate all non· negligible se("Qnd order leading

log terms as well as third order and higher order terms originating fmm soft photon

exponentiation.

For the 'PT'-method (section 6.6), which is nsed in t.he main f1-allalysi" the differ-

ence het.ween t.he leading order and higher order calclliations is ahollt. 0.2'7c at. Q2 of a

few Ge\,2 and rises t.o OJ,';' at. a few 100 Ge\t2. This differl'nf{, is almost. indl'I'<'ndenl

of !I [!J-l).



In contrast to the single electron line at the lepton vertex the situation at the hadron

vertex is more complicated. This is mainly due to the fact that the struck quark is not

a free particle. As it carries net colour it is bound to the proton remnant by the colour

flow. Also single free quarks are experimentally not observed but rather fragment into

jets of hadrons.

·60

·80

.1000 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 -.-.
""-.02 •••••••

prolon •

1 '_em_n_a_n_1 _

Figure 4.3: Radiative corrections in lep/.onic variables. Dot.ted lines: 0(0'), dashed lines:

0(0'2), solid lines: in addition soft pha/.on eXJJOnentiation.

In the analysis of ISR events the crass section is 0(0'3) so that higher order cor-

rections are O(a'~)' These corrections have been calculated [100], but are not included

in HERACLES. However, additional final state radiation or the second emission of a

collinear photon in the initial state do not contribute to the radiative corrections due to

the electron and photon identification algorithms used in the present analyses. Hence

the radiative corrections are estimated to be at most 5 - 10%.

Figure 4.4: Schematic diagram of the DIS {p.sen/tering process, shou'ing the different

stages in the development of /.he hadl'Onic final state.

The DIS NC cross sections in the Monte Carlo data sets of all three analyses have

been generated according to the ~·fRSA [135) structure function, modified at low-Q2 as

described in [136), using the PDFLIB software package [62). These parametrisations,

which have been obtained from fits to previous ZEUS and HI measurements [109, 115J

and other data sets, describe the density of quarks and gluons, i.e. the partons, in the

proton at a given x and Q2. These parametrisations provide an adequate description of

the 1993-F2 measurements at HERA.

However all ~Ionte Carlo distributions, shown in the following chapters, have been

reweighted to the parametrisations obtained from NLO-QCD fits to the respective data

sets, as described in [118, 123, 124J.

Figure 4.4 shows the different stages of the virtual photon probing the proton struc-

ture and the development of the hadronic final state. The parton cascade is simulated

lIsing the colour dipole model (COM) [58] supplemented by the Bason-Gillan-Fusion

process (BGF). The BGF process is particularly important at low-x due to the strong

rise in the gluon density. In the CD~\'I the colour dipole, formed by the struck quark

and the proton remnant, radiates gluolls, which can in turn emit softer gluons or split

into quark-antiquark pairs.

The CD~I'I-BGF model, as implemented in ARIADNE [.59) provides at present the

best description of the observed DIS non-diffractive hadronic final state [144]. In ARI-

ADNE 4.06 diffraclive eveuts with a large rapidity gap, which have beell observed in

[.54, 55], are thought to originate from a colour sillglet exchange which is simnlated by

assuming that the struck quark originates from a colourless state in the protoll, which

carries only a small fraction of the latter's momentnm, Th" paranH'tCl's of the model

,II''' adjllsted to be consislent with rct'cllt ZEllS mea511remt'nts [,56J,

Th,' ontpnt of the QeD-,'asrade 5el'\','8 as inplll 10 .1 I~TSET [(jOJ. This program

simnlates the prodnction ofwlourle,." hadrons ill Ih,' final sIal,· nsill!!: III<' J.l1\j)) strin!!:



fragmentation mooel [61]. As partons move away from each other the colour strings

between them expand and eventually fragment into shorter pieces which do not have

enough energy to break further. Thereby hadrons are formed which are either long lived

or resonances which decay rapidly to such states.

The ZEUS trigger decision is based on component signals and is simulated by the

programme ZGANA [64]. The full offline event reconstruction, performed by the soft-

ware package ZEPHYR, takes all calibration constants into account and treats data and

Monte Carlo events in the same way. From here on the analyses do not differentiate

between data or Monte Carlo events.

In addition to the DIS Monte Carlo other :\!onte Carlo samples have been generated for

studies and estimates of the photoproouction background contamination in the NVTX

and the SYTX analysis. The minimum bias photoproduction events have been generated

with 0 :> Q2 :> 4 Gey2 at high-y (y > 0.6), using the PYTHIA 5.7 program [72]. Events

with smaller y do not contribute to the photoproduction background. The cross sections

are obtained from the ALLM parametrisations [139].
A summary of the Monte Carlo samples used in the three F2-analyses is given in

table 4.1.

iVlCset Nr. events Q2 range cross section PDF para-

in Gey2 in nb"rn metrisation

DIS - ~YTX 1198287 ~ 1.8 862.27 jVlRSA'

DIS - SYTX 250833 ~ 0..5 3411.60 ~v1RSA'

DIS - ISR 96310 ~ 0.5 78.32 MRSA'

PHP - NYTX 346301 0.0 - 4.0 1148.0 ALL:'>!

PHP-SYTX 87861 0.0 - 4.0 1129..5 ALL}!

All :\.Jonte Carlo events are subject to the ZEUS detector simulation and omine recoll-

struction chain. The response of the different detector components, taking their material

and geometry into account, is simulate",l by the software package }!OZART [6:J]. It is

based on the GEAyr program [6.5]and incorporates the presenl. understalldillg of the

detector and test beam results. The :Vlonte Carlo sample.,,;considercd here havc bc<'1I

processed by thc :\!OZART "crsiolls 12.1, 12.6 or 12.7. The differenc'es 1)('l.weellthem

do not affect compollenl.8 uscd ill t he presented 1-2-aIIa1)'8e8.



tron energy scale as well as appropriate correction methods are described in section 5..1.

In section 5.5 details of the use of the two luminosity calorimeters in the ISR analysis

are given.

Su bsequently the measurement of hadronic quantities and their corrections, partic-

ularly important for the 'PT'-method, are presented in section 5.6. The presence in the

data sample of events with large rapidity gaps in the hadronic final state is also demon-

strated and the resulting distributions of kinematic variables are shown and compared

to those from the corresponding Monte Carlo samples.

Finally section .5.7 gives a discnssion on backgrounds and appropriate subtraction

methods.

The Data Sample

In this chapter the preselection, selection and reconstruction of the three samples of 1994

data used in the measurement of the proton structure function F2(x, Q2) are presented.

(n order to extend the accessible kinematic range for the structure function measure-

ment to lower values of Q2 two specific analyses have been performed. One is based on

a small data set (- .58nb-1 =4.5379 events). where the HERA setting was modified such

that the interaction point was shifted from the nominal position of z = 0 to z "" 6.5cm,
yielding a larger detector acceptance for events with electrons scattered through a small

angle ('shifted vertex - SVTX analysis').

The other analysis uses the main sample of 2..1pb-1 (= 128.5668events) and exploits

the fact that for constant energy and angle of the scattered electron the 4-momentum

transfer Q2 depends linearly on the incoming electron energy ('initial state radiation

- ISR analysis'). Therefore by selecting events with initial state photon radiation the

electron beam energy is effectively lowered, resulting in an increased acceptance for

low_Q2 events.

The following description of the event reconstruction in the ZEUS detector focusses

on the main analysis with the vertex at the nominal interaction point at +3 cm, based

on the - 2..1 pb-1 sample ('nominal vertex - :,>/VTXanalysis'). Only for quantities

of particular relevance or different characteristics in the various data sets a separate

presentation is given.
(n section .5.2 the event preselection and the requirements in the relevant trigger

filters are presented.

The event vertex reconstruction is discussed in section .5.3. The vertex is of par-

ticular importance for the detector acceptanee and trigger efficiencies as well as the

J'L"Construction of kinematic n\fiabk ..~ via all ttUgUItH <]urllltiti(\s.

The esscntial tool in the identir,cation ofucutral euncut CI'puts is th,· el"dron r,nd,·r.

Crucial aspecl!'i sHch as its cfficiPllcy. the elecl.l'Oll position J'('('Ollstrllflioll illld 1!If' PlPC'-



an interaction. Since the positive z-direction in ZEUS has been chosen to point in the

forward (the outgoing proton) direction, energy and longitudinal momentum for forward

moving particles are essentially identical. Hence their contribution to ~ almost cancels

to zero. For particles moving in the rear direction energy and longitudinal momentum

are of opposite sign, so that their contribution to 6 is twice their energy.

6 is a conserved quantity. Ignoring possible particle losses in the forward or backward

beam hole, ~ calculated from the initial state must be equal to the one from the final

state.

The main characteristics of a DIS event is the presence of the scattered electron in the

final state. All three trigger stages of DlS events are therefore almost entirely based on

the resulting electron signal in the calorimeter. The relevant quantites and their logical

combination are described in the following.

ELI
On the first trigger level the calorimeter trigger electronics provides several logical bits

that indicate the presence of energy deposits above certain thresholds in the electro-

magnetic or hadronic calorimeter section. The required combination of these, arranged

in the 1994 trigger slots, are:

• The RCAL-IsoE trigger (89) selects events with isolated electrons or muons in

the RCAL. A group of up to 4 trigger towers with electromagnetic or minimum

ionizing energy deposits is required to be surrounded by quiet trigger towers.

• The RMECth trigger requires the total electromagnetic energy deposit in the
RCAL to be> 3.7.5GeV.

• Events with electrons in the FCAL are not specifically triggered on the electro-

magnetic FCAL energy, but on the event transverse energy, ET.

where the sum is carried out over all calorimeter cells and the polar angle e; is <Jeter-

mined from the cell centre and the primary event vertex.

In fully contained DlS events 6 is expected to peak at twice the electron beam energy,

.'>5.04GeV. However, in photoproduction events the contribution from the undetectt-d

electron is missing, resulting in much smaller values of 6, peaking below 30 GeV.

In order to account for initial state radiation, where a significant fraction of the event

E- P,can be carried down the beampipe by the radiated photon, the DlS-SLT re<juires

6' = E - P, +2· E!;umi > 24GeV. For studies of the a-distribution and photoproduction

background contamination a prescaledl branch with a' > 15 GeV was added.

• The REMC trigger selects events with a total electromagnetic energy deposit in
the RCAL of > 2.0(3.4)GeV, where the trigger towers next to the RCAL beam hole

are ignored.

• The HEMC trigger selects events with more than 4.8 GeV total electromagnetic

energy in the BCAL.

The energy thresholds are tuned to obtain high trigger efficiencies with small background

contamination and controllable trigger rates. For the later run range, corresponding to

:::::60% of the luminosity one of the calorimeter FLT electronics cards (TEe) was not

fully functioning, resulting in a reduced trigger efficiency. Selection cuts accounting for
this effect are described in 5.4.4.1.

'I'Ll'

The third level trigger DlS filters used in the presented analyses require in addition to

the afore defined FLT and SLT conditions also at least one of the electron identification

algorithms 'Local' (97) or 'Elec.5' [98] to find an electron candidate of 4 GeV or more.

In the following analyses only runs are considered iu which the main detector compo-

nents were fully functioning (as determined by EVTAKE [90]) and in which the quality

of relevant quantities such as the event timing lie within reasonable limits (as specified

by DISTAKE94 [91]).

The luminosity of the finally selected runs corresponds to 2.40 pb-l(±l'lt) in the

\J"TX and the ISR analyses and .58.13nh-I(±2'Ji.) ill tl1<' SVTX analysis [101].

ill
On the second trigger level a logical .OR. of the FLT bits is required. In addition the

quantity a is determined on the transputer network of the calorimeter SLT. 6 is defined

where Eand P, are the total energy and lolal longitudinal momentllm of an e\'ent,

and E; and P,,; are the same variables, bnt now ref"rring to all final slate parlidl'S in
IPr~nling by 1\ (actor .v mcanfi that onl," O!l(' Ollt of S iOC"llIifiNI cW'm~ i!' i\<:rui\Il~' ll('("rpr cd illlfl

:o.f01"('("I on fn)lC',



It is important to understand the vertex reconstruction, both for the calculation of the

detector and trigger acceptances as well as for the reconstruction of the event kinematics.

Electrons, scattered through a small angle, are less likely to be detected in the rear

calorimeter (RCAL) the closer their z-vertex is to the RCAL, since they simply vanish

in the rear beam hole. The vertex also affects the determination of the electron scattering

angle e" the hadronic angle Afh and the quantity E - P" where E is the total energy

deposited in the calorimeter and p. is the corresponding total longitudinal momentum.

In addition the z-position of the event allows one to reduce background from beam-gas

and cosmic ray events. In contrast to fixed target experiments the event vertex in ZEUS

is determined predominantly from tracks originating from the charged particles of the

hadronic final state.

The event vertex reconstruction uses primarily the central tracking detector and, if

available, the vertex detector. The VCTRAK package [66] first performs the hit pattern

recognition and reconstruction of tracks which are then fitted to a common vertex. In

order to obtain a good vertex resolution, additional quality cuts are imposed on the

tracking vertex in the analyses. The vertex fit from at least one track is required to

give a )(~'r/ndf less than ,j. Otherwise the event vertex is set to the mean value of

the measured distribution, the nominal interaction point at +3 cm. For these events
the vertex could be inferred from the time of flight of the final state particles to the

FCAL and/or RCAL. The time resolution of - Insec for energy deposits larger than

400 MeV together with the requirement ECAL > 5 GeV result in a vertex resolution of

- 12 cm. However the timing behaviour of the ZEUS calorimeter is uot yet simulated

to the required precision in the :-Jonte Carlo and hence is not used.

The fraction of events without a tracking vertex after final selection cuts is 220/<for

the NVTX analysis, 29% for the SVTX analysis and 28% for the ISR analysis.

Figure 5.1 shows the z-vertex distribution for the selected DIS data sample. The

NIonte Carlo vertex distribution has been generated according to a minimum-bias pho-

toproduction sample in order not to bias the z-dependence of the tracking acceptance by

the event kinematics and topology of DIS events. The width of the distribution reflects

the length of the proton bunch. The z-vertex distribution is well reprodnced in the

central detector region and at z::< +70cm, This second peak is due to::::;37< (,j% in the

SVTX case) spill over protons from the main hunch that arrive one bucket, i.e. ~.8nsec,

early ('satellite hunch') and can hence give rise to e/>"interactions at z::::; +70crn ('satel-

lite events'). In the outer region a small discrepancy hetween data and \lonte Carlo

can he seen, where the \Ionte Carlo contrihutc'S morc' events than the dala. This is

presurnahly due to inclusion of beam-gas hackgronnd ill the photoproduction refc'rellc(,

sample. In order to reduce any resnlting ullcertaillty a wrlc'x cut

D DlSMC

1511
z vertex In em

Figure 5.1: z·vert.ex dist.ribut.ion for t.he selected DIS-dat.a sample. Overall good agree·

ment betu'een data (points) and Mont.e Carlo (hisl.ogmm) can be seen, even for events
wil.hout.a t.mcking vertex, where t.he z-vertex is sel. 1,0 +3 cm.

is applied.

At low-Q2 the electron is scattered through too small an angle to be seen by the

central tracking detector. Due to the d'r-dependence of the cross section these events

dominate the data sample. Hence the tracking vertex efficiency is a strong function

of the direction of the hadrons ill the detector as given by the kinematic variable y or

the hadronic angle "/h, Figure 5.2 shows the tracking efficiency and the corresponding

vertex resolution as functions of these hadronic variables.

The tracking vertex efficiency drops very quickly for events with 10glO(Y)< -1.2,

which corresponds to 7h ::< 60·. This is also reflected in the vertex resolution, which

grows froll1 - 1A 10m at high Y to several cm at low y, where an additional systematic

shift of .j - 10 Hnll towards the hackward direction shows up. Although the overall

ap;reemellt ill track vertex efficieucy hetwc'Cn\Ionte Carlo alld data is good, the efficiency

is foulld to be slightly higher in the data than in the \Jonte Carlo at these low "alues

of y. This effect is taken illto aCfOunl in the systematic errol' calculation.
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Figure 5.2: Track.vertex efficiency in z as a function of y, j·h and the z-vlx (top rauo).

The corresponding resolutions for Monte Carlo (open circles) Ilnd data (e/osell circles)

are shown in the bottom row.
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Figure 5.3: The x- and y.vertex distributions (Iefl.) for Manle Carla (hislogram) and

dala (dots) show reasonable agreement. The arrows indica Ie the vertex position which is

set for all events. The trock and vertex track multiplicity (middle) for Monte Carlo and

dolo as well as the distribution of \~'Ilndf for Monte Carla and data and the :-vertex

resolution as a function of X~'X are shown. The dashed lines indica Ie the analysis cui.
The strong impact of the hadronic final state, which is boosted in the forward

direction, on the tracking vertex efficiency can also be seen from its z-dependence. The

closer the vertex is to the FCAL the less likely is a track vertex reconstruction, since the

hadrons do not leave tracks in the CTD at such small angles. The efficiency drops from

90% for vertices at the rear CTD end to 60% for ones at the forward end. Simultaneously

also the vertex resolution increases from - 2 ..'> mm to more than 3 mm.

Since the tracking based vertex reconstruction gives about 1 mm wide distributions

in x and y (see figure .'>.3), while the actual beam width is ouly ::::: .'>0I,m, the x- and

y-vertex is always set to the mean of the corresponding distribution measured for the

run range under consideration, 0.1.'> mm in x and -0.15 mm in y.

The agreement between :Odonte Carlo and data. in the x- and v-vertex distribution

is reasonable, but not perfect. This is partially due to noise in the CTD. Another effect

is, that the vertex chamber information can only be used for part of the data, while it

is always present in the :--·lonte Carlo. The small shoulders at x = 0 and y = 0 in the

:--lonte Carlo are due to the tracking algorithm introducing psendo-tracks at the origin

in order to achieve a higher stability of the "Crtex fit.

The distribution of track mnltiplicities agrees vel')' well between :--10nte Carlo ami

data for low track mnltiplicities, in particnlar the nnmbpr of events without track is

well reproduced. However the data contain significantly more events with more than 20

tracks, presumably due to detector noise and event overlays with cosmics and bea.m-gas

events.

In contrast to this the distribution of the on-vertex track multiplicity shows good

agreement over the entire range. This quantity implicitly determines the quality of the

vertex fit and hence is important to be reproduced correctly.

The resulting x2/ndf-distribution is also well simulated. Due to the dependence of

the z-vertex resolution on the \2/ndf, as shown in the top right plot of fignre .'>.3, a

\ 2 Indf < .'> is required in all three analyses.

Figure .,>..! shows the relevant tracking quantities for the SVTX analysis. The main

characteristic is the peak in the z-vertex distribution at jOcm. The satellite effect, giving

rise to fI>-scattering eveuts at : '" 130 cm can also be seen. The vertex distribution is

very well reproduced by the \Ionte Carlo. In order to rl~lucp thl' influencp of noise and

:-:;puriolls tracks, a vertex ell t of
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The signature of neutral current DIS events is the presence of a scattered electron in

the final state. Thus correct and efficient identification of the electron and precise

reconstruction of its position and energy are of vital importance for the analysis of

DlS events. Momentum conservation requires the scattered electron to balance the

transverse momentum of the current jet, resulting in an azimuthal back-to-back event

topology. Consequently the electron is well-isolated and relatively easy to find over a

large part of the accessible (x, Q1) plane. However at high y (low x), where the energy

transfer from the electron to the struck quark is relatively large, the current jet goes in

the rear direction and the scattered electron has rather low energy. The resultiug overlap

of hadronic activity and the electron in the detector makes it difficult to separate them

and identify the latter. Low energy electrons can also give rise to showers, very similar

to hadron-initiated ones; the scattered electron can interact with inactive material, such

as mechanical support structures or cables in the inner detectors, and start showering

before entering the calorimeter. The resulting signal in the calorimeter is a broad,

hadronic-Iike shower, that is difficult to identify as an electron. At such low energies the

situation is complicated even further; electromagnetic showers from ".0 -t 'n decays or

low energetic hadrons in photoproduction can fake electron signals in the calorimeter

and give rise to background, which has to be suppressed.

"'LSJ,,'

l'~. It c',' •

is applied.

The tracking vertex efficiency is in very good agreement with the one obtained

from the NVTX sample in the common vertex region. Since it drops to - 30 - 40%

at 130 cm, a large fraction of satellite events do not have a tracking vertex, which is

then set to 67 cm, the default value in this analysis. The overall z-vertex resolution is

correspondingly slightly degraded.

The track and vertex track multiplicities show essentially the good agreement be-

tween Monte Carlo and data as already seen in the NVTX case. However the fraction

of events without tracking vertex differs by 14.0%, and the fraction of events without

tracks at all by 9.4%. This effect is conservatively taken into account in the systematic

error determination.

Figure .').,'): Left: SINISTRA probobability for Monfe Carlo (hisfoglY/lll) anti dafa (,lof.S).

Righf.: Senll.u "lot of enlorimeter eneryy "USIIS SIXlSTR..I /}('Obobilify. The filII line

indical£> Ih,· enPl:fJY d""ulflenl "ml){/bilily ('III lI'hile a find ('III al 1i.9 i" ,IIOII'n a,' ,1",.1,,·,1
lin,·.



whether the Monte Carlo describes

the electron finding efficiency ac-

curately enough. In order to ad-

dress this question elastic QED-

Compton events, which can be se-

lected by their kinematic character-

istics alone, have been studied.

Because of their relatively clean

event topology this method simpli-

fies the real DIS situation. The ef-

fect of overlapping hadrons at high-

y, where the current jet goes in the

rear detector region, is not taken

into account. The study of elastic

QED-Compton events might there-

fore be compared to testbeam con-

ditions.
In elastic QED-Compton events the incoming electron scatters off a quasi-rea I pho-

t.on (/ ~ 0; see figure 5.7). Due to the finite scattering angles both, electron and photon

can be detected in t.he calorimeter. As the four-momentum transfer to the proton ('I) is

approximately zero, it is essentially undeflected. From energy and momentum conser-

vation the final state electron and photon balance each other in transverse momentum

and carry the conserved event (E - P,), while the proton stays intact and is lost in the

forward beamhole.

the electron, indicative of shower

width, is shown in figure 5.6. As

a consequence one might question
In these analyses the neural network SINISTRA (67) is use<1 for the electron identifi-

cation. SINISTRA is based on islands of calorimeter cells. An island is defined as a

group of cells that are contiguous to the cell with the highest energy (a 3 x 3 array is

the largest possible island). Only electromagnetic islands are processed by the network

and tested for their probability of originating from an electron. The input consists of

the PMT energies in the 3 x 3 calorimeter towers around the highest energy cell of the

island. In the RCAL 9 X 4 EMC + 9 X 2 HAC = 54 variables are projected to one

output variable, PSI, which can take values from 0 to 1. The output is interpreted as

the probability that an island is the scattered beam electron (PSI - I) or of hadl'Onic

origin (PSI - 0). In order for a candidate to be called an electron the probability,

assigned by the network, is required to be

in the SVTX analysis. In the NVTX and ISR analysis a cut at

PSI> 0.9 - 1.5 X e-W '" P(ERAlI')

is set, where Eraw is the candidate's energy as measnred by the calorimeter in Ge\'.

The energy dependent cut takes correlations between the calorimeter energy ERA IV and

the probability PSI into account. Hence effects leading to energy loss of the electron

and a consequential drop in identification probability, do not lower the electron finding

efficiency to the same extent. :VIore importantly discrepancies in electron energy loss

between Monte Carlo and data no longer lead to large discrepancies in the electron

finding efficiency.

Figure 5 ..; shows the SINISTRA probability distribntion for Monte Carlo and data.

The agreement is reasonably good. The cuts applied are indicated as full

(PSI> P(ERAIV)) and dashed (PSI> 0.9) lines.

The fact that the scattered electron has to penetrate inactive material in the detector

before reaching the calorimeter results in preshowering and hence a considerable energy

loss and a broadening of the electromagnetic sho\"er in the calorimeter. These deviations

from ideal electron signals in the calorimeter can mislead the electron finding algorithm,

which becomes inefficient particularly at low electron enNgies.

Several studies indicate that the ~Ionte Carlo docs not describe all characteristics

of the detector in full detail. In particnlar the distribntion and composition of inafl.i,·e

material in the detector is simplifie<1 and seems to be incolllplete in sOllle regions close

to the beam-pipe. As an example the distributions of t hI' Illllllber of rells assign('d t.o

Figure 5.6: Number of cells assigned to an
electron for Mont.e Carlo (histogmm) and
data (dots).
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Figure 5.9: Electron finding efficiency (left) of SINISTRA for data (closed circles) an,l

Mont.e Coda (open circles) with a fixed probobilil.y cut at O.g. The discrepancy betu'een

dolo and Monte Carlo for low energy electrons is also seen in the ratio of efficiencies,

Ihe efficiency correction, as il/ustrated in the righl. hand plot. A fit to a second order

polynomial is shown as solid lineFigure 5.8: QED-Compton event in the ZEUS ,Jetecto/'. The scattered electron leaves a

track in the CTD, while the photon deposits 14.3 GeV in the calorimeter (left). One of

the electromagnetic clusters is also detected in the SRTD (right).

• at least two electromagnetic islands with SINISTRA probability ~ 0.5 and

energy ~ 5 GeV.

If such an electron is found its position and energy determine the parameters of the

second electromagnetic island, which is considered the test object. The electron finding

efficiency of the neural network SINISTRA is then tested by counting how often the

test object is identified as an electron, requiring

• both islands have to be at least 3 cm away from the edge of the calorimeter beam

hole (referred to as 'box cut').

• total event energy when ignoring the photon and the electron isla.nds: EH.tV <

2GeV

EC ..1L > lOGe\'

PSI > n.!!

where the calorimeter energy ECAL is specified in GeV. This procedure has been re-

peated for box cnts of 4 a.nd 5 cm in order to test the stability of the method against

the varying thickness of dead material in this region. '10 significant box cut dependence

has been observed. The ratio of the electron finding efficiency in the \lonte Carlo and

the data for the different scenarios is fitted to a second order polynomial for electron

energies below an energy EO, which is also varied in the fit. For energies larger than £0

the ratio of efficiencies is unity.

The results are showu iu figure ,5.9 and ,5.10. As can bv clearly seen the euergy

depvud,'nt SINISTRA-probability cnt not only gives a significantly higher vffi('iency for

low ("lCrgy ell'Ctrons, but more importantly reduces the discrvpancy betwccn data and

\Iollte Carlo efficiency. Taking the anti-(,olT(,lation of the SI'IISTRA probability alld

Ih(· "Ieelron e'H'rgy Io.,s into accollnt in the mall,"'r described, redll(,('s the (·ffi('iellcy

1Ill<:l'rtainty.

In order to be as unhiassed as possible in the efficiency extraction a so-called 'trigger-

electron' is required to have:
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In the SRTD region (-34.0 < X,I < 32.0cm; -33.3 < y,1 < 32.7cm; Zel < -140.0cm)

the electron position reconstruction is entirely based on the SRTD, events without any

SRTD information are discarded. With respect to calorimeter cracks, where the electron

position can be determined to less than 1 mm, the SRTD position reconstruction has

been shown to have a resolution of - 3 mm. This and further details concerni ng the

electron position reconstruction using the SRTD are described in [68).

7.5 10 12.5 15
uncorrected ECAL in GeV

SRTD alignment
Due to the large and rapidly varying cross section at low-Q2, misalignments of the SRTD

and RCAL give rise to substantial systematic effects in different detector regions. Since

the two L-shaped SRTD halves are physically mounted on the face of the ReAL, their

position relative to the latter is fixed and measured precisely. Therefore, although only

the SRTD is mentioned in the following, the results also apply to the RCAL. In order

to determined the relative and absolute position of the two SRTD halves, an alignment

study based on the event rate symmetry has been performed [69].

Assuming the rate of DIS events to be completely <;>-symmetric with respect to the

ep-interaction point, a comparison of the rates in different detector regions should reveal

possible detector misalignments. For this study the runs 9362 - 9766 were analysed.

In these runs all considered calorimeter cells and relevant trigger modules were fully

functioning, no systematic effects of calorimeter energy mismeasurements are known.

The set of Monte Carlo events has been generated with the structure function

MRSD~ [134] and the detector simulation ~\'IOZART, version :"IlIM12VI.

Figure ( 5.11) shows the four regions used in the event rate measurement. The

event rates as a function of distance to the (x,y) interaction point were determined

using events satisfying:

7.5 10 12.5 15
uncorrected ECAL in GeV

Figure 5.10: Electron finding efficiency (left) of SINlSTRA for data (closed circles)

and Monte Carlo (open circles) with an energy de/"mdent. probability cut. The efficiency

is significantly higher than that for the fixed probability cuI at o.g. And even more

importantly there is essentially no discrepancy between data and "'fante Carlo efficiency

abserued as can be seen from I.he right hand plot.

1.0 + 0.006128· (ECAL - 9A69)2 for ECAL < 9A69 GeV

1.0 for ECAL ;:: 9A69 GeV

is obtained (see figure .j.9).

In the SVTX analysis the electron finding efficiency in the ~lonte Carlo is actually

reduced by

1.436 - 0.04269· ECAL + 0.001022· E~AL for ECAL < 20 GeV

1.0 for EC.4L 2: 20 GeV

which had been obtained in an earlier study. This function is used here in order to stay

consistent with the ZElIS SVTX analysis.

:"10 efficiency correction needs to be applied in the :"IVTX or ISR analyses, as for

these the energy dependent probability cut is used.

• E, > 20 GeV in order to minimize systematic effects due to inactive material and

corresponding energy loss (E, is the electron energy after SRTD correction);

• region 1 -+ (x, + 1.0) $ -13.0clTl and IY, + 0.31 $ 7.0cm (x, and y, are the elcctron

position as reconstructed by the SRTD); see figurc .j.l1;

In additioll to Ihe eveut \'crtex thc impact poillt of Iht, srat1.('red eleclron in the c"lo-

rimelcl' provid(':; flip second Sp;H':P point, froln wlJith tilt' ('If'{"troll HOllt"ring flll~l(' is

reconstructed.

• region :J -+ 1:1',1$ .j.Ocm alld (y, + 0.3) 2: 13.0011 (the .7,·cnt is tightN ill ordN

to stay away from the SRTD cr"rks "lid a 111"skcd-ofT SRTD sl rip):
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Figure 5.12: SRTD alignment in data. The histogmms represent the event mte in the

right SRTD half (region 2), the dots the one in the left half (region 1).
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Figure 5.11: Left: The SRTD as seen from the interaction point. The grey shaded areas

indicate the regions 1 to 4 used for this rate study. The two L-shaped SRTD/RCAL

halves are seperated by cracks. Right: Schematic diagram of the alignment algorithm

based on event rate symmetry with respect to the beam.
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o 10• According to the detector survey the relative distance of the two L-shaped detector

halves is 2 mm larger than assumed in the position reconstruction and the ".Jonte

Carlo simulation. This is taken into account by moving the right SRTD half in the

data by +2 mm in the positive x-direction;
Figure .5.13: SRTD alignment in MG. The histogmm represents the event mte in the

right SRTD half (region 2), the dOI.s the one in the Ie/I half (region 1).

• A transformation into a coordinate system, in which the (x, y)-vertex lies at the

origin (primed system), is performed. Event rates are expected to be a function of

the radial distance to the origin only;

Example plots for the x-shift determination in data and \Ionl.e Carlo arc shown in

fignrl'S .5.12 and .5.13. The behaviour of \2/n<l/ aR a function of 6 reveals possible

shifts of I. he SRTD, which is shown in figure .5.1~.

As can be seen the :\ 2 /ndf in the Monte Carlo reaches a minimum of - 1 without

any shifts in x and y. This result demonstrates that the rate symmetry method works,

since the ~l'Ionte Carlo geometry is consistent in the event generation and reconstruction

by construction. However in the data a clear shift of - 4 mm in x is found, while a

possible shift in y as small as - -1 mm might be seen.

As a result of this study in the event reconstruction the left SRTD half is shifted in

x-direction by 4 mm, the right by 6 mm, which is consistent with other studies [70J.

However a later alignment study based on the tracking detectors [12~1 showed, that

the relative shift of the two SRTD halves is -2 mm rather than the assumed +2 mm.

This results in a total correction of.5 mm for the left and 3 mm for the right SRTD half,

which is used in the SVTX, :-IVTX and the ISR analyses.

For a large fraction of the 9~ data (run 9767 - 10263) a TEC-card of the calorimeter

first-level trigger was not fnnctioning, resulting in a depletion of ,Ietccted electrons in

that region. In principle this effect can be reproduced in the trigger simulation ZGA:-IA,

but for some of the \lonle Carlo files used the necessary information is miHsing. In order

to take possible edge ,'ffects in adjacent trigger t.owers into account., e'·ent.s with

• Plot the event rates versus:

-x in region 1

+x in region 2

+y in region 3

-y in region 4

in the new coordinat.e system;

• Assuming a possible shift. of the SRTD by 6,. or 6., which are varied over a range

of several millimeters, a set of event rate distribntions is obtained. A \2 /n<lf is

calculated for every 6 value by comparing the rate distributions in regions 1 and 2

and regions 3 and ~ respect.ively;
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Figure 5.14: X2 per ndf as a function of the shift flr (left) and fl. (right) for Monte Carlo

(open circles) and data (full circles).

are therefore cut out in the :\oIonte Carlo and data. As a systematic check the 'donte

Carlo events in the affected TEC region are reweighted according to the fraction of data

luminosity, for which the TEC was fully functioning. :'10 significant effect on the final

F2 has been found.

For almost all 1994 runs considered, one of the two photomultiplier tubes (p~n')in

an electromagnetic cell in the RCAL was not functioning. In the omine reconstruction

this PIVIT information could be ignored and the cell energy be reconstructed by doubling

the energy of the remaining Pi'IT, the procedure usually applied in cases of a 'dead'

PMT. In order to stay consistent and to take the corresponding effects on the trigger

into account, the trigger simulation ZGANA had to be re-run with this modified energy

calculation. As a simpler solution events with

are cut out.

These two geometrical cuts change the shape of the electron scattering angle distri-

bution and hence the Q2-distribntion, but they are well reproduced in the :donte Carlo

(see section 6.9).

In the region close to the beam pipe the recoustru!"1 iou of t he "'ectron impa!"t position

f\nd energy is poor, due to PIlf?l'gy leakage inlo the hC"iIHl holf'. Fip;ul'c .1.1.) Rhows lh('

Figure 5.15: "'feasured and true electron energy compared to the one reconstruct.ed using

the Do"ble Angle approach as a function of distance t.o the beam. The RCAL cell next
to the beamhole covers an x-range of9 - 29 cm (dashed line), the final box-cut is applied
at 12 cm (dotted line).

effect of the electron energy loss as a function of its distance x to the beam for lul < IOcm.

The reconstructed energy is compared to the generated one and to

sin-/h .2E
siw/h + sinee - sin,(-,'h+ eel •

which is the electron energy as reconstructed from the angles of the scattered electron

and the hadronic final state 2. The effect in the other regions around the beam hole is

essentially identical. As suggested by these results the electron impact point is required

to be at least 3 cm away from the inner, 1 cm from the outer SRTD edge and 2 ..5 cm

from the SRTD cracks, separating the two halves.

Figure .'>.16 shows the acceptance of the SRTD with the imposed cuts and the faulty

trigger tower and cell. Absolute as well as relative uncertainties in the SRTD position

of ± I mm are taken into account in the systematic checks.

'I'll(' ele<:tron impact point in the RCAL outside the SRTD is d,'INlllined usiug the ell('rgy

shariug between thc two sides (Elefl aud £"iyh,) of" calorimct!'r !"cll, as illl pl""I('lIt('(1



Figure 5.16: Left: Scatter plot of the electron impact position in the SRTD region. The
two 'L '-shaped regions indicate the nominal acceptance for I,he two SRTD halt'es. The

cells affected by the dead trigger tower and the dead PMT are indicated by dashed lines.
Right: Energy imbalance as a function of the relative x-position in a calorimeter cell.
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is strongly correlated with the "elative electron position in the calorimeter cell (see

figure .).16). Since ElECPO was tuned to HES information, where the HES position

in the data was shifted by ::e 3 cm in z-direction with respect to the one assumed in

the reconstruction, a systematic check with and without this shift was done. Possible

systematic shifts of the reconstructed radius value of the electron impact point by up

to 2 mm are hence accounted for.

[n the entire BCAl and FCAl and RCAl outside a radial distance of iOcm from the z·

axis, the electron position is determined from the extrapolation of a matched track to the

electron z (in F/RCAl) or radius-position (in BCAl), if available. A track is matched

if the extrapolated position is within 0) cm of the electron position as reconstructed by

ElECPO.
Figure .j'! i shows the distributions of the electron scattering angle 8" for all el'ents

and for events with a matched track in ~·'1onte Carlo and data. Although they are

consistent within errors the resulting track matching efficiency as a fnnction of e,l is

systematically higher in \[onte Carlo than in data. Since this e!Teet is not illl"Csligat.ed

any fnrther a matched track is not reqnirc'(l for an e1!'Ctl'On in these ralorim ••ter regions,

hut only used rol' a precis£' positioll l'cconstl'lldion.

<>- DISMC
.•. DATA

Figure .).Ii: Vllper left: Distribution of the electron scal,tering angle e,l for all e.'ents
(histogrom) and for events with a matched trock (dots) in Monte Carlo. Upper right:
corresponding distribulions for data. Lou'er: Trock mal.ching efficiency as a function of

e,l for (Iota (closed cildes) and Monte Carlo (open circles).

Using these techniques the resolution obtained in the electron scattering angle e,
varies between 0.]0 and 0.20 (see figure 5.18). Figure 5.19 shows the scattering angle

distributions for all three analyses. Good agreement between \Ionte Carlo and data is

found. The kinks in the NVTX and ISR distributions are due to the geometrical cnt on

the trigger tower and one additional RCAl cell.

The measllremen1. of th,' scattered electroll energy plays a crlleial rol •• for the kill,'mali,'

l'<'eollstrnclion of DIS '-I'ents, especially for the 'electroll only' re<'Onstrllctioll method.

This Ifll'lhod has a Iwtl,'r intTinsie resoilltioll thall Ih,' ·demhl •• a 111\1••' or I"II,,'I,I' hadrollic



Figure 5.20: Electron eneryy spectra from -"'IC(histogram) and data (/u/l circles). Stan-
dard final DIS cuts are applied, no electron eneryy correction is performed. The electron

energy spectrum in the data peaks at a lower value and is brooder compared to the MC

indicating that the eneryy loss and resolution is not completely simulated in the Me.
Both distributions show a clear signature of eneryy loss. The arrou's indicate the elec-
tmn beam eneryy.
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Figure 5.19: Electron scattering angle distributions ufter final cuts for the NVTX, SVTX

and ISR analysis.
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The 1058 in the electron energy as measured in the calorimeter is strongly related to the

preshowering of the electron in high voltage cables or mechanical support structures

before reaching the calorimeter. This effect can be quantified by the resulting shower

signal in the SRTD. Fitting the relation between the calorimeter and the SRTD signal

for kinematic peak and other kinematically constrained events provides an electron en-

ergy correction which is good to 1% at 27.5 GeV and 2% at - 10 GeV. The obtained

energy resolution is

methods and is therefore of vital importance for 1994 DIS analyses which reach down

to Q2 '" 3.5 GeV2. As shown in many analyses the ZEUS detector Monte Carlo

(:VIC) does not seem to describe the entire characteristic of the detector details, yielding

a discrepancy in the electron energy spectra and resolution between lvIC and data as

shown in figure 5.20. Both distributions show clear effects of energy 1058 as can be

seen from the peak position deviating from the electron beam energy, 27 ..5 GeV. Also

a broadening of the peak is evident, indicating a better energy resolution in the ~Ionte

Carlo compared to the data.

The models to explain this mismatch either assume that the difference in energy loss

as seen in the calorimeter (CAl) is entirely due to missing inactive material between

the interaction point and the CAl in the :>lonte Carlo or entirely due to an energy scale

mismatch between data and ~·lC, or a mixture of the two.

As shown in the ZEllS low Q2 F2 analysis from the 1994 shifted vertex runs [112J

this effect can be correctL'<l very well, using the preshower information from the SRTD

[68]. Figure .5.2 I shows a summary of this cOlTce.tion m('l.hod. In kinematic peak ,'V('nl.s

(a definitiou of these is giveu in the following subsection) the scattered clerl.ron has ap-

proximately t.he elcet.ron beam energy (27.5GeV), h,'nce providing I.est beam fOndit.ions.

a(E) 26%
'IF IE

Although the discrepancy of the electron energy spectra gets smaller outside the

SRTD region it clearly pCl'sists (see figure .5.20).

Outside t.he SRTD the energy of electrons with a radial distance of at most 70 cm

from the (x, y)-origiu in the RCAl can be corrected using a method based on the

kinematic peak events. In the outer part of the ReAL and the entire [lC'Al an energy

cOIT('Ction based on a calibration frolll the CTD tracks is applied.

As shown in earlier studies[80, 81) the discrepaucy iu the energy loss between data and

\IC can be correded based ou kinematic peak (I\P) events.
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Figure 5.21: For kinematic peak events the strong correlation between t.he elect.ron energy

loss and the SRTD signal (top left) is used to correct the electron energy. The result

is good to 1 - 2% (top right and bo/.tom left). The lou'e,' right plot sholl'S the energy

resolution as a function of the energy.
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At low y, the electron energy exhibits the so-called kinematic peak behaviollr. In

this region, the electron energy is essentially at -the electroll beam energy, 27..'i2 CeV,

independent of x and Q2 (see figllre ,'i.22). Appropriate Cllts can isolate this region.

All standard DIS cuts are appliL'<l to reject backgrouud:

Figure .'i.23: Electron energy distribution of the kinematic peak sample. Compared to

the true Monte Carlo (histogram) an,1 the measured Monte Carlo (open circles) the

data ,!istribution (closed circles) is considerably shifted 10 10ll'er ene'yies and is broader,

indirating a degraded I'esolulion.

The distributions of the trlle electron energies from the ~lollte Carlo after cuts shows

a sharp peak a the electron beam energy 2i..'i2 CeV (see figllre .'i.23). Events with initial

state radiation give rise to the low energy tail while most of the photons frolll final state

radiation arc incillded ill t.he electron c1l1st.er by the electroll fillder. The Illeasured

energy distributiolls for the kinematic peak sampl(' 'lJ'(' showlI as op('n circles for t.he

\lont(' Carlo and c10scd circles for t he data. The peak in the data is below the ~IC p"ak

pl'ak by ~.(j'1iwhile t.he dat.a spectrulli is signifi"'",tly broader indicatillg a distort.ed



the kinematic peak sample provides an almost monoenergetic set of events giving the

opportunity to investigate the spatial dependence of the energy loss by the CAL.

~
j l'

• 1t!•••••••••••H••II+.HtH.l.t.t+H . Figure .;.25: (I', q,).bins all the face of the ReAL in which the Xo is extracted and in

turn the correction applied. The grey area indicates the position of the SRTD wit.h a

13 em box cut. The ovel'lap of the SRTD with the (1',4» bins al/ou's a test of the methtXi.

n +•••••••• ::::::;:::::;:
,••••••• ,M ,•••••••

u • ": •••• ,t.t, ••
• .tt.t

By construction the KP sample provides a 'test beam' at 27.52 GeV. Using small

(",4» bins on the face of the RCAL the sample is binned such that the amount of ma·

terial traversed by the electron before reaching the RCAL in each bin is approximately

constant (figure 5.25). The energy loss as determined from the peak of the measured

energy spectrum in each bin in combination with results from CERN test beam mea·

surements on energy loss characteristics allows one to correct the electron energy.

The innermost bins overlap with the SRTD, allowing a test of the method. Fig·

ure 5.26 and 5.27 show examples of measured energy spectra for data and :vlC in bins

outside the SRTD. The spectra arc fit to a gaussian with an exponential tail.

For these studies the energy loss parametrization as given in (80). based on CERN

testbeam data with varying amounts of material in front of the CAL, is used (see figure

';.28).

Figure 5.24: TI'ue (top left) and measure,l electron energy (top right) after Q1..1 and

standard DIS cuts versus YJB and radial distance from the :-axis. The l'Olues sholl'n

are obtained from fits t.o slices in YJB and radius.

As can be seen from figure .;.24 the mean electron energy of the j1dC KP sample as a

function of the radius on the face of the RCAL overshoots that of the data everywhere.

)'lore importantly the difference is uot constant, but shows a clear structure with a max-

imum discrepancy between RCAL radii of 16 and 26 cm indicating that the discrepaucy

is, at least in this region, due to an iuaccurate description of the inactive material in

the )'lonte Carlo. Figure .;.24 also shows the mean true ele('[ron ener!';y as a fnnction of

YJB. Below y '" 0.03 the true electron energy becomcs constant and essentially reOccts

the electron beam energy. Plotting the mean m,'aslll'c,1 electron energy as a funetion of

YJB shows that below YJB '" 0.03 the electron energy !wcomcs indcpendent of y. Also

the true eleetron energy as a fllnction of radills on the fan' of the R('AL is d<,\,ict"d.

Evidently there is no signifi"anl d"p"!1<lenc,' on 1hc elect rOll impacI poin!.. Tl"'r('for,,

E
~""' = 1 + x(0.0037eL79'E;;.;~7,5 + 0.0.;4eO.5S'·E;;'~;:')
ml!"ll~

where:1: I'Cpl'L"Sents the amount of Tnatcrird traversed, 1I1<"asurcd ill radiation Ic-Ilgths.

POI' the KP sample E,..", is taken to be 27..;2 Ge\' (I he electron beam energy) and

Em,,,, is obtained from the peak of the fits to the sp,'ctra. Hence an XII vallie for each

bill ill data and ),JC can be obtained. III 1lIrn 1he t"'I(' ("'etron "II('rgy can b,' e"a Illaled

for all 1I1"aSllred eleetron (,lIergi,'S in 1 he h:P bins.
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Figure 5.26: Example of data KP sample electran energy spectra in Gel! in correction

bins. The distributions are fit.ted to a gaussian u',lh an expallential tail.

~DlJ:W ~rn'~rn
1I.M 2' JI 1. J' 2. Jt

~I~ ~I" ~.IU ~I.

Figure .5.2B: Parametrisatian of the ratio between the true electron energy E",., and

measured electron eneryy Em •• o as a functiall of Em, •• and the amount of penetmtell

inactive material X 0 traversed.

In order to obtain good agreement between data and \IC a correction based on the

measured Xo values is not sufficient. The ~'IC has to be smeared. bin by bin, such that

the energy resolution is modelled as well as the energy loss. From the widths of the

ganssian fits to the measured energy spectra in data and ~'IC a bin-by-bin smearing is

calculated assuming the percentage increase of the energy resolution from \IC to data

to be energy independent.

The kinematic peak correction can be tested with kinematically constrained events

like QED-Compton events and elastically produced DIS p's. The correction, which is

only sensitive to the energy loss in a small ReAL-bin averaged over many events. can

also be rompared to the SRTD energy correction, which corrects electron energies on

an event-by-event basis exploiting the presampler effect.

Figure .5.20 shows the comparison of electron encrgies reconstructed using the kinlL

mal.ic coustrainl. of the QED-Compl.ou evcnts with the I\P corrected ('nerg)'. Th,' I\P

corr('ction teuds to give a slightly high('r cnergy valne. bnl. this effect gels smaller for

eleclrons outside the SRTD. where thc energy resolntion of the 1\ P rorr('('liou gl'ls

MfAl M[1J 1NrTl"nl
~~ ~ ~~ ~~

l' Ji l' J' 11 JO 18.le

Figure .;.27: Exumple of MOille Curio I\P "olllple ,Ialroll I-Iltryy '1'1'1'1./'11 ill Gel-' ill

correctioll billS. -rhe distribul.iolls lire flUed 10 11 yllu""illl1 with 1111 upoMI1/illl/llil.
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Figure 5.30: KP correction as a function of electron energy: The top plot shows I,he rotio

of KP corrected over generated electron energy. The correction is good to ± 2% (dotted

line), at higher energies even better. The middle plot demonstrates the good agreement
between the KP- and the SRTD correc/.ion. Only belou' 10 GeV deviations of more than
2% are observed. The bottom plot shows that there is no systematic deviation of the I{ P

corr-ectedenergies from the generated values as a function of radil/s.

Figure 5.29: Comparison of KP energy correction with energies constrained by kine-

matics for all QED-Compton events (left) and only Ihe ones with elecl,rons oul,side the

SRTD (right).

better.

Figure .5.30 shows a comparison of I\P corrected energies to the generated or the

SRTD corrected ones as a function of electron energy and radius on the face of the

RCAL. The KP-method tends to overcorrect the electron energy loss for low electron

energies slightly. but electrons with energy less than 10 GeV are not included in the

F2-measurement anyway. The KP-corrected energies agree with the generated and the

SRTD corrected values to 1% at 27.52 GeV and to - 2% at 10 GeV. Evidently no

dependence of this agreement on the radius on the face of the RCAL is found.

Figure 5.31 shows the percentage deviation of the I\P correction in data compared

to the \10nte Carlo I\P correction for I\P evenls (27..52 GeV) as a function of scattering

angle e. The data correction is overall about 2.50/< higher than the ~'Ionte Carlo cor-

rection (full line), indicating a possible energy scale discrepancy. In addition to that a

bump structure in the correction ratio in the SRTD region (r.h.s. of dotted line) shows

that there is presumably some inactive material missing in the \(onte Carlo detector

description.

six superlayers or more in the CTD their momentum is very well determined from

the tracking. Performing a calorimeter-track matching the CAL energy loss or the

energy scale can therefore be calibrated. The advantages of this method are that the

CAL energy is completely independent of the momentum reconstruction of the CTD

tracks and that a comparison of data with data and iVlonte Carlo with }lonte Carlo can

be done independently. The disadvantages and characteristics. that have to be taken

into account. are that final state radiation photons are mostly included in the CAL

measnrement but not in the tracking, tracks might not only be matched to electrons bnt

also the backgronnd signals and electrons can already lose energy dne to bremsstrahlnng

in the beam pipe wall, the VXD or the inner wall of the CTD.

For this study the data set is selected by the following requiremeuts:

Due to the Qb.., < 100 Ge'" ('nt the KP sample rnns oul of slatislks at an R('AI.

radius of::::; ,0 cm. Therefol'('. outside this region tilt' I,P I'n('rgy (,ol'r('(·tion "',nnol I",

applie<1 an.l'more. 1I0weH·r. as particle'S that hit thc' onler RC'AL or I3('AI. tn'H'rs/'

• As in 199-1 the "XD was slightly misaligned all tracks in dala and ~Ionte Carlo

hal'l' heen re-fitled ignoring an.l' "XD hits in ol'<Ier to minimize s)'stematic e/Tects

Oil the moment.um I'C'COllSll'l1CtiOIl;
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E"'k, is sampled. Examples of the resulting distributions for 100 < radius :5 120cm in

the data and Monte Carlo are shown in figure 5.32 and 5.33 respectively. The central

peak positions are determined by fits to gaussian with exponential tails to account for

the final state radiation effects.
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Figure 5.31: Percentage deviation of the KP correction in data compared to the Monte

Carlo KP correction for I{P events (27.52GeY) as a function of scattering angle 8. The

data correction is overall about 2.5% higher than the Monte Carlo correction (full line),

indicating a passible energy scale discrepancy. In addition to that a bump structure

in the correction ratio in the SRTD region (r.h.s. of dotted line) shou's that there is

presumably some inactiue material missing in t.he Monte Carlo det.ector description.

inner part of the detector and using a tangential straight line for the following

at most 10 cm to the face of the CAL one and only one track must match the

electron candidate within .j cm. For systematic checks the track was also required

to originate from the event vertex, but no significant effect on the final result has

been 0bserved.

In order to perform the calibration study in detector regions with approximately

constant amount of material, the data set is subdivided according to the electl"Ou impact

point to be at a radius of 70-100cm, 100-120c," or gr,'ater t.han 120cIll iu the RCAL

or the electl"On t.o be in the BCAL.

For each of these spatial biuselectron energy binsof.'\-lllGeY, Ill-I.'\(~eY, [''\-

20GeV and 20- 30GeY are deflued. In each bill the percellt,,/,\<, M\"iatioll of II,,' <'I1'(t.1"01I

energy mea~':illrcd ill the calol'imt·ter, J:'''CAL, with rt'l'\pf'ft to 1.11('InlCkill~ df'lf'1'IIlilla1ioll,

Figure .'\.32: Comparison of tht· Monle Carlo calorimeter (lnd Ihe tracking enf'ly!y in bins

of EC .•H•. j- IOGeY (uppNlefl). 10-I.jGeY (111'1"'" righl). 1.j- 20GeY (midille lefl)

and 20 - :ill GeY (mitltlle righl). "1'/", (lIIlO/lill of Iml"crscd IIllIterial i.•f'J"lml"l,,1 fmm a

fit 10 Ih,· re .•ulling mlio of eI,el1/i,'" (I" (I funl"lion of mlorim('/t'r t'/]('/"g!l (bo/lo/ll plot).
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energies. However, the correction has to be supplemented by additional smearing of the

1\·10nte Carlo energies.

Monte Carlo E~~\
5 - 10 10 - 15 15 - 20 20 - 30 rad.len. smea f.

GeV GeV GeV GeV Xo in %

RCAL 70 -100 1.028 1.010 1.008 1.008 0.700 20

RCAL 100 - 120 1.078 1.0.';4 1.042 1.030 1.569 2.';

RCAL> 120 1.143 1.115 1.107 1.069 2.213 22

BCAL 1.044 1.016 1.005 1.009 0.950 1.)

DATA e:z
5 - 10 10 - 15 15 - 20 20 - 30 rad.len.

GeV GeV GeV GeV Xo

RCAL 70 - 100 1.071 1.079 1.033 1.018 1.650

RCAL 100 - 120 1.129 1.117 1.154 1.080 2.209

RCAL> 120 1.250 1.226 1.200 1.165 2.871

BCAL 1.082 1.083 1.076 1.066 1.894

I BCAL'WE:;ALlfc ~~5_.6_'7c_c~I ~

Table .).1: Summary of I.he tracking energy calibrat.ion. In the different RCA Load

BCA L regions the ratios of energies as obt.ained from the lracking and t.he calorimeter

as well as the extracted amount of material in Xo and the applied energy smearing in

the Mont.e Carlo are given. The applied cor'rections vary by ::: 6'7c between data and

Monte Carlo, indicating a potential energy scale mismatch.
Figure .).33: Comparison of the data calorimeter and t.he I.mcking energy in bin .• of

ECAL .) - 10 GeV (upper lefl), 10 - [.) GeV (upper right.). [.) - 20 GeV (middle left) aatl

20 - 30 GeV (middle right). The amollnt. of traversed material is extracted from a fit to

the resu/t.ing mtio of eneryies as a fllnct..ion of calorimeter energy (bot.t.om plot).

The ratios obtained, ~. as functions of ECAL are fil to the funl'lion given ill

equation ( .).2). where the only free paramet<'l' is the amollnt of dead material, which

causes t.he observed energy loss. As in t.he h:P'('OI'l'ection t.his qnantit.y for a gi",'n dele(··

tor region allows one to determine t.he co1'l'ection of the measnred t.o the t.rne e1"('\ron

A summary of the results from the tracking calibration is given in table .).1. the

general tendency of increasing energy loss with increasing RCAL radius due to cryo-

t.nbes, cabling and mechanical support structllres in the data is well reprodllced by tl",

\Ionte Carlo. The obtained c01'l'el'lion factors vary hetweell - 1 - 14'7c ill the 'donte

Carlo and 2 - 2,)'1( in the data. The extracted amOllllt of traversed radiatioll lengths in

the dat.a is abollt 0.-1 - 0.9Xo larger I hall in the \lollle Carlo. BlIt more importantly

the ('lIergy col'I'ections in the' 13('A I.. when> till' amollnt. of material in fronl of till'



calorimeter is relatively small and its geometrical distributions is well defined (mostly

the superconducting coil), are overall about 6% larger in the data than in the Monte

Carlo, indicating an energy scale mismatch.
1 - 1.5% energy loss effects due to the electron traversing the beampipe and the

inner detector walls are not corrected for. Similar results have been found in [86].
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Figure 5.34 shows a comparison of the electron energy spectra in· the different detec-

tor regions after the tracking energy calibration. In all regions very good agreement in

peak position and width between data and Monte Carlo is found, providing confidence
in the applied corrections.
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Figure 5.36: Electron energy distributions after final cuts for the SVTX and ISR anal-
yses.

The comparison of the corrected energy spectra for the NVTX data sample using the

SRTD, the I<P-correction or the tracking calibration is shown in figure 5.35. Very good

agreement between data and Monte Carlo is found for all three correction methods.

Due to the increased statistics of the 1994 DIS data sample with respect to previ-

ous years it has been possible to apply electron energy corrections in the entire RCAL

and the BCAL. This fact allows the kinematic event reconstruction and hence the F2-

measurement only based on the electron scattering angle and energy in the entire acce-

sible (x, Q2) space for the first time in ZEUS.

The electron energy spectra after the afore mentioned corrections for the SVTX and

the ISR analyses are shown in figure 5.36. The data distributions are well described by

the sum of the DIS :'vlonte Carlo and the expected background contributions.
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Figure .5.35: Elec/.ron me,yy .spectrum for (lata (do Is) and MOllte Carlo (his/.of}/'{/m) afl( r
correction !I.sil1f) thf' SRTD (lop). Ihe /,P corree/;ol1 (midd/(') or Ihe Imd';IIf} f·O,."f'!;OIl

(ool/om).



5.5 Luminosity Calorimeters.
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The position and energy reconstruction of the emitted photon plays a crucial role in the

ISR analysis. No special photon finder is run on the data of the luminosity calorimeter,

but rather its total energy is determined. The position and hence angle reconstruction

is based on a centre of gravity algorithm, which determines x- and y-coordinate of the

photon separately from hits in the grid of the scintillator fingers in the calorimeter.

However, the simulation of this detector component is complicated. The usual sim-

ulation of calorimeter showers is, mainly for processing time and particle multiplicity

reasons, terminated according to parametrisations, which are tuned to test-beam data.

In order to shield the luminosity photon calorimeter against synchrotron radiation, a

carbon-lead filter (- 3.5 Xo) is placed about 1 m in front of it. Particle showers, that

start in this filter, can therefore be terminated before a full development in the actual

calorimeter is simulated. Therefore the energy measurement in the photon calorimeter

is simulated separately from the standard ZEUS detector simulation, according to pa-

rameters obtained from the data [74].

o -5
.y. -5 -10

~Q -10
(>~
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o Me

Figure 5.38: Distributions of the photon impact paint in x and y comparing data (full

circles) and Monte Carlo (histogram).

luminosity calorimeter are shown in figure 5.38. Adequate agreement between data and

Monte Carlo can be seen. However, the small discrepancies and fluctuations are due

to the shower terminators in the Monte Carlo and of no particular importance for the

present analysis, as the photon position is uot explicitly used iu the reconstruction.

The photon energy can be directly measured in the luminosity calorimeter, but it

can also be estimated from quantities reconstructed in the main calorimeter as

1000
800
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200

o

E"(I-~)1- YDA

The photon energy spectrum from the direct measurement and a comparison to this

estimate from the main calorimeter, after all selection cuts, are shown in figure 5.39.

The shaded histograms represent bremsstrahlung background (see section 5.7). Ver)'

good agreement between data and Monte Carlo obtained after adding the bremsstrahlung

backgrou nd is evident.o 5
.y. -5 -10-

~ -10
(>~

Figure .).37: Distribution of the photon impact paints in x and y in the photon luminosity

calorimeter for :IIonte Carlo events before (left) and aft.er reweighting (/'ight).

Due to the rather small geometrical acceptance of the luminosit)' photou calorimeter

and its long distance from the interaction, it is particularly sensitive to the beam tilt and

divergence. As the standard simulation has heen done using average values, an ade'luate

description or the healll divergellce in x and y is Ohl.;lillc'd only rtftpl' l'e\\'f'i~hlillP; 111('

~Ionte Carlo events 10 the distributions found in the dala (se(' figure .).:J').

The resnlting dislributions of the re("onstrncted T- and !I-photon positions in t Ii,'
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Since ZEUS is essentially a 4•.-detector, not only the scattered electron, but also the

hadronic products in the final state are detected. Their energies as well as their angles

can be reconstructed in the calorimeter. These together with the energy and angle of

the scattered electron provide an overconstrained system for the reconstruction of the

kinematic variables z, y and Q2, of which only two are independent.

This fact is exploited in the NVTX analysis (see section 6.6), whereas the SVTX

and the ISR analyses are almost entirely based on the reconstruction of the electron.

The hadronic final state reconstruction is performed using the calorimeter and the

event vertex. All calorimeter cells, which are not assigned to the scattered electron,

are interpreted to be part of the hadronic system. The following three quantities are

reconstructed from these cells:

-5 0 5 10
E;AL _ Eyin GeV

N,h - d~
Pf,h + d~

The angle -/h characterises the hadronic energy flow. In the naive parton model -,h is

the polar angle of the struck quark.

Figure 5.39: Left: Spectrum of pholon energies as IY!constructed by the lumi-photon calo-

rimeter after final event seledion. The sum of the bremsstrahlung background (shaded

histogram) and the DIS Monte Carlo is displayed as open histogram and describes the

data (full circles) very u'ell. RighI.: DiffelY!nce in photon energy as IY!constrllcted from

the main detector and measured in the photon-Iumi calorimeter. Again the clata alY! lI'ell

described by the sum of the bremsstrahlung background and the DIS Monte Cado.

The reconstruction of kinematical variables suffers from meaurement errors introduced

by the detector. One major aspect is the noise of the calorimeter due to its radioac-

tivity. As all non-electron cells are declared to be part of the hadronic system, the

reconstruction of hadronic variables, in particular dh, is affect by the noise.

At low y, where the final state hadrons move predominantly in the forward direction,

dh is very small and hence particularly sensitive to calorimeter noise. For y - 0.01 the

hadronic dh :::::0.5GeV, while a noisy cell with 250~·'leV energy signal close to the RCAL

beam pipe contributes another 0.,) GeV to dh and distorts the measurement by 100'1<.

As the low-y region provides an overlap with fixed target data, precise measurements

there are of vital importance in order to obtain a complete picture of the proton stl'llcture

and its gillon content. Consequently the experimental conditions, including the detertor
noise, have to be well desnibed by the \-Ionte ('arlo.

Sine<' il was fOilII<I that the' noise description in the nE\lC', FE~I(', FII:\(' I and

FII:\CO s<'clions of lh,' ","orinll'I,,!' is nol adeqllal." in th<' silllllialion, Ih" followinp;

procedurt' haH hpen Pl'opoH('d ill (Ill):



In the run range considered for the NVTX analysis, random trigger and passthrough

events, which are essentially empty as far as ep-scattering or beam-gas events are con-

cerned, are selected. This sample provides a representative picture of the calorimeter

noise, taking run-by-run variations into account. For this sample the number of noisy

cells per event and the cell energy versus the imbalance of the two PMTs in a cell (fig-

ure 5.40) are sampled for the ten different calorimeter regions (R/B/FEMC, R/FHACO,

R/B/FHACI and B/FHAC2).

are removed according to criteria identifying calorimeter noise. These criteria, used in

the analyses presented here, are

Ece/l < 100 (150) MeV for isolated EMC (HAC) cells

relative imbalance > 0.8 for isolated cell with energy < 0.7 GeV

and particularly noisy cells are removed explicitely
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In the SVTX analysis the FCAL modules 7 and 8 are exceptionally noisy. As this

analysis is almost entirely based on the electron reconstruction and focusses on the kine-

matic region, where the final state electrons as well as the hadrons move predominantly

in the rear direction, these modules are cut out completely and ignored in the recon-

struction of hadronic event variables. The effect on 0, the only quantity where hadronic

energy enters the analysis, has been found to be negligible in a Monte Carlo study.

Figure 5.40: Calorimeter noise in the BEMC section. Left: Number of noise cells per

event. Right: Energy versus imbalance for these cells.

In the determination of hadronic event parameters the hadronic energy measurement

and its reproducibility in the Monte Carlo playa crucial role. Because of the collimation

of hadronic energy into jets and the unknown distribution over charged and neutral

particles it is not possible to select well defined hadrons for energy correction studies.

Instead the hadronic energy scale is studied using global event quantities, such as the

transverse momentum of the hadronic final state (PT,h) and of the scattered electron

(PT,,) or Oh. As the latter can be reconstructed or, if necessary, be corrected very

precisely (see section 5.4) it serves here as a reference scale.
The noise in :Vlonte Carlo events is finally replaced by calorimeter entries randomly

generated according to the distributions measured in the data.

This procedure has been followed in essence. In order to investigate effects due to

noise variations with cell position, for example for cells close to or far away from the

beam pipe, the number of noisy cells has been sampled as a function of their position

in the calorimeter. However, the improvement in description compared to the position

independent procedure has been found to be small.

Calorimeter noise originates from several sourccs, for cxample the radioactivity of thc

uranium or noise in the P\'1Ts 01' readout electronic. Certaiu cells also tend to produce

mini-sparks, where one of the two ccll P\ITs frequently gives a largc signal.

The latter can he identificd via their hit frC<]ucncy.Thc III'auium and elcnrouic lIoiS('

produce ccll encrgy distrihutions, that peak at low values. ~c\'erthcless high encrgy tails

overlap with an energy rcgion poplilated by dcposits OI'igillal.iug from IT>-iuterac!ious.

Different cut comhiuations ha"e beeu sl.udi,'d [77. 7R].
111 order to J'('(IIH'c t ht' ('(1II1 flmina lion of t h(' Iia 1a sa IIIpip by I hi~ 110is{'. f\ ITt'{"tp<! ('(·lIs

Figllrc ,1.-11: ~-,I;striblilion ;11 MOille Carlo Ihislo!)1YIm) all,l tlala (/1111 circhs). Till

/Kllk ill Ih, ,Iala is d('arly shifle<llo larger mlll(·., of -f,;:;. ;Il,lirolil1g an lIlfly!) IIIi""I1I,.11 ,

In all idC(l1 llIC'aSUrt'IIH'T1l /JT,h 1Il1lst equal PT., as it ('OW:iCqIH.'IlCC' of f'1\l'I'KV and 1110-

In<'11111111 ('ollspr"f-ltioll. Particle loss('s ill loll(' forward or 1"('(\1' ht·ftrilholC' ar(' f..'XIH'('!(·(! to



In [82], where the calorimeter energy has been compared to the track momentum

for hadronic particles isolated in phase space, a deviation of up to 9% in the measured

energy with respect to the Monte Carlo has been found.

Consequently the energy scale in the BCAL and RCAL have been corrected by 6%

and 2.5% respectively in the data reconstruction of hadronic quantities. The resulting

.f;:; distributions are shown in figure 5.43. From these the uncertainty on the energy

scale correction is estimated to be 3%.

affect the measurement of PT,h only little as their transverse momentum is relatively

small. However, 6h is reduced which in turn can also affect the reconstruction of the

hadronic angle "(h. Particle losses are also simulated in the ~lonte Carlo, so that these

effects should be reproducable.

Figure 5.41 shows the distribution of .f;:; = :~,: for events, which pass the final se-

lection cuts. The overall characteristics such as shape and width, are in good agrcement

between Monte Carlo and data.

But the data distribution appears to be slightly shifted to higher values of .f;:;,

indicating a possible scale mismatch. In order to investigate, whether this effect is to

be attributed to the energy scale, missing material in the detector simulation or other

effects, the peak position of the .f;:;-distribution, as obtained from a gaussian fit, has

been studied as a function of the hadronic angle "(h. The results are shown in figure 5.42.
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Yh Figure 5.43: .f;:; distribution in different "(h region for Monte Carlo (histogram) and
data (full circles).

Figure 5.42: .f;:; peak position as a function of "fh in Monte Carlo (open circles) and

data (full circles). Following the same approach, corrections for the hadronic angle "(h and YJB = It;
where 6h = (E - ?)h have been determined. The resulting distributions arc depicted
in figure 5.44.The peak position in :v1onte Carlo and data is fairly independent of "th apart from

the extreme region close to the FCAL- and RCAL-beampipe. Here the effect of particle

losses in the beam hole is clearly visible. But more importantly .f;:; in the data tends

to be larger than in the :'donte Carlo in certain detector regions. In the FCAL, i.e. at

small "(h, .f;:; is well reproduced by the simulation, but in the RCAL a mismatch can

be seen, which becomes a significant discrepancy in the BCAL. As there is only very

little inactive material in front of the calorimeter in the BCAL, i.e. the hcampipe, inner

and outer wall of the CTO and the solenoid, the scenario of inadequate descriptioll

of material call he excluded. The discrepancy in .f;:; hctween data alld ~Iollte Carlo

amounts 1.0 - 4 - (;'1< in the I3CAL alld - 1 - :~I1< in till' RCAL. Thc"c figllr<'s aI'"

consistent with the size of tbe overall el(~('troll energy correction in the corresponding

calorimeter sections.

rigllr,' 5.44: "ih- alld YJa-distribll!io/l' for "'0/1/" Carlo (histogram) o/lfl data (filII rir-
rI,·,).







A subsample of the photoproduction background events can be identified as such and

tagged due to the detection of the scattered electron in the luminosity electron calo-

rimeter. [n order to exclude bremsstrahlung events no signal should be seen in the

luminosity photon calorimeter. Hence a cut on Efum; < 3 GeV is imposed. Due to the

very restricted geometrical acceptance of the electron luminosity calorimeter, the effi-

ciency of tagging such events depends on the scattered electron energy and angle, and

hence on a. In order to get a good energy response from the luminosity calorimeter a

cut of 7.5 < EFum; < 20GeV is applied. Hence 15 - 40GeV of the events' a is lost, which

leaves a a-range of about 15 - 40 GeV for this method to give a reasonable estimate of

the photoproduction background from the tagged data.

electron, the photoproduction events were generated in the kinematic region Y.," > 0.6,

which corresponds to a photon-proton centre of mass energy of W ~ 190 GeV. Only

events which have some chance to give rise to background are considered at all. As a

consequence of the y-cut, which effectively sets an upper limit on the scattered and lost

electron energy, this method can only be applied above a'" 30 GeV as seen in the main

calorimeter.

In order to reduce the size of data storage and the corresponding processing time

for the photoproduction Monte Carlo sample, only events that satisfy the trigger pres-

election and have the DIS DST bit set are written out. These events are then analysed

following the same reconstruction chain and selection criteria as DIS events.
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Figure 5.48: Left: a-distribution for all (open hisl.rogram) and the tagged (shaded his-

togram) phol.oproduction Monte Carlo events, that pass the DIS selection. Right: Re-

sulting im'erse tagging efficiency as a functioll of 6.

Figure 5.49: 6-distribution at high-yo Good agreement between the tagged photopro-

duction and the photoproduction lv/onte Carlo is observed, which allows the background
estimation in the data compared to the DIS :\fonl.e Carlo.

Figure 5.49 shows the a distribution at Ym,a. > 0.2 for data (closed circles), DIS

~·Jonte Carlo (open histogram), photoproduction \Jonte Carlo (stars) and the tagged

photoproduction events (open circles). At 6-values larger than - .'jOGeV the DIS-~·Jonte

Carlo agrees well with the data, while it undershoots at low 6 due to the background

contamination in the data. The flattening of the photoproduction \Ionte Carlo at

6 < 38 GeV is a consequence of the Yt,·", > 0.6 cut on the generator level. In the 6-

distribution between 32 and 43GeV the background estimates from the tagging method

can be used as a cross check. Good agreement with the photoproduction \Ionte Carlo

is fonnd for 6 > 38 GeV. At 6 '" 3.'jGeV the snm of DIS ~lonte Carlo an,1 taggC'd

photoproduction amount to the number of events measurNI in the data.

The diff,'rent m('thods /(ivl' consist"n! r!'Snlts. But dlle t.o the limil.<'(lstatistics of

The electron tagging efficiency, however, is extract.ed from a photoproduction \Jonte

Carlo ·L'j. Figure .'j.48 shows the 6-distribution for all and the tagged photoproduction

events in the \10nte Carlo. The ratio of the distributions is the inverse efficiency, to

which a second order polynomial plus a constant term is fitted.

Sampk'S of 3~6301 and 87861 minimum bias non-difTractive photoproduction event.,

have been generated using the PYTHIA .'j.7 [72J event generat.or and the ALL\I [I:J9]

parametrisalion. The samples correspond t.o a cross scdion of 11~8 nb.

As I",drons nSllally haw t.o ellter the rear pari of t he "alorimel<'l' in or"!'r 1.0 fak!' all



tagged events the photoproduction Monte Carlos are used in the background determi-

nation of the NVTX as well as the SVTX analysis.

From the comparison of the different methods the uncertainty on the photoproduc-

tion background determination is estimated to be +100% and -50%. The resulting

uncertainty in F2 is accounted for by the systematic errors.

In the (SR analysis the main source of background is the accidental coincidence of a DlS

or photoproduction event with bremsstrahlung events of the Bethe-Heitler process ep -t

en. Unless the bremsstrahlung electron is seen in the luminosity electron calorimeter,

the origin of the photon can not be identified, so that it is attributed to the event in

the main detector.
Figure 5.50 shows the energy spectrum of bremsstrahlung photons as measured in

the luminosity photon calorimeter [74]. Events with the bremsstrahlung electron tagged

in the luminosity electron calorimeter (ELum; > 3 GeV). shown as shaded histogram,

can be vetoed very efficiently for 11 < E~ < 17 GeV.

The remaining background has to be subtracted on a statistical basis. It is estimated

in the following way, as suggested in [75):

According to the DIS event selection criteria, but without the requirement of a

tagged photon and the a'-cut, an event sample is selected. It consists predominantly

of non-radiative events (see peak in upper right a'-distribution of figure 5.50). In order

for this sample to describe the background, its events are randomly mixed with the

ones of the bremsstrahlung sample by attributing the latters' energies measured in the

luminosity electron and photon calorimeter to the main event.

The a'-distribution of the resulting sample (bottom plot in figure 5.50) peaks at

~ 64 GeV and extends from 10 GeV to 120 GeV.

This background sample is normalised by a fit to the a'-distribution of the data after

all cuts but the a'-cut are applied, in the range 67 to 9~ Gel' (figure .'i..'il). '10 DIS

events are possible here, taking energy and momentum conservation and the detector

resolution into consideration. Using this sample the bremsstrahlung background in any

distribution can be subtracted.

After correcting the energy of the scattered electron and hadronic final state the

event quantity a is extracted. Figure 5.52 shows the resulting distributious for the

three analyses. Adding the background estimates to the DIS-\lonte Carlo a very good

descriptioll of the data is obtained.
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Figure 5.50: Upper left: EZum; specl.rum for 0/1 anti for elee/ron lagged bremsstrahlung

et'ents. Upper right: a' distribution for a sample of et'ents l)(Jssing all DIS culs, but no

requirements on the final state photon are made (no EZum; cut anti no 6' cuI). Bottom:

6' distribution for the sample resulting from I.he mndom mixing of bremssl.mhlung and

D'S events.

clectrons. III these events, which are characteriscd by a large track multiplicity alld a

high activity in the calorimeter, an isolated low-energetic deposit close to the ReAL

beampipe can be misidentified as an electroll.

Proton beam gas events that originate upstream of t he detector (in the lIegative

:-dir("lion) c<,n be identified using Ihe ("alorimel('r limin~. The ("alorimcl('r timcs fOl'Anothcr considcrable source of backgroulld arises from Ihe prolon 01' cl"l"I.l'Oninl('J'})('-

tions with residual lWrllll ~as, when1 the fl'D."iS Sf'ctioll for »l'otOIlS is larg('l' 'hrlll I hHl for



5.7 Backgrounds.
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Figure 5.51: 6' distribution for the data in comparison to the bremsstrohlung background

sample. The latter is normalised to the data in the 6'.ronge 67 to 94 GeV.

FCAL, BCAL and RCAL are the energy weighted time, when the P;\ITs give a signal

for cells with energy deposits larger than 200 MeV. These times are corrected for the

final state particles' time-of·flight. Therefore, for nominal ep interactions, (FCAL, (RCAL

and their difference tFCAL - tReAL peak at zero (figure 5.53). However, for a proton

beam gas interaction that occurs upstream of the detector, the final state particles reach

the RCAL earlier and the FCAL later than for events originating from: = O.

For electron beam gas events the situation is very similar, but the RCAL plays the

role of the FCAL and vice versa.

If the calorimeter energy deposits are large enough to determine the corresponding

times, they are required to be
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Figure 5.52: 6.distribution of the fi·
nal data sample (full circles) com·
pared to the sum of the DIS Monte

Carlo and background (open his·
togroms) for all three analyses. The
respective background estimates are

shown as shaded hislogroms.

In photoproduction events isolated objects in the FCAL can be misidentified as the

scattered electron. However, the available phase space ror low energy electrons at high

Q2 is very small in DIS events. Hence most or these events, which are all characterised

by a large y.value as reconstructed from the electron only, are background and have to

be removed from the sample. This is achieved by the requirement

I(FeAL - tRCALI < 8 nsec

ItFeALI < 8nsec

ItReALI < 8 nsec

in order to reduce the beam gas background.

Remaining background from proton or electron beam.gas interactions around: = 0

has to be subtracted statistically. For this purpose the number of events, that pass

the final DIS selection and originate from unpaired proton or electron (pilot) bunches is

determined and scaled with the ratio of the currents iu the paired and unpair~>d bunches.

Figure 5.54 shows the number of triggered DIS eveuts as a runction or their bunfh·

crossing number. The combinatiou or paired and pilot bIIlICh<,:; rcsults iu the observed

palle",. Also shown is the ratio or currents ror pairt~1 and pilot huurh~s.

Cosmic radiation is another background source to be considered. \Iuons as products

or interactions in the upper atmosphere penetrate the ZEUS detector almost vertically

and deposit very little euergy in the calorimeter. However, in some cases the muon

iuteracts in the calorimeter and produces a shower, which mimics a scattered electron.

These cosmic eveuts arc charafledsed hya large E\'lC euergy dl'posit, while the uumber

or active <:t'lls aud hellfe the total calorimeter ('nl'rgy ar~ \"Cry small. llsually ouly two

tra •.ks arc reconstructed iu the CTD.



In the BeAL sudden discharges of the static charge between a photomultiplier and its

shielding ('sparks'), which occur randomly, can yield 'hot' calorimeter cells, which fake

high-Q2 electrons. Spark events are characterised by a large imbalance of the 'electron'

calorimeter cell, as only one of the two PMTs produces a signal. Therefore these events

can easily be identified and removed from the sample.

Figure 5.53: Difference of avemge FCAL and RCA L time versus RCA L time. No
contribution from beam-gas events can be seen anymore after final selection cuts are

applied.
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Figure 5.54: Left·: Number of triggered events as a function of bunch number. The
observed pattern indicates the distribution of paired an,1 pilot bunches. Middle and

right: Ratio of currents in the paired and pilot. bunches.

Another source of background are the beam-associated halo muons. They leave

characteristic signals in FCAL and RCAL or hits in several adjacent cells in the BCAL,

that line up and can be matched to entries in the muon chambers.

Topological algorithms have been developed to identify the two types of muon back-

ground.

Elastic QED-Compton events 'I' --t err, are considered 1.0 I", background, since they

are not simulated in the DIS \lonte Carlo and arc or no dirL'Ct nse in the study or

the proton structure. These events are characterised by 1\\'0 electromagnetic c1nstprs

in the calorimetl'r \\'ith 1.) Ge\' < E) + E2 < :~OGe\', at TlIost one track in the CTD

and essentially no pnergy deposit in the FC'AL. BasLxl on Ihese criteria till' e"pnl.s al'l'



Figure 6.1: Basic ep scattering process leaving signatures from the electron and the

hadron flow in the detector.
An accurate reconstruction of the Lorentz-invariant kinematic variables x, y and Q2 is

of crucial importance for the description of DIS events, in particular for the measure-

ment of proton structure functions. The kinematic reconstruction based on quantities

measurable in the ZEUS detector using several methods is described in this chapter.

A new reconstruction method, the 'Pr'-method, is introduced. It exploits the re-

dundancy of the electron and hadron system and incorporates the advantages of the

conventional methods in different kinematic regions.

The accessible kinematic range has been extended to low-Q2 using ISR events. Their

reconstruction also depends on the measurement of the emitted photon and is described

in a separate section ( 6.7).
The Monte Carlo is used to study the resolution and migration functions of the

kinematic reconstruction. The resulting distributions of the kinematic variables are

finally compared to those of the data.

E, E' Ep E.

0 E'sinE> costj) 0 Pr,'
k= ,k'= ,P = p'- (6.1), -

0 E' sinE> sintj) 0 p.,'
-E, E' cosE> Ep PZ,h

E, and Ep are the energies of the initial electron and proton respectively, E', E> and tj)

are the energy, polar and azimuthal angle of the scattered electron and E. and Pr,"

p.,' and P", are the energy and momentum of the hadronic final state X, where a

summation over the final state particles is assumed.

When hadronic event parameters are used in the kinematic reconstruction it has to

be ensured, that any influence on it from the final state fragmentation, i.e. the rapidity

distribution or the number of jets, is negligible. Furthermore the loss of final state

particles, predominantly in the forward direction due to the centre of mass movement

in the ZEUS laboratory frame, must not distort the determination of event kinematics.

Therefore the difference of energy and longitudinal momentum iJ. = (E - P,)" and the

transverse momentum PT" = Jp2. + 1'2I' which satisfy these requirements, are used., x, y, I

It can then be assumed that the hadronic flow, i.e. the funent jet, ('an be describe<1

by a massless object of energy Ej and angle 'i, which can be calcnlat('d from il" and

PT,I,. In the naive quark parton Illodel, Ej and I are Ihe ,'nerg.\' and polar anp;le of the

outgoing struck qnark.

Figure 6.1 illustrates the basic neutral cunent electron-proton scattering process, where

k and k' denote the four-momentum of the incoming and the scattered electron respec-

tively. The four-Illomentum of the initial state proton is given by P, that of the hadronic

final state by P'. The latter includes the so-called 'ennent jet', into which the strnek

quark fragments, and the proton remnant, which goes in the dil'('Ction of t.he incoming

prot.on.

In the ZEUS coordinat.e syst.em, where t.he initial proton moves in t.he posit.ivl· z-



2E.E'(1 + cos 8) = 4E.E' cos2 ~

E' E' 8
1- -(1 - cosS) = I - -sin2-2~ ~ 2
Q~I _ E' cos2 ~
SYd - Ep(1- f.sin2~)

It is to be noted that the relation

",. ~.,.,,,.. -./
.( I'.,?--;'

,
f'-' .r"'~"

holds, The contours of constant energy or scattering angle in the (x, Q2) plane, accessible

at HERA, are displayed in figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.2: Topology of DIS events as a funct.ion of x and Q2 showing I.he llirection

of the scatterd electron (I.hin line) and the struck quark (thick line). The length of the

arrow is proportional 1.0 the porticle 's energy.
Figure 6.3: Contours of constant electron energy (left) and scattering angle (right) in

the (x,Q2) plane. The dotted lines represent contours of constant Y (1, 0.1, 0.01) or

constont. scattering angle in steps of 10·.

Small electron energies give high y-values, whereas energies much larger than the

electron beam energy yield a large Q2. The very low-Q2 region, which is not covered

by the nomitlal vertex data due to the beam hole in the ZEUS calorimeter, specific:ally

a box cut of 13 em arouud the rear beam hole, is indicated by the grey-shading in the

right hand plot. The lines at y = I represeut the kinematic limit, given by the HERA

bCiun energies.

The resolution in x and Ql is in gelleral good ill "egions, where the P- and G-isoli nes

,ne close together. However, for isolines far apart small variations in EoI' 8 result ill

larl';e shifts ill :r. 01' Q2.

The event topology of the outgoing particles, i.e. the scattered electron and the

current jet, in this quark parton picture, representing the lowest order QeD calculation,

is displayed in figure 6.2 for different values of x and Q2. The electron scattering angle

can be seen to increase with Q2. At high-x the outgoing currellt jet is very ellergetic,

indicated by the length of the arrow.

The most straight forward method to reconstruct x and Q'l or alternatively y and Ql

uscs the energy £' and angle 8 of the scall('red elect.ron ollly. This method, call<.,<1

'electron method', is nsed in all fixed target experim('lIts. llsillg the d"finilions of Ihe



The errors of the reconstructed x and Q2 due to measurement errors of the outgoing

electron energy E' and scattering angle a are given by:

The contours of constant current jet energy and angle in the (x, Q2)-plane are shown
in figure 6.4.

AQ:I
Q:I

The x-resolution is good for y-values close to one. However, it deteriorates with decreas-

ing y due to the; amplification of the errors in the measured energy. This behaviour

restricts analyses based on the electron method to the high-y region y > 0.01, as the

electron energy scale is understood to - 1% at the electron beam energy 27.5 GeV.
The resolution in Q2 is very good as long as the electron is far away from the RCAL

beam hole, i.e. at medium and high Q2. But at large a-values the divergence of the

tan-function at 900 amplifies the error on the a measurement.

(1)2 (AE')2 [ 8 (I ) 8]2 2ii E' + -tan'2+ ii-I cot'2 (A8)

(AE')2 8E' + tan2 '2 (A8)2

•.• 105 ..• 105
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Ci 103 Ci 103

102 102

10 10

As both ZEUS and HI are essentially 411'-detectors, in contrast to most fixed target

experiments, the event kinematics can also be determined from the hadronic final state

alone. This method, which is based on 6h and PT,h, can also be used for the kinematic

reconstruction of charged current events and was developed by Jacquet and Blondel

Figure 6.4: Contours of constant jet energy (left) or hadronic angle (right). The shaded

regions are not accessible to ZEUS due to particle losses in the FCAL and RCAL beam-

hole.

(83).
As the proton remnant is mostly lost in the forward beam-pipe, the hadronic quan-

tities PT,h and 6h of the hadron flow in the event are a good approximation to those

of the current jet, PT,j and (E - P,)j. Hence the fOllr-momentum of the hadronic final

state can be written as

In contrast to the electron method, the effect on the resolution in x from mea-

surement errors of the jet energy is small at high x, The resolution there is good and

deteriorates with decreasing x. However the FCAL beam hole at Of - 2.20 limits the

reach of this reconstruction method to y ~ 10-3. At very low x and high y a similar

limit is set by the RCAL beam hole (see grey shaded regions in right hand plot).

The resolution in x and Q2, using the current jet information, diverges at y - I, as

can be see from the following expressions:

(
I ) 2 (A Ej ) 2 [ Of Y ')] 2 2-- -- + - tan:- + --cot - (Ay)

1- Y Ej 2 1- Y 2

(
2 y)2 (AE)2 [ Y 'f]2I=y E/ + 2cot7+ l_ycot2 (A-r)2

With q = k - k' = - P + P' and using the definition of 11 from equation 2.4, one obtai us:

Ej - P"j 6h
YJB = ~=2E,

Q~B
S·11.JB

At low y the x resolution is mainly determined by the energy measurement uncertainty.

The Jacquet-Blondel method does not make any assumptions, either on the inter-

na' struct.nre of the proton or on t.he jet t.opology of the final state. Il is therefore

independent of jet definition conventions.

However, the sum over the final state particles is appl'Oximated by snmming over

t.he energy deposits in the calorimeter cells not a:;.signed to the scattered electron. "lot

only geometrical effects, such as the calorimeter granularity and cell si~e. bnl also the

IHPSCTlCe of uranium liaise in th£' e1ch.'eto!' di:-;tol't lhe measuremellt of 611 and PT,hl ill

Transverse momentum conservation, i.e. !JT,<I = I'T.h, and equation 6.2 imply:

~
I - !JJB



particular at low y. These effects can introduce large migrations in the kinematic recon-

struction and require a very good understanding of the noise in the entire calorimeter

(see section 5.6.2).

to exploit the overconstraint on the event kinematics from all quantities measured in the

hermetic detector and incorporates the advantages of the conventional reconstruction

methods in the different kinematic regions, resulting in the improved measurement of

y and Q2 in the entire (x, Q2) plane. Due to the stability of the method the accessible

kinematic range has been extended to low y, where an overlap with the fixed target

data can be achieved.

The PT-method was proposed in [85) and is used in the measurement of F2 from the

1994 ZEUS data for the first time.

The Pr-method is based on a three-step correction, assuming energy and momentum

conservation, followed by the final reconstruction of x, y and Q2.

In the Double Angle method [84) x, y and Q2 are reconstructed using the scattering

angles 8 and "' of the final state electron and current jet, respectively. It is motivated

by the observation that angles are usually more accurately measured than energies and

is, to first order, independent of the calorimeter energy scale.

Solving equation 6.5 for sin I = ~ and equation 6.4 for I-cos1 = ¥.' one obtains, ,
Q}B{1- YJB) - 4E;Y}B
Q}B{1- YJB) + 4E;Y}B
ph -o~
P},h + o~

As described in section 5.4 the energy and position, and hence the scattering angle of

the final state electron can be measured very precisely. Since one only deals with a

single, charged particle, several methods based on tracking, kinematic constraints or

the presampler effect in the SRTD allow the correction for energy loss in the passive

detector material. If the electron or a large fraction of its shower in the calorimeter is

not detected, the event is not analysed any further.

The particles in the hadronic final state also suffer from energy loss while penetrating

passive detector material, which distorts the measurement of the event kinematics. As

the hadronic final state is usually a multi-particle system, which can also contain neutral

particles, energy corrections cannot easily be applied on the particle level; the position

reconstruction is entirely based on calorimeter cells.

However, assuming transverse momentum conservation, PT,h = Pr,tt, the energy loss

in the hadronic system can be estimated from a comparison to the electron. QED final

state radiation does not play an important role as the photon is usually included in the

calorimeter object identified as the scattered electron. In initial state radiation events

the transverse momentum of the emitted photon can be neglected in comparison to that

of the electron.

Iguoring hadronic PT in the proton remnant and describing the hadronic final state,

i.e. the current jet, by a single massless object of energy Ej and angle "I, it is clear

that energy losses affect the measurement of PT,h = Ej sin j. in the same way as that of

0h = Ej(1 - COS",). Therefore the measured YJB = It; can be corrected by

In the naive quark parton picture and neglecting particle masses, energy and momentum

conservation of the scattering process yield:

xP+E,

xP- E,

E'sin 8

E'+ Ej

E'cos8 + Ejcos",

Ej sin",

The energy of the scattered electron E' can now be expressed in terms of the angles 8

and I and the electron beam energy E•• by solving equation 6.11 for E':

I sin,
EDA = 2E,. a' . (8 )Sln + Sill"' - Sill + ",

Substituting the electron energy E' in the formulae of the electron method by this

expression results in the Double Angle reconstruction of z, Y and Q2:

E2 sin "/(1 + cos 8)
4 'sin"/ + sin e - sin (8 + ";)

sin 8(1 - COS";)
sin", + sin 8 - sin(a +",)
E, sin", + sin a + sin(8 +",)
Ep sin"/ + sin 8 - sin(8 +",)

1'1',<1
YJB--

PT.h

The' PT '-method is a lIew way of rL'Constrllcting Ihe kinemal i,· variabl<'s, combil';l1l\ alJ

information on IheS!·altered e!('Ctron alld Ihe hadronic filial slate. It is till' firsl at.lc'mpl

This is the wr-correctioll.

This correctioll, which is applied on an event-by-event basis, is extracted frorn the
drl1.a.
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Figure 6.5: Schematic diagrom of the DIS event topology. The electron PT is balanced

by the current jet. The colour flow between the current and the remnant jet olso implies

a partide flow in this region.

1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2
a•• = Pt ••• ' Pt •••

However, this picture is too naive. The colour flow between the struck quark and

the di-quark results in a hadron flow between the current jet and the proton remnant.

Consequently the hadronic system is not a well-collimated jet. Also effects rrom different

detector regions contribute to the overall energy loss. Thererore the event topology has

to be taken into account in the PT-correction. Equation 6.16 is hence generalised to

a larger fraction of the PT,h gets carried by particles between the current jet and the

proton remnant while its contribution to 010 decreases leads to a deviation rrom the

linear behaviour of the correction as a function of OPT.

The naive interpretation of " as the angle between the current jet and the proton

remnant is only applicable in single-jet events. In case of multi-jet events energy loss

characteristics from many detector regions are mixed and average out the correction.

The ratio i& is used to estimate the jet-structure in an event (see figure 6.7)
T

Ed
In events with ~ > 0.4 the transverse momentum and energy is shared between

the electron and the current jet, the hadronic final state is identified to have a single jet.

However, in events with i& :5 0.4 the hadronic energy must have been deposited in the
T

calorimeter in the form of several separate jets, that partially cancel their transverse

momentum in order to balance that of the electron. These events have multi-jet final

states.

For these two event classes the PT-correction has been extracted separately. As

shown in figure 6.7 for multi-jet events the conection on 010 - YJB is only weakly

dependent on OPT, the expected linear rise is averaged out. "evertheless the overall

characteristics or the conection to be larger thau 1 at low-', and to be d<'Creasing with

increasing "', C<ill still he seen dearly.

For single-jet events, howe"er, a lIluch strongcr risc or C with incrcasing OPT is

round, which increases in slope wit h inl'l'easing 'f. Due to the cleaner e\'('nt topology

where the correction function C is extracted rrom the \lonte Carlo. In contrast to [8.)]
where the correction function was chosen to be a function or :;,:" PT,h and '110, the

correction function is here chosen to be a runction or the quantities !'.L!!., 'fh and iT" ,
PT,(f T,IOI

where ET,.I and ET,I.' are the electron and event transverse energy.

Figure 6.6 shows the ratio ~ as a function of OPT = ~ in bins of 'I, as extracted

rrom the \lonte Carlo. Almost all events lie in the region 0 ..) :5 OPT :5 1..5. At low

'I, e rises almost linearly with OPT as expected from equation 6.16. The current jet

moves very close to the proton remnant in the rorward direction, so that the rapidity

interval between the two, that could be filled with an additional hadron flow, is rather

small. Particle losses in the rorward beam hole affect neither PT,1o nor 0/0. 1I0wl'\'('r,

ftt low"',;,the calorimeter noise contributes consider~bly to [,h and call ('\'(:'11 dOlllillalp.

This explains, why the conection is here larger than I. Wit h decreasing " till' nois,'

contribution to YJB decreases and the effect or energy loss in passive mat"ria! bemllles

dominant, so that the conection ralls below unity. The raft that wit h in<'l'l'asinl( "
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by twice their energy. The requirement of the event balancing in transverse momentum

;..7 ;..7
~e4~

can not correct for this effect.•.•.. 1 •.•.. 1 1 But the v-reconstruction of the electron method provides a very good resolution at•• ••.:: ..,~ ~ high-V, This fact is exploited in the E-correction, which is the second correction step0.5 0.5 0.5
r." 1020] r. = [20,40J of the PT-metho<!. The E-correction, first presented in [87] and used by HI [115, 116),

0
1 2

0
1 2

0
1 2

combines Yd and YJB.

Opt Opt Opt 2E, I
(6.18)YI: = YJB- = YJB

21.5 21.5 21.5 a YJB+I-yd

;..7 ;..7 ;..7 The general idea is to replace the scale 2E, in the calcu[ation of YJB by a. For fully
•.•.. 1 •.•.. 1 •.•.. 1 contained events a "" 2E" but in case of particle losses down the rear beam hole Oh and•• •• ••.:: .:: .:: a are both reduced by the same amount, so that YI:= ~ is only weakly affected. In the

0.5 0.5 0.5
context of the PT-method the corresponding correction is:

r. = [60,80] r. = [80,IOOJ r. = [100,120J
0 0 0 I

(6.19)1 2 1 2 1 2 YPI = Y( I) Y(l) + I - Yd
Opt Opt Opt

This corrrection is applied on an even t- by-even t basis and improves the y-resolution
J1.5 g1.5 g1.5 • multiJet particularly at high-V.~ ~ o singleJet•.•.. 1 •.•.. 1 •.•.. 1•• •• •• 0.:: .:: .:: 6.6.4 Kinematic Reconstruction of the pr-Method .

0.5 0.5 0.5
r. = [120,140] r. = [140,160J r. = \160,180] According to equation 6.2 one could now calculate Q2 as

0 0
1 2

0
1 2 P},011 2 Ql2) = (6.20)

Opt Opt Opt 1- Y(21

the correction for this single-jet event class gets close to the naive expectation from.

equation 6.16.
As only the functional form of the relative energy loss, as measured by OPT, on e is

extracted from the Monte Carlo and the quantities oPT, 'Ih and if.. are measured in the
T

data, the PT-correction also results in a reduced dependence on the :Vlonte Carlo model

of the hadronic final state simulation. For example, varying the fraction of diffractive

events in the :\·10nte Carlo sample does not change Fl significantly (as will be shown in

section 7.8).

The transverse momentum of the hadronic system is here replaced by PT,oI, which must

be identical to PT,h due to momentum conservation, but is reconstructed with a better

resolution than the latter. However in this term the electromagnetic energy scale does

not cancel completely. Also the Q2-resolution turns out to be not particularly good.

Instead the Double Angle approach has already been shown to be independent of

energy scales to first order. Therefore the hadronic angle is recalculated, replacing 1'1',10

by the better determined ]'1',01 and Oh by the now corrected quantity 2EE . Y(2):

P},01 - 4E~ . y12)
p}", + -!E~ . y12)

Figure 6.7: 'PT '-correction as a function of OPT in different 'Ih regions .. The expect.ed lin-
ear behaviour is clearly seen for single jet event.s (open circles), while the oPT-dependence

is averaged out for multi je'. event.s, yielding an overall correction foct.or.

At high y the cUITent jet moves in the rear direction. lIere p;lI·ticie los",,,, in the RCAL

beam hole do not chan!(e PT." considerably in contrast to 6/" which is essentially redllc,,1

The kinematic variables xPT'Y" and Q~T are then calculated as described in section 6.5,

nsing the Double Angle formulae.

Figure 6.8 demonstrates the improvement in migration and resolution of the y- ano

Ql·reconstruction after the different steps of the PT-method. The first correction step,

imp,,~ing PT-balancing, centres the distributions arouno unity, whereas the secono step,

the ~-correction, improves ther y·resolution particularly at high 'I, which cOITesponos

1.0 high y. The Q2-resolution of the PT·met.hoo is significantly better than nsing Qf2!'
Thl' /IT-rnet.hod is UHedfor t.he kin/'matic reconst.ruct.ion in thl' 'J"TX anal)·Hi8.
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Figure 6.8: Resolution in yond Q2 after the different steps of the PT-method. The first.

correction centres the distributions around unity, whereas t.he second correction improves

the y.resolution particularly at high y. The final step to using the kinematic variables

xpT' Yn and Q~T provides the best resolvtion in yond Q2.

to the Born level. The latter is particularly important for the lvIonte Carlo simulation

of DIS events and has been discussed in section 4.2.

In Final State Radiation (FSR), a real photon is emitted from the final state electron.

In most cases the final state photon is emitted at very small angles with respect to the

scattered electron. Due to the finite granularity of the calorimeter and the electron and

photon preshowering in inactive material before reaching the calorimeter, the measured

electron energy effectively includes that of the photon. Hence the effects of FSR on the

kinematic reconstruction are relatively small.

In Initial State Radiation (ISR), a real photon of energy E~ is emitted from the

initial state electron. If the photon is emitted collinearly (e~ $ 0.5 mrad) with respect

to the incident electron and escapes the main detector through the rear beam hole, the

electron energy becomes (E, - E~), where E, is the electron beam energy. The event

can be interpreted as a scattering process with reduced centre of mass energy. This

can also be seen in the event characteristics such as transverse energy (ET) or track

multiplicity (figure 6.9).

One to the limited geometrical acceptance of the lumi-photon calorimeter only

- 40% of the ISR photons are lumi-tagged.
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The kinematic reconstruction methods presented so far assume the incoming electron to

have the electron beam energy and the scattered electron to have the energy measured

in the calorimeter (apart from detector resolution effects). However, because of QED

radiative processes (see figure 4.1) these assumptions are not fulfilled, resulting in two

effects: Firstly the reconstructed kinematic variables are systematically shifted. The

incoming or outgoing electron energy at the electron-photon I vertex, which are relevant

for the reconstructed Q2 of the photon probing the proton structure, differ from the

assnmed valnes. Secondly the cross section calculation has to be modifiL,<1 with r('tipect

Figure 6.9: Distribution of transverse energy (left) and track multiplicity (right) for

mdiatiue and non-rodiative event.s. The ET distribution is normalised to the number of

events, the track multiplicity to the number of events without tracks.

The following part of this section refers specifically to the ISR analysis, unless noted

otherwise.

ISR events can in principle be identified from measurements in the main calorimeter

without requiring a photon in the luminosity photon calorimeter. The photon energy

can be reconstructed asIThe same is tme for ZO.exchange. For simplicity it ill only referred (0 rhe phoron I\.~cxclu\Ilgcd

boson.
E - ~(E - P.)'2 .



E~AL = E. (I - ~)
1- YDA

However the photon emission is not guaranteed to be collinear , so that the event

kinematics cannot be determined from the main detector alone. Therefore a tagged

photon in the lumi-photon calorimeter is required in the ISR analysis. The measured

energy, E~, rather than its estimation E~AL, is used in the determination of the event

kinematics.

;.
<l 40
.! phase space extension
b 30

uslne ISR •• enls
20

In order to reduce the effect of possible energy scale mismatches, the expression can be

transformed, using transverse momentum conservation, to

Here the electron method has been chosen for the kinematic reconstruction as it

suffers less from migrations at low Q2, the main focus of the ISR analysis, than the

Double Angle method.

Reconstructing x, Y and Q2 mistakenly assuming the incoming electron energy to be

the beam energy E., results in the s(}-called 'apparent variables'. From these the true

ones can be obtained by substituting E. by (E. - E~). Hence the following relations

hold with z = E't,E):

Figure 6.10: Impact of initiol state photon emission for constant event signature in

the main detector (E; = 10 GeV; e. = 174°). ISR events can be used to extend the
accessible kinematic region to low Q2.

::lei' Yel' Z
:ftr-ue = Yel + z - 1;

As the angles and energies of the final state electron and hadrons used in the kinematic

reconstruction have to be measured with the detector, which only has a finite granu-

larity and resolution, the kinematic variables x, Y and Q2 can only be determined with

finite resolution. In addition in some regions of the (x, Q2) plane systematic shifts are

introduced, i.e. events migrate from one (x, Q2) region to another. Even though these

effects, which can distort the cross section measurement in a particular (x, Q2) bin, are

corrected for using the Monte Carlo, the uncertainty on this correction can become an

important factor in the analysis. Hence resolution and migration have to be controlled

and kept as small as possible.

As already mentioned, the different reconstruction methods show different sensiti vity

to measurement errors in the leptonic or hadronic event variables. These differences are

investigated by comparing the reconstructed x, y and Q2 to the true values in the i\·lonte

Carlo. Figure 6.12 shows the comparison of reconstructed and true variables for the four

reconstruction methods considered.

The electron method yields a remarkable resolntion in Q2, while its y-resolution

deteriorates quickly below Y ::::: 0.1 due to the increased sensitivity to the energy at

small y. This is also reflected in the x-resolution, which is good at low x, but rather

poor and systematically shifted to lower valnes at high x. The electron method is

snitable for measurements at low x alld low Q2 and is hellce IIsed ill the SVTX and ISR

allalyses. 1I0wever the low-y region is 1I0t a('cessible for flu,,:ise measllrement.s using t.he

('Iertroll only.

Under the conditions of the ZEUS experiment, the accessible kinematic range is

limited at low Q2 by the 13 em box cut around the rear beam hole, and the requirement

of a minimum electron energy, as measured in the calorimeter. The latter is chosen to

be BGeV instead of the 10 GeV used in the NVTX analysis as the maximisation of the

presently limited statistics has been found to be more important than a strict control

of possible systematic effects.

Given the experimental signature of a 10 GeV electron at a scattering angle of

e = 174° (both values are close to the standard selection cuts) figure 6.10 shows the

effect of initial state photon radiation. Already for the emission of a .5 GeV photon,

reconstructed in the lumi-photon calorimeter, the corresponding (x, Q2) vailles are not

accessible without using ISR events. For the emission of a J.5GeV photon, Q~,.o.reaches

values as low as _ 1.'1 GeV2, while for non-radiative events Q2 :::::3 GeV2 is the lower

limit.

Figure 6.11 shows a scatter plot of the ISR data after final selection, for different

illtervals in E ... One can clearly see the effect ofa phase spacc extension to higher:r and

lower Q2 the larger t.he energy of the emitted photon. This effect is the main motivatioll

for performing the ISR allalysis. It is cOlllplement>l1'y to the SVTX alia lysis as two

different methods have be('n applied to two stat.istirally in,lcpcndent dat.a samples.
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Figure 6.11: ISR data sample after final selection cuts. The more eneryetic the emi/./.ed

photon, the lower the effectiue centre of mass eneryy and hence the reached Q2.

The Jacquet-Blondel method shows a rather poor Q2.resolution. The reconstructed

Q2 is also shifted to lower values, which introduces large migrations. However the y-

reconstruction is good down to y :::: 0.04. Below this value the hadronic activity in

the detector becomes very small and the uranium noise in the calorimeter becomes an

important factor. True low-y events are reconstructed at higher y. This effect can also

be seen as a systematic shift to lower values of x at high-x. Even though the Jacquet-

Blondel method is not favourable for general reconstruction of neutral current events,

its good y-resolution at medium and low y makes it superior to the electron method in

this particular region of phase space.

The Double Angle method, which was used in the F2 measurement from the 93

ZEUS data [109], yields a reasonably good resolution in Q2. Its y-resolution at high

y is not as good as that of the electron method. But in contrast to the latter it stays

acceptable down to y - 0.04. At lower y-values the calorimeter noise dominates again

and distorts the y- and x-measurement. This method is suitable for measurements ill

the elltire accessible (x, Q2) regioll, but its reach dowlI to low y, i.e. the rcgioll of thc

fixed target data, is limited.
Finally the Pr-method combilles the advalltages of the three cOII"entional I'('('on-

struction methods. Its Q2·resollltioll is as good as that of the electron method. Its

y-rcsolutioll at high y is comparahle to that of the electroll met hod. Bill. in cOIlt.rast 1.0

Figure 6.12: Comparison of the kinematic reconstruction in x, yond Q2 using different

me/hods. The final selection cuts of the NVTX analysis have been applied.

the latter it. stays good at medium y and adopts t.he stahle hehaviour of t.he .lacqllet.-

Blolldel met.hod at low y. COllseqllelltly this method yields the best resolut.ioll in x, y

alld Q2 alld is chosen ill the ~\'TX allalysis.

:\ more qllalltitative picture of the resollltioll is provided ill figllre (i.13. The y-

resollltioll at low ·,h is relatively large for all recollstrllctioll met.hods. The hadrollic
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Figure 6.13: Comparison oj y- and Q2.resolutions Jar different reconstruction methods

in Jour ,,(.regions (legend in the bottom plots). The 'PT '·method is always as good as the

best conventional reconstruction method in a given kinematic region.
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Figu,e 6.14: Migrations Jrom the generated to the reconstructed (x,Q2) Jar the Jour

different methods. All final selection criteria oj the NVTX analysis haue been applied.
or mixed methods suffer particularly from the calorimeter noise, resulting in an asym-

metric distribution with a long tail to higher values. The electron method is limited

by its sensitivity to the electron energy resolution. With increasing A{h the y-resolution

improves for all methods, but the peak is systematically shifted to lower values for

the Jacquet-Blondel method. At high-A/h, the loss of hadronic particles in the ReAL

beamhole degrades the hadronic energy measurement, while the electron reconstruc·

tion provides a much improved y-resolutiou. The Pr-method does not suffer from large

systematic shifts in the peak position and its y-resolution is always comparable to the

best conventional method. A similar situation is found in the Q2-resolution, although

degradation effects are in general much smaller and do uot result in large systematic

shifts.

The migration of events due to systematic shift" iu the recou"truclion of ,r., y aud

Q2 is shown in figure 6.14. The tail of the arrow is th~ average value of the t rue (x. Q2)
in a bin (for the binuing see sect.iou 7.2) and the head indicates the average value of t.he

reconstructed (.r,Q2). It can again be sceu that the (,I"cll"On method is good at. high

y, but suffers from large migrations at low y. The Double Angle method yields slightly

larger migrations at high y and low Q2, but is more stable at low y.The Jacquet-Blondel

method results in large migrations to lower Q2. The Pr-method is the most stable in the

entire (x, Q2) plane and shows the smallest migrations. It is clearly the most favourable

reconstruction method for precise measurements of inclusive structure functions.

6.9 Distributions of the Kinematic Variables for the F2

Data Sample.

Good agrc'Cment between data aud ~·Ionte Carlo in the distribution" of quantities di-

rectly measured iu the detector, such as energies and angles, has already been show u iu

("hapler ,'\. The resulting di"tributious of the kinematic variables, which are u"ed iu the



F1 measurement, are presented here. The distributions of the data, shown as full circles,

are compared to the sum of the DIS Monte Carlo and the background (open histogram),

which is the estimate from the photoproduction Monte Carlo for the NVTX and the

SVTX analyses and the bremsstrahlung background in the case of the ISR analysis.

The respective background estimates are shown separately as shaded histograms.

The SVTX analysis covers a much smaller range in x than the NVTX one. The small

background from photoproduction events is found below x ::::10-4• Adding it to the

DIS Monte Carlo results in a very good description of the data over the full accessible
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Figure 6.15: x-distribution of the fi·
nal data sample (full circles) com·

pared to the sum of the DIS Monte
Carlo and background (open his·

tograms) for all three analyses. The
respectiue background estimates are

shown as shaded histograms.

The x-distributions are shown in figure 6.15. The overall agreement between data

and Monte Carlo in the NVTX analysis is very good over the entire x·range covered. At

_ 10-3 the ~"Ionte Carlo overshoots the data slightly and small peak in the data at -

10-2 is not reproduced by the simulation. The estimated photoproduction backgronnd

is very small and concentrates around x :::: 10-<, as this corresponds to the affected

low-Q1 region.

In the ISR analysis the ~"Ionte Carlo describes the data rairly well ror x > 10-3.

1I0wever at lower x the simulat.ion tends to overshoot the dala. Thp backgronnd, here

originatillg from bremsstrahlung overlay evclIls1 b larger t hall for the I\ol\-I'adiatin'

analyses and shows up mainly at 10-4 - 10-:l. Tht' o\'Nal1 d<'Scription or Ihl! data is

adequate.

Figure 6.16: Q1.distribution of the

final data sample (/ull circles) com·

pared to the sum of the DIS Monte

Carlo and background (open his·
tograms) for all three analyses (Q1

given in GeV1). The respective
background estimal,es are shown as

shaded histagrams.

Figure 6.16 shows the Q1-distributions. The simulation of the NVTX data is again

very good. The small photoproduction background is round at Q1 below 10 GeV1, as

expected. The kink in the Q1-distribution at - 30 GeV2 is rully reproduced by the

Monte Carlo and is the result or the extended box cut, removing events in the region or

the mal-functioning calorimeter trigger card.

The \Ionte Carlo in the ISR analysis overshoots the data slightly at low-Q1, while

it pl'Ovid,'s a good description or the data above Q2 ::::.j GeV1. Since bremsstrahlung

backgl'Onnd is not due t.o misidentification or t.he scatlered electron but results rrom

random overlays in the IUlTli-photon calorimeter, it covel's t.he ent.ire Ql-range

The \Ionte Carlo description or the Q1-distribution in the SVTX analysis is very

p;ood O"f'1' t he whole accl'S.'iible rllllgc, while tilt· pholOpl'odllctioll backp;rollllCl is px-
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tremely small.
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Figure 6.17: v-distribution of the fi-
nal data sample (full circles) com-

pared to the sum of the DIS Monte

Car/o and background (ol>on his-

tograms) for all three analyses. The

respective background estimates are

shown as shaded histograms.

Using the 1994 ZEUS data the kinematic range in (x, Q2) has been extended to Q2

as low as 1.5 GeV2 by using the new detector component SRTD, by moving the err
interaction point towards the FeAL (SVTX-analysis) and by using initial state radiation

events (ISR). In addition the higher luminosity of HERA during the 1994 data taking

period has given an increase in the number of events by a factor of - 5 with respect

to the 93 data, allowing precise determinations of cross sections. This chapter presents

three different measurements of the proton structure function F2 using these 1994 data.

The nominal vertex-analysis (NVTX) uses the new reconstruction method (PT) for

an accurate measurement in the entire (x,Q2) plane, while the shifted vertex analysis

(SVTX) focusses on the low-Q2 region and profits from the increased detector acceptance

for low-scattering angle electrons. Finally the initial state radiation analysis (ISR)

exploits the fact, that hard initial state photon radiation effectively lowers the incoming

electron beam energy and so gives access to lower Q2-values.

For the determination of F2 as a function of x and Q2, the kinematic plane is

subdivided into bins. After a discussion on the selection of these bins (section 7.2), the

estimation of the background remaining after final selection cuts is given in section 7.3.

The extraction of F2 from the measured number of events in the bins using unfolding

techniques (sections 7,4 and 7 ..5) is tested in section 7.6. A description of the statistical

and systematic error determination is given in the sections 7.7 and 7.8 respectively.

The results are presented, described and compared to other measnrements in the next

chapter.

The v-distributions are finally shown in figure 6.li. In the NVTX and the SVTX

analyses the photoproduction background is clearly concentrated at high-V, which cor-

responds to low electron energies. Here the probability of misidentifying hadrons as

electrons is largest. The V-distribution in the NVTX analysis reaches down to values

as low as y :::: 10-3, where the calorimeter noise contribution to the hadronic signal

becomes very important. The good agreement between data and :'donte Carlo pro-

vides confidence in the simulation of these detector effects. As lower electron energies

can also result from a larger energy range of emitted photons in the final state, the

bremsstrahlung background in the ISR analysis contributes 1Il0st at high y, too. Apart.

from a small region below y :::: 0.1 the "1VTX data are very well reproduced by t.he

simulation, while the ~Ionte Carlo overshoots the data in the ISR allalysis slightly at.

high y. The \Ionte Carlo description of the SVTX data is again very good.

The effects of the small mismatches bet.wl't'n data and \Iont.e Carlo distribuliolls Oil

the final F2 valucs are takell iuto account in the d"t.el'llliuat.ioll of t.h" systematic errors

(section 7.i~).



sensitive to the resolution and systematic shifts in the reconstruction of x and Q2. In

the analyses presented here the acceptance is required to be ~ 30%. However, for most

bins the acceptance is > 50%. Good bins are required to have a purity of ~ 30%.

A few exceptional bins in the ISR analysis, which are nevertheless very stable against

systematic checks, can have a purity of - 18% .

In order to obtain the most precise picture of the proton structure the number of analysis

bins should be as large as possible. However, this choice is limited due to the following

requirements:

• The bins must have enough events so that statistical fluctuations are not impor-

tant. Also the size of the statistical errors has to be reasonably small ( ~ 10%, but

in a few bins of the NVTX analysis - 20%) for a meaningful measurement.

Due to the b-dependence of the neutral current e/rcross section the rapidly falling

event statistics is the limiting factor at high-Q2. Large migration effects can result

in an event depletion of a particular region in the (x, Q2) plane. This effect limits

the event statistics at high-x.

The selection cuts allow only certain (x, Q2)-values to be reconstructed. The re-

quirement of a minimum electron energy of E; > 10 GeV (8 GeV in the ISR

analysis) sets a limit at low x for medium and low Q2 values. The geometrical

acceptance of the detector, in particular the box-cut, limits the event statistics at

low Q2.

• The resolution in the reconstructed x and Q2 as well as systematic migrations

in these variables due to particle losses, photon radiation or the finite detector

resolution and granularity (see chapter 7) require a minimum bin size for a. reliable

and statistically independent measurement of F2 in the bins. An adequate fraction

of events produced in a certain bin must be reconstructed in the same bin. This

can be achieved by requiring, that the bin widths, SIx) and S(Q2), satisfy

7
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(7.1)

(7.2)'

where (1(x) and (1(Q2) are the resolutions of the kinematic variables x and Q2, as

shown in the previous chapter.

The quality of the bins can be quantified using the following definitions of acceptance

and purity:

Figure 7.1: Purity and acceptance in % for the seleetell NVTX (PT) bins. The deterio-

rating vertex- and hence Q2-resolution at low y requires a laryfl' Q2-binning.

# events, generated in bin i and passing the final event selection
# events generated in bin i

# events, generated and reconstructed in bin i
# events reconstructed in bin i

Figure 7.1 shows the (x, Q2) bins in the NVTX analysis, selected according to the

ahove quality criteria. As can be seen the acceptance is generally larger than 409(, only

in the lowest Q2 hins it does drop to - 34%. Also the purity is very high, in most bins

~ 40'7c.. Only at low y does it fall below 40'7c., in two bins even below 30'i'i. Bnt since

these bins are stable against systematic checks, they are incillded in the set of accepted

billS. This choice of bins has beell made using the I'T-method. The fact that at low

Y it coarser binning, in Plll'liclllllJ' ill Ql1 is chosen is Illfliuly due to t1w dct£'l'iol'atillg

,-vertex resoilltion in this regioll (see section .5.3).

Both quantities are determined using the DIS-\lonte Carlo and t.ake vailles betweell 0

and I. The accept.ance is mainly a measure of the effect of e\'Cnt selection alld detl'Ctor

acceptance on the data sample, whereas the pllrity indicat.es if the event.s nwaslIred

in a bill are cOlltalllinat.ed with event migr<ltion frolll adja,·ellt. billS. It is t.hen'fol'('



In section 5.4.5 several methods of correcting the scattered electron energy have been

presented. As a consequence F2 can be measured from the 1994 ZEUS data, using the

electron method for the first time in the entire (X,Q2) plane. As the electron method

shows characteristics significantly different from that of the Pr-method, in particular at

low y, a special binning has been chosen here.

;..
~ 30

b 10

;..
~ 30

b 10

Figure 7.3: Left: Purity and acceptance in % for the selected SVTX bins. The standard

analysis has been done in (x, Q2) bins (left). An alternative binning in (y, Q2) has been

chosen for a check of migration and resolution effects.
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The purity in these bins is found to be large and 30% even in the lowest-y bins.

Only one (y, Q2) bin at Q2 = 3 Gey2 yields a purity of 21 %. Also the acceptance is

large and can reach values ~ 70%. But as the SYTX analysis has only been done in

the SRTD-region, the geometrical acceptance of this detector component sets limits on

the minimum and maximum Q2. Hence the acceptance in the bins corresponding to

the inner and outer detector region can drop to 15 - 20%. These bins are nevertneless

accepted as they will be shown to be stable against systematic checks.

The (x, Q2) bins used in the ISR analysis are shown in figure 7..1. They are slightly

;..
~ 30..
0- ,.

'i•7,,
•

Figure 7.2: Purity and acce/ltance in % for the selected NVTX (eI)-bins. The tlete1'io-

rating x-resolution at high x limits I.he el-measurement to the high-y region.

The bins only populate the medium- and high-y region, as shown in figure 7.2. Both

the acceptance and the purity are again rather large. But due to the deteriorating

x-resolution towards high-x the bin width in x is here larger than for the PT-bins.
The good bins for the SVTX analysis are presented in figure 7.3. The main analysis

here has also been done in (x, Q2)-bins. But in order to test the analysis procc'(lnre

for its dependence on the simulation, in particular the electron energy rDl'lwtions and

general migrations in the electron method, an alternative binning in (y, Q2) has also

been chosen (see right hand side of figure 7.3).

Fignre 7..1: Purily IIlId IIcaplllllet: ill !;( for Iht, silt'I'I,d ISR bin.,. Out 10 II", '''11111'",1

("('Ill,'(' of mass enf'lyy 11lou'er y-regioll is n('ce8.'~iblt thun using lloll-mdil1firl' (FU1/.t;,.



• The contamination of the final event samples from photoproduction background is

estimated from the photoproduction Monte Carlo. The number of events passing

the selection cuts is determined in every bin, so that the background can be suI>-

tracted statistically.

The distribution of the estimated photoproduction background in the (x, Q2) plane

is shown in figure 7.5 for the NVTX analysis. [n the SVTX analysis a similar dis-

tribution is obtained. The background clearly concentrates at high-y and low-Q2,

as expected. In these bins its contribution relative to the number of measured

events is found to be at most 6% in the SVTX and the NVTX analyses. Poten-

tial photoproduction background is included in the bremsstrahlung sample used

in the ISR analysis for background subtraction. Based on the 6-distribution its

contribution to the finally selected event sample is estimated to be negligible .

larger than the ones in the SVTX analysis, mainly due to the limited event statistics

and additional resolution effects from the lumi-photon calorimeter. In comparison to

the SVTX bins it can also clearly be seen that the [SR bins cover a lower-y region,

despite using the electron method. This is a consequence of the effective reduction in

the centre of mass energy resulting from the photon emission. The acceptance in all

but one ISR bins is > 40%. The purity is generally larger than 30% and only drops in

exceptional bins at low-y to 15 - 20%.
The x- or Q2-value at which the measured F2 is finally quoted are chosen for conve-

nience and can differ slightly from the mean measured values in the bins. This is taken

into account in the extraction of F2•

• The amount of background not associated with ep-collisions is determined from

pilot or empty bunches, as described in section 5.7. It amounts to less than - 1.5'1(

in all bins of the NVTX analysis. No such background is found in the SVTX

analysis, it is estimated to be less than 1%.
Due to the additional requirement of a reconstructed photon in the lumi-photon

calorimeter, the non-ep background in the [SR analysis is negligible, except for the

lowest Q2 bins, where it amounts to 5 - 7%.

• [n the [SR analysis the bremsstrahlung background, selected and normalis~'<l as

described in section 5.7, is subtracted statistically in each (x, Q2) bin separately.

Its relative contribution to the measured events is below 10%, except the lowest x

bins, where it can be up to 24%.

After the final event selection the samples contain a small number of background events

which are not due to deep inelastic neutral current scattering:

The total background contribution to each bin is given with the final results on F2 in

tables 13.1 to 13.11.

.... ;.
PHP backiround (NVTX) ••" , ...

distribution In (x,Q') ••/~:'
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cIII.s. They p0I'"lole only Ihe h;gh.y ''<:g;on, mainly al 1011'.02.



The aim of the unfolding procedure is to find the correct values for the true or generated

number of events, 9j. if the measured event numbers. mi. are given and the transfer

matrix Tij is known from Monte Carlo studies.

There are several approaches to unfolding. a subset is discussed in the following.

After background subtraction the measured number of events in the (x, Q2) bins. i.e.

the measured cross section. do not yet reflect the neutral current e}>-scattering cross

section and hence the proton structure function F2• Here, as in any other experiment.

the distributions of experimentally measured quantities differ from the corresponding

real distributions due to finite detector resolutions and certain assumptions made in the

kinematic reconstruction method. Furthermore the ZEUS trigger system and the final

data selection criteria result in a probability < 100% to observe an event in the detector.

The general procedure to correct the observed data for these smearing. migration and

acceptance or efficiency effects is commonly called 'unfolding'.

Only considering net event migrations from or into a bin, the transfer matrix is simplified

to a diagonal matrix. The bins are no longer correlated and can be treated separately.

With the correction factor

1
TAlC

t,'

= cMC = # events generated in bin i
, # events measured in bin i

which is obtained from the Monte Carlo, the number of generated events, gi, can be

approximated by the unfolded event number

detector resolulion. accepcance

efficiency.triner. miantions ....

Due to varying contributions in different kinematic regions, the correction fadors

can vary considerably between different (x. Q2) bins.

The method is straight forward and fast. However, small differences in the resolu tion,

migration or acceptance between the Monte Carlo and the data can result in significant

fluctuations of the unfolded number of events around the generated value.

As only net migrations are considered, this method requires the :'v[onte Carlo simu-

lation to describe the data very well in all phase space regions from which the measured

events originate. In order to reduce the dependence of the method on the structure

function, used in the generation of the lVIonte Carlo events, the algorithm can be ex-

tended iteratively. Given that the initial structure function in the simulation describes

the data adequately. the unfolded event numbers after the first iteration, u~l), are good

approximations to the generated ones, gi. Based on the former, F2 can be extracted

and used as input data to a next-ta-Ieadiug order QCD fit program [118, 123]. After

reweighting the Monte Carlo to the structure function resulting from this fit, the correc-

tion factors c~2) are determined again, yielding an improved estimate of the generated

number of events:

Figure 7.6: Schematic diagram of the unfolding technique. Measured quantities, distorted
by detector resolution and acceptance, are corrected for these effects.

The relation between the trlle quantities g(XI' X2, ... , xn) and the measured quantities

m(xl.x2, ... , xn) is

J dx; dx~ ... dx~ T(Xi, X2, ... , Xn; x;, x~ •... , X~)g(XI, X2 •... , xn)

(7.4)

where XI, X2, ... , Xn are the characteristic event parameters and the expression

T(XI, X2, ... , Xn; x;, x~, ...• x~) is the so-called transfer-function. This very general de-

scription can be simplified by considering gi and mj to be the generated and measured

number of events iu bin i and j respectively. The transfer function is then described by

a matrix Tij, so that

"(THe) ,,/eL- I) !IJ
.i

The iteration procedure can be repeated until a stable result is obtained.

In the case of the F2 measurements presented here, for which the \Ionte Carlo events

have been generated according to the ~·jRSA structure function, the second iteration

results differ frolll the first iteratiou oues by less than 27<. An)' further iteration does

not d,augl' the un["I,hl nUlllber of ('\'ents sil';llificilntly, so the result is stable.



As the unfolded uumber of events now depends on the measured event number in several

bins, small differences in resolution, migration and acceptance between :v[onte Carlo and

data do not yield large fluctuations. The resulting cross section and hence the F1 values

tend to be smooth. But the unfolded event numbers and F1 values are now correlated

between bins.

In order not to smooth the extracted F1 too much and bias the result to the shape

of F1 as described by the Monte Carlo (see section 7.6), this method is only used for

general cross checks for consistency of the different methods.

Let m and 9 be the column vectors, representing the measured and generated number

of events, mi and g;, and T be the transfer matrix T;j. The generated number of events

can be obtained by inverting equation 7.5.

This method is mathematically precise. However, the matrix inversion does not always

yield physically meaningful results as the transfer matrix is not necessary regular. Small

differences in resolution, migration or acceptance between Monte Carlo and data can

produce large fluctuations in the unfolded event numbers. Due to these numerical

instabilities this method is not considered any further. Another unfolding method is based on the Bayes probability theorem and has been

published in [88]. In contrast to the afore described matrix unfolding, which describes

the relation from the measured to the generated event numbers, the Bayes unfolding

describes the relation from the generated to the measured event numbers. Now the

matrix elements are defined as
In contrast to the matrix inversion, where the transfer matrix is determined from the

Monte Carlo and then inverted, a matrix that describes the relation from the measured

to the generated event numbers directly can be constructed from the Monte Carlo sim-

ulation. This approach avoids the numerically unstable matrix inversion. But as in the

bin-by-bin unfolding this method relies on the Monte Carlo representing approximately

the actual proton structure function F1, since contributions from all bins are taken into

account in the unfolding of the event number in a particular bin.

Let I'd be the matrix

# events (generated in bin i &: measured in bin j), before cuts (~ )

# ( . b' .) f 1.10events measured 10 10 J , a tel' cuts

# events (generated in bin j &: measured in bin i)

# events (generated in bin j)

and interpreted as the conditional probability for an event, being generated in bin j,

to be measured in bin i. Also the total probability, O'i, of an event, which is generated

anywhere, to remain in the final sample of events measured in bin i is determined

equivalently to equation 7.12.

mMC = ~ L:BAW . g'"C
t O'i j I) }

An estimate for the number of events, generated in bin i and measured in any bin, is

then given by

A:\lC,t:ffj ~Drl'a
Uj . l1j

,.IIC,_!!; ".\/,\lC . D','a
Uj . L' ij . TIIj

j

Exploiting Bayes' theorem the generated events gj are reweighted iteratively until the

resulting measured events in the :vIonte Carlo, m~IC, give a good description of the

measured events in the data, mf·'·. The reweighted generated events are then taken

as the unfolded true event distribution in the bins.

This unfolding method was also used in the ZEUS-F2 measurement from the 1993

data. As it takes correlations between bins due to resolution or migration into account

by using a matrix, the finally unfolded event numbers are correlated, too. The corre-

sponding F1 again tends to be smooth and slightly biased in shape to the input \Ionte

Carlo strnctme function. However after several iterations this bias disappears.

The Bayes unfolding is used to estimate the systematic uncertainties on F2 due to

the choice of the unfolding method.

The central F1 values in all three analyses have been obtained using the iterated

bin-by-bin nnfolding.

A simple test of the three nnfolding Hlgorithms considered hcre is presented in sec-

tion 7.6.

ffPata = "\1~.fC. mPa1a
I L-' I) )

j

where mf·'· is again the number of events measured in bin j after cuts. But a second

step in the unfolding is required as events may be generated in bin i but not measured

anywhere (because the trigger might not have accepted them, the scattered electron

might not have been identified etc.). This additional correction for the efficiency of

identifying DIS events at all has to be applied to cvery bin separately

# events (generated in bin i), before cuts
------------------- (7.12)# events (generated in bin i), before cuts &: electron found

The number of e\·ents, generated in bin i, can therefore be cstimated by



procedure, the values of the different structure functions (here data and :Vlonte Carlo)

can be related to the ratio of events produced in the bin:
In the single-photon-exchange approximation of deep inelastic scattering the double

differential cross section for inclusive neutral current ep scattering is given in terms of

the structure functions Fi:

NP'" / CD.,.

of.~fnerated

of at a

otIC

Fr·t·(x, Q2)~ . (1 - or·t• 'f of"')(1 + Of·t.)

FrC(x,Q2)~. (1 - otiC 'f WC)(I + WC)

Fr.t.(x, Q2)
Ff'e(x,Q2)

where Y± = 1 ± (I - y)2 and o,(x, Q2) is the electroweak radiative correction to the

Born level cross section. Since y2 FL and F3, which also include contributions from

ZO-exchange, and 0, are expected to be small in the kinematic range of the present

measurements, this equation can be rewritten as

The last step, cancelling out all correction factors, assumes that the Monte Carlo sim-

ulation describes the relative contribution to the cross section from FL, Z' and QED

radiation correction correctly. The first two assumptions have to be made as neither FL

nor F3 have been measured in the HERA range so far and are therefore based on QCD

and the electroweak force in the standard model.

Higher order QED radiative effects, not included in HERACLES, were estimated to

be 0.2 - 0.5% using the program HECTOR [93]. These corrections are not included in

the presented analyses.

As the NYTX and SYTX Monte Carlo samples were generated including FL, ZO-

exchange and 0(0-) photon radiation, the respective corrections are applied implicitely.

Only in the ISR analysis, where the contribution from FL has not been included in the

generated Monte Carlo sample, an explicit correction for it has to be applied.

ND.t·/C uFfo', = Frc --J:rc--. (1 + h) with h = F,;O - I
(j genel'Q ted (1F~C D

The Oi(X, Q2) are corrections which separate the contributions from FL, ZO-exchange

and QED-radiation.

Neglecting the ZO-exchange the corresponding expression for deep inelastic ep scat-

tering with photon radiation in the initial state is

where ( = l~\ll-=.~I),is the relative polarisation of the exchanged virtual photon, and
z = E·i.E, is the fraction remaining of the incoming electron's energy after the photon

radiation. Integrated over the photon emission angle 8_, < 80, where the collinear

approximation is valid, this probability can be written as

P(z) = 1 + z2 In E~8~ _ ~
1- z m~ 1- z

As FL is reduced by y2 its contribution is largest at high-V. The corrections in the

corresponding bins are less than 7%.

where E. is the energy of the incoming electron, m. is its mass. Integrating over :, the

accepted ra nge of photon energies, yields

d2u
dxdQ2 - F2{x,Q2).(I+h)

In all three analyses the produced or unfolded nnmber of events, :V;, in bin i is

proportional to this cross section and the Lumino.,ity C of the data sample

, J dlu 1c· dx dQ2dxi(IQ;

C 'Ui

where the integration is performed oyer the bin boundaries.

Assuming that the structnre function dependence ou :r and Ql in Ihe \Ioule Carlo

resembles t.hal of t.he data, which has be<'u achieYl'd wilh t.he itl'rali,·e J'{'wl'ightiug



(n order to test and compare the unfolding methods the Monte Carlo event sample has

been divided into two statistically independent samples. One is treated as data and

unfolded with corrections obtained from analysing the other sample. This has been

carried out four times, reweighting the samples independently to the structure function

parametrisations MRSDO' or MRSD~. The results obtained are shown with statistical

errors in comparison to the structure function curves in figure 7.7.

The statistical error of F2 in a particular bin is calculated taking three contributions into

account, the real data, the DlS-Monte Carlo and the photoproduction or bremsstrahlung

background with:

including background

number of data events measured in the bin

Wb• - N:t1P

number of Monte Carlo events contributing to the

measurement in the bin (every event counted as 1)

cross section weights for DlS-Monte Carlo events

effective number of DIS-Monte Carlo events in the bin

(L:f~~c a;f
L:~~IC(an

number of PHP-MC or bremsstrahlung events in bin

cross section weights for PHP-Monte Carlo or bremsstrahlung events

Figure 7.7: Test of the unfolding methods. Monte Carlo event samples, reweighted to

the structure functions MRSDO' (two last columns) or MRSD~ have been unfolded using

corrections from other Mon/.e Carlo samples, which have been reweighted /.0 different
structure functions. The resulting F2 is shown at Q2 = 10 Gey2.

effective number of PHP-~lonte Carlo or bremsstrahlung events in the bin

(L:i~~HPPi) 2

L:i~~HPW)
The resulting error on F2 is calculated from these as:

The four top plots depict the unfolded F2, using the bin-by-bin correction method.

The points scatter slightly around the curve. But no bias towards the structure function

used in the correction sample can be seen.

The four middle plots show the F2 as extracted by the matrix unfolding. Apart from

the lowest-x point in the rightmost plot, which suffers from a statistical fluctuation, all

points are exactly on the line and yield a smooth F2•

The four plots at the bottom display the F2 after the first step of the Bayes unfolding.

A small deviation from the input structure function can be seen in the second plot, where

the :\'!RSDO' parametrisation has nevertheless been clearly recovered.

The results for all three unfolding methods are in very good agreement with the

input structnre fnnction. Even if very different data and cOI'I'('Ctionsamples are chosen,

there is essentially negligible bias, providing confidence in the F2 resnlts obtained frolll

the 199~ ZEl'S data.

(
fJNDATA ) 2

ND.4T,1 + (
fJNMC) 2.//
NMC
./!

Nob. + N:t1P

(NOb. _ N:J1P) 2

1

+ Nt/f

For increasing :\'lonte Carlo statistics lim"'.'''· ...•,,(S,I/) -t Xl, so that the ~Ionte

Carlo contribution gets negligible in this case, as intl1iti"e1y expected. This procedure
is also described in [9.5).



• To 3<:count for an uncertainty in the relative position of the two halves of the rear

calorimeter and the SRTD, their position in the data is varied by ± 1 mm each,

representing a smaller and larger gap between the two halves. At Q2 < 20 GeV2

the resulting F2 varies typically by 1.5%, higher Q2 bins are stable.

A crucial aspect of the F2 analyses is a realistic estimation of the systematic errors

entering from different sources. Numerous checks have been performed in order to

test the stability of F2• For each case in turn a quantity entering the analysis, such

as calibrations, correction functions, alignment etc., is varied within errors and the

full event selection and F2 extraction is repeated. Also the background estimation is

repeated and su btracted consistently.

The bin-by-bin variations in F2 from the central value, added in quadrature sepa-

rately for the positive and negative deviations, have been used to estimate the systematic

errors. In the following these systematic checks are described for the three analyses in

turn.

• The radius value of the electron impact point in the calorimeter is varied by ±2mm.

These checks also account for a possible systematic shift in the z-position of the

electron in the rear calorimeter as determined by ELECPO. For bins at Q2 >
20 Gey2 the effect is 1 - 1.5%, the lower Q2 results do not change as they are

based on the SRTD.

• For events with a matched track the resulting electron scattering angle is varied

by ± 0.2·, which is the effective resolution of the electron scattering angle as

reconstructed from tracks. The variations in F2 are negligible.

• The absolute position of the SRTD in the data with respect to the ~Ionte Carlo

position is shifted by ±2 mm. At Q2 = 6.5 Gey2 the effect on F2 is - 2% and

- 0.5% in all other bins at Q2 < 20 Gey2. The higher Q2 bins are stable.

• As the detector acceptance and trigger efficiency for a given electron scattering

angle is a function of the z-vertex, good agreement between the data and Monte

Carlo z-vertex distributions is crucial. In particular the satellite region, yielding

an increased 3<:ceptance at low-Q2, has to be well simulated. In order to estimate

the uncertainty on the satellite luminosity and acceptance, a stricter vertex cut of

-28 < Zvtr < 40 cm has been applied. The effect on F2 is typically 1 - 3%, in

some bins above Q2 = 100 Gey2 up to 7% deviations can be found.

• In the Monte Carlo simulation the reconstructed electron energy in the RCAL is

increased and decreased by a linear function (2% at 5 GeV and 1% at 27.5 GeV).

The BCAL scale is varied by ± 3%. These numbers represent the current under-

standing of the CAL energy scale. The observed variations in F2 are 1 - 2%.

• As shown in chapter .; there is a small discrepancy in the tracking vertex efficiency

between data and Monte Carlo for events with a hadronic angle "Ih < 40·. The

effect of this on the resolution of the reconstructed kinematic variables is tested

b)' reducing the Monte Carlo efficiency by 1% or increasing it by 3%. The effect

is about 0.5% and hence negligible.

• The electron energy correction in the RCAL is obtained from a mixture of a 2.5%

energy scaling in the data followed by a subsequent kinematic peak correction.

At 20 $ Q2 $ 120GeV2 the effect is less than 1%, the other Q2 regions are not

affected at all, since they rely on different correction methods.

• The event z-vertex as reconstructed in the }Ionte Carlo is shifted by ±4 mm,

representing the tracking vertex resolution for the inclusive DIS data sample. This

has the effect of $ 0.8% changes in F2·

• Although the anti-correlation of electron energy loss in the calorimeter and the

probability as given by SINISTRA is taken into account, yielding consistent elec-

tron finding efficiencies for data and }lonte Carlo, a systematic check with the

Monte Carlo efficiency reduced by 1% above 15 GeV and about 39{ at 10 GeV is

performed. '10 effect is seen at Q2 ~ 3.; GeV2. At lower Q2 variations of _ 1%

are found, except for the low-x bins, where they increase to - 3'7c.
Detector Alignment

• The fiducial cut at the iuner edge of the rear calorimetN and SRTD (box cut),

which guarautees good containment of the electron sho\\'PI' in the detector, is in-

creased from 3 to 4cm for data and \Ionte Carlo. The rc»;ults in the lo\\'est QZ·bius

change by 3 ..;'}(. \\'hile all other hins are essentially unaffected.

• The energy scale of all entries in the calorimeter, which are uot a",ip;ued to the

scattered eledrou, is varied by ± 3'}(. This variatiou is appliNI as a global scale as



well as for the different calorimeter parts (FCAL/BCAL/RCAL) separately. The

value of 3% is obtained from comparisons of %- between data and ylonte Carlo

after electron energy and hadronic scale correction. The change in Fz is typically

- 4% at very high and low y, while bins at medium yare stable to within ±1%.

rapidly falling, the Fz-measurement has been repeated using the Bayes unfolding

method. Resulting variations are typically below 1%, only some F2-values at low-y

change by up to 10%.

• The hadronic correction function in the 'PT'-method shows a significantly different

behaviour for 'single-jet events' (ik > 0.4) and 'multi-jet events' (ik < 0.4),, ,
which is accounted for in the standard correction. As a systematic check this

dependence is ignored, relying more strongly on the :"I10nteCarlo simulation of the

hadronic final state. This check results in 1%-variations of F2·

Even though hadronic event parameters enter the NYTX electron analysis only via

the "-cut, identical checks have been performed in this analysis and added in quadrature

to obtain the systematic errors.

Figure 7.8 shows the relative deviation from the central F2-value as a function of y

for the first six categories and QZ < 100 Gey2. In the diagram of the total systematic

error the ±5'70 range is indicated by horizontal lines.

The statistical errors amount to 2 - 4% for most bins and can grow to 8% at high

y. For the majority of bins at 5.10-2 $ y $ 5.10-1 the total systematic error is below

5%. For larger values of y it increases to:. 10%. At low values of y the total systematic

error can get as large as 8 - 10%, mainly due to the contribution from electromagnetic

and hadronic energy scale uncertainties.

A similar plot for QZ > 100 Gey2 is shown in figure 7.9.

The systematic errors shown do not include the nncertainty in the measurement

of the integrated luminosity (±1.5'70), the overall trigger efficiency (±1.0%) or the un-

certainty due to higher order electroweak radiative corrections (±0.5%). These effects

result in a combined normalisation uncertainty of 2% in F2, which is also not included

in the quoted errors in table 13.1 and 13.6

Hadronic Energy Flow

• The cut on "pt = *" is removed, allowing for events in which most of the hadrons
are lost in the forward beam pipe ('non-contained events'). This has a negligible

effect on F2.

• In order to check the dependence of the Fz-results on the simulation of the hadronic

final state and in particular of diffractive events their contribution is reweighted

to 20% and 0%, while keeping the cross section unchanged as a function of x and

Q2 constant. For the latter additional reweighting is required, since the fraction

of diffractive events in the Monte Carlo depends slightly on x and Q2. The results

are in general stable to within ±1%, only the low-x bins at QZ $ 4..5 GeV2 show

variations of 5%.

• Although the determination of the photoproduction background contamination of

the data sample using the PYTHIA Monte Carlo gives consistent results with the

,,-fit method, a comparison with tagged photoproduction events yields an \Hlcer-

tainty of +1000/( and -50%. The subtracted photoprodllction background is varied

by this amount. Fz is affected by :;;% at high y alld Q2 $ 20 GeV1 and stable

elsewhere.

group a+ b+ e+ a- b- e-

1 0.1111 0.02205 - 0.7531 - 0.2399 - 0.1166 1.7i02

2 - l.5631 0.0024 - 1.3691 - 0.1024 -

3 0.4737 - 0.3952 - - 0.6364 0..5158 -

4 0.75.55 - 0.5623 - - 0.7374 0.6382 -

5 - 1.4477 - 0.2003 - 0.6239 - 0.4781 -

6 0.6807 - - 0.6807 - -

• The hadronic correction function in the' PT'-method is not taken from sampling
the E - Pz loss as a function of P, loss etc., but a polynomial fit to this function

is performed and applied, smoothing the correction. The effect on 1-"2 is less than

1%.

Table i.l: Pammeters desaibing the envelopes of positive and negative deviations of F2

by the siJ: categories of systematic cllerks.

• As small differences in the resolntion and migration of kiJI('rn atic "ariables can lead

to large flllctllatiolls of 1'1, in particlliar at!J - 10-1, where I.h,' !J-digtri"nlioll is

Sillce the systematic errors on 1'1 in the \JVTX al",lysis arc gtl'OlIgl)"!J-d,'pendellt,

this Ill'haviollr has been investigated and parametriscd. These parametrisatiolls do

not only allow I he ('ollsidf:'l'atioll or cOI'l't'lalcd syst('IIIHlic f'1'I'OI'S in phCIJOIrlC'IH)logictll or
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QeD-analyses of the data, but they can also be used for case studies of future high-

luminosity measurements with ZEUS, where systematic errors will playa crucial role.

For the six different categories of systematic checks the following functional forms

have been fitted to the percentage errors ~ [%J

oJ/(log\o y) + bJ . (log1o y)2

o./(log1o y) + b•. (log1o y)2 :"'~ .
'_'.~~..:...)~~.:.;.~;t:.;~:~'~{-:~.1=;~';.~..

. \

I

The envelope of positive and negative deviations are parametrised by a+, b+, c+ and

a-, b-, c+ respectively. Their values obtained from a fit to the NVTX data are given in

table 7.1.

Due to their nature systematic errors do not shift F2 in the same direction for

each bin or have the same effect in every region of the (x, Q2) plane. In order to

provide a deeper insight into the effect of systematic checks in different (x, Q2) and

their contribution to the total error, a different way of displaying the effect of these

checks has been chosen. Figures 7.10 and 7.11 show the selected (x,Q2) bins 32-times,

once for every systematic check. Bins in which the F2 obtained for a particular check

is stable to within ±1..'i% are left white, while bins in which F2 increases by more than

1.5% are shown in light shading. Bins yielding an F2, which is reduced by more than

1.5% compared to the central value are shown in dark shading.

For example reducing the electron energ.y increases F2 by more than 1..5% in the

low-y bins and decreases F2 at high y, while a positive change in the energy scale has

the opposite effect (see check 15 and 16 in figure 7.10). Increasing the photoproduction

background estimate reduces F2 at high y and medium or low Q2 while decreasing the

background effects essentially the same bins in the opposite way.

.~.!,....,
.\

\

I

10 -1 Hl·3
log\o(y)

Figure 7.8: Relative systematic error of the NVTX F2, determined with the I'T-melhoo.

for different clltegories of systemlltic uncertainties for bins with Q2 < 100 GeV2.
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• 100 < Q~:5 200 GeV~
200 < Q~:5 650 GeV~
650 < Q~:5 5000 GeV~

Figure 7.9: Relative systenll//.ic er/'IJr af the NVTX }:2. d"/ermined u'ith the I'T·l1lethad.

far ,lifJerent categaries af sy8lel1latic uncer/aint.ie.' for' bill.' wi/h Q2 > 100Ge\,l.

•
total systelJlatic eri'o'r
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F'iglll'e 7.10: Systematic checks of the NVTX F2 (I'T). For ft'er'y check the .'elected

(:t.Q2) bills a/'e d1l'l(()n. The fill colollr indicates If ti,e corr'fs/w/uling 1'2·/'Olue is !<Iable

to wi/.hin ± Uio/c (lI·hite). increases (light shadillg) or' decreases (darA' shadillg) by more

than I..j'!c.



The SYTX analysis is restricted to the SRTD region and is particularly sensitive to

the z-vertex simulation. Since the kinematic reconstruction uses the electron method,

hadronic event parameters enter the analysis only via the 6-cut. Therefore the categories

considered for the systematic checks are the determination of the electron scattering

angle, uncertainties from the electron identification and energy scale. Hadronic and

background effects and various general analysis checks are also done for consistency.

• The z-vertex, as reconstructed in the Monte Carlo, is shifted by ±4 mm, which is

the tracking vertex resolution for the inclusive data sample. The effect on F2 is

typically about 1%, except at Q2 = 15 Gey2, where it is 3%.

• The efficiency of reconstructing a tracking vertex decreases with y, as the hadrons

move in the forward direction and tend not to leave sufficient hits in the CTD.

In the data 70% of the events have a tracking vertex compared to 73% in the

Monte Carlo. The vertex of events without a tracking vertex is set to the nominal

shifted vertex position, 67 cm. The potential systematic bias in the vertex and

hence Q2-reconstruction is conservatively estimated by increasing the weighting

of the satellite or nominal shifted vertex events, assuming that the vertex ineffi-

ciency originates entirely from these two regions respectively. The variations in F2

decrease from 4.5% at high x to less than 1% at low-x.

• As the cross section at such low-Q2, covered in this analysis, is rapidly changing

with Q2, the precise alignment of the detector components plays a crucial role. For

this reason the electron positions reconstructed in the two SRTD halves have been

varied by ±2 mm, representing the uncertainty on their relative position. Shifts

in (x, y) of (+2 mm; +1.5 mm) and (-2 mm; -\..5 mm) of the SRTD as a whole

gives the variations in F2 due to the absolute position uncertainty of the SRTD.

The resulting F2 changes by less than 5% at low-x and - 1% at high x.

• According to the present understanding of the calorimeter energy scale, it is varied

by a linear function (2'n at .5 GeY and 1% at 27..52 GeV). These shifts have a

< .5%effect on F2 for the low-x bins and 6 - 9% for the high x bins. The increase

in the fluctuation towards low-y is expected, as discussed in section 6.3.Figure 7.11: Systematic checks of the NVTX F2 (vr). For every check the selected

(x, Q2) bins ure dmu'n. The fill colour in/lieutes if the cof'l'esj)(mding f2-vulue is MuM/,

to u'ithin ±\..5'J( (",hite). inCl'eases (light.. shm/ing) or deereuses (dark shading) by m,)/(

than \..5'J(.

• Thl' minimum probability for an object to be identified 'IS an elel'll'on by the Ileural
network has been lowered from 0.9 to 0.8. This variation results in changes of F2

by :s 2 ..5'J(, except a ~(X effect. at the lowest .r, lowest Q2 bin.



• In addition, an independent electron finder (EEXOTIC, (96)), which had been

used in the ZEUS-F2 measurement from 1993 data, has been used as a check of

the neural network SINISTRA. Consistent results have been obtained in the region,

where the efficiencies of both finders are reasonably high. However, the variation

of F2 can be up to 20 and 16% in the low-x bins of the two lowest Q2_rows and is

by far the dominating source of uncertainties in this region.

• The tracking reconstruction in the data, which uses a slightly older version than

in the Monte Carlo, has been repeated with the code used in the latter in order to

obtain consistent data sets. The effect on F2 is - 3%.

• Effects of possible differences in smearing and migration between data and Monte

Carlo have been checked by using the Bayes unfolding. The variations of F2 can

be as large as - 10% in the low x bins.
• The electron finding efficiency is varied within the errors of its determination based

on the QED Compton study (section 5.4.3). The effect is negligible, apart from the

low-x bins, where it can be as much as 3%. Possible energy dependent variations

of the trigger efficiency are also accounted for by this check.

• As the bin-by-bin unfolding assumes the structure function in the Monte Carlo to

give a good description of the data, the sensitivity of the results to it is checked

by reweighting the Monte Carlo to the GRV(94) structure function. This changes

F2 by - 2% in the low x bins, the other bins are stable to within ±0 ..5%.

• The fiducial cut on the electron position at the inner edge of the calorimeter to

discard events, where the scattered electron is not fully contained in the detector,

has been increased from 3 to 4 cm. This results in a 3% change in F2 for the lowest

y-bins and the lowest Q2-bins.

In this last category only the Bayes unfolding check has been included in the sys-

tematic error determination, in order not to obtain strongly correlated errors. The

underlying effects are nevertheless covered by the other checks.

Figure 7.12 shows the deviation from the central F2 values in the analysed (x, Q2)
bins for the different systematic checks. The ±o"., range is indicated by dashed lines,

the ±15% range by dotted lines. Checks resulting in a deviation of more than ±O,t.t
are labelled.

Identical checks have been performed for the SVTX analysis in (y, Q2) bins. The

final systematic errors are given in tables 13.9 and 13.10.

In addition to the above errors, there is an overall normalisation uncertainty of 3'70

due to the uncertainty in the trigger efficiency and the measurement of the luminosity.

These errors are not included in the tables 13.9 and 13.10.

• The photoproduction background estimate has been changed by +100'70 and -50%.

The effect in F2 is 2 - 6% for the low-x bius and negligible in all other bins.

• As the 6-cut also tests to some extent the simulation of particle losses in the

beam-pipes, i.e. the hadronic particle flow, the contribution of diffractive scatter-

ing events to the total cross section has been increased from 9% to 15%, yielding

at most a 3% effect in F2•

Varying the 6-cut from 35 GeV to 32 or 38 GeV checks the estimate of photopro-

duction background contamination, QED radiative effects and the hadronic energy

flow. [t results in 3% effects on F2 at low x and low Q2.

• The agreement between data and )..Ionte Carlo in the z-vertex distribution and

effects from possible discrepancies have been tested by setting all z-vertices in

data and \'1onte Carlo to the primary interaction point, z = 67 cm. The effect is
_ [.5'J( at high Q2 and < .59{for all other bins except one at Q2 = l,.5 Ge\,2.

• The electron energy scale and photoproduction background contamination hav!'

been checked by varying the electron cut from 10 to Rand 12 Ge\'. The resnlting

change in F1 is np to ~(J( at high y and negligible elsell'h,'re.
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In addition to the electron scattering angle and energy, the F2 results of the ISR analysis

also depend on the correct simulation of the luminosity photon calorimeter. Therefore

one further category of systematic checks, focussing on the impact of the photon recon-

struction in the analysis, has been included.

• In order to test the dependence of the F2-results on the chosen cut on the neural

network output probability, which is energy dependent in the standard analysis,

this selection criterium has been replaced by the requirement

where an efficiency correction based on the QED-Compton studies has to be ap-

plied. The effect on F2 is largest in the lowest Q2 bins and even there at most

2%.

• The calorimeter energy scale is varied by a linear function (2% at 5 GeV and 1%
at 2;.52 GeV). At high y F2 can vary by up to 15%, but the lower y bins are

stable to within 2%.

• The required minimum electron energy is increased from 8 to 10 GeV, testing the

bremsstrahlung simulation and the electron finding efficiency simulation. In the

lowest Q2 bins F2 drops by - 10%. The effect in all other bins is less than 2%.

• The uncertainty of the relative and absolute position of the two SRTD-halves plays

a crucial role in the ISR analysis due to the rapid cross section variations at low

Q2. The effect on F2 is estimated by shifting the two SRTD-halves by ±2 mm in

x-direction apart or together. Also positive and negative shifts of the entire SRTD

by (2 mm; 1..5 mm) in (x,y) have been performed. These checks introduce a 1-4%

uncertainty in F2•

• The reconstructed z-vertex in the Monte Carlo has been shifted by ±4 mm. The

effect on F2 is less than 1% and hence negligible.

Figure ;.12: Systematic erro,'s of the SVTX F2, de/ermine,1 ill (x,Q2) bins. for .<e!'aal
checks in different ('{Iteyories of systematic IIn('(:rlointi,>". CherI'.< yie/dillY a deriolion of

more IIlIIn ±a"", ore lobe/lcd.

• The impact of detector alignment and the simulation of the electron energy losses

ill the ReAL I)('ampipe on F, are estimated hy "hanging the hox-clIt from 13 to

14 ('m. The rC>illltillg rhanges ill 1'2 are typically I - 3'!r.



• According to the uncertainty in the lumi-photon calorimeter calibration, its scale

is varied linearly (3% at 5 GeV to 0.4 % at 27.52 GeV). The effect on F2 is .;-15%.

• The dependence of the F2-result on the Monte Carlo structure function and the

simulation of resolution and migration effects is tested by using the Bayes unfolding

technique. The variation in F2 can be as large as 10%, but is typically - 5%.

• The Monte Carlo description of the lumi-photon calorimeter acceptance is mainly

limited by geometrical shadowing from magnets. In the Monte Carlo a contour

cut, extracted from bremsstrahlung data [99], is applied on the projected generated

impact point of the photon in the lumi-calorimeter. This independent determina-

tion of the geometrical acceptance of the lumi photon calorimeter has a 5 - 8%

effect on F2.

Figure 7.13 shows the deviation from the central F2 values for the different systematic

checks. The ±<1.,., range is indicated by dashed lines, the ±15% range by dotted lines.

Checks resulting in deviations larger then ±<1.,., are labelled.

The total systematic errors are listed in table 13.11. The overall normalisation

uncertainty of 3% due to the uncertainty in the luminosity measurement (2.5%), the

trigger efficiency (1%) and the Monte Carlo normalisation (1%) are not included in the

systematic errors. The effect of additional QED radiative corrections not included in

the HERACLES Monte Carlo generator is small compared to the experimental errors

[100].

• The resolutions of the reconstructed kinematic variables are also dependent on

the resolution of the lumi-photon calorimeter and in particular the latter's sim-

ulation. The photon energy resolution in the Monte Carlo is degraded from

26.5%/ y'E(GeV) to 28.5%/ JE"((ieVj, resulting in typically 4% variations of F2•

• The description of the bremsstrahlung background and the photon energy scale

are tested by increasing the required minimum photon energy from 6 to 7 GeV.

The effect on F2 is 3% at low y and grows to 1l'7c at high y.

• The hi-cut has been varied, testing the descriptiou of the hadronic final state and

the impact of higher order corrections in the iV/onte Carlo. This check is also

sensitive to the photoproduction background contamination of the data sample

and has a negligible effect on F2•

• The tagging efficiency and the bremsstrahlung background description are tested

by dropping the requirement that the lumi electron energy be less than 3 GeV.

Variations in F2 are up to 7% at high y and decrease to 3% at low y.

• In the standard analysis the \Ionte Carlo is reweighted to a NLO-QCD fit, obtained

from the 1993 ZElIS-F2 and the iterated ISR F2 data. The dependence of the

structure function, represented by the ~Ionte Carlo, is tested by reweighting it to

the NLO-QCD fit to the 1994 ZEUS-F2 data. The resulting F2 is stable to within

±2%.

• The determination alld nonnalisation of the bremsstrahlung background is of cru-

cial importance as it contributes considerably to the measured numb,'r of events.

A conservative estimate of the effects frolll potential normalisation unc<'I'tainties is

obtained by varying the bremsstrahillng background by ±lO'lc. '1'h,' ,'ffeet 011 F1

is negligiblt' at low y and at 1Il0st 3'lc at high y.
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Final Results on F2.

This chapter presents the results of the F2 structure function measurement. Tile F2

values including statistical and total systematic errors as well as bin ranges in z and Q2
or y and Q2, the measured number of events, the estimated number of background events

and the values of z and Q2, where F2 is quoted, are listed in tables 13.1 to 13.11 for the

different analyses. Not included are the overall normalisation uncertainties, resulting

from the estimate of the ZEUS trigger efficiency and the luminosity measurement.

F2 is plotted versus z for fixed Q2 and compared to the published ZEUS results and

recent parton distribution functions separately for the three analyses. The results of the

NVTX analysis are also compared to fixed target measurements from BCDMS, E665,

NMC and SLAC. The scaling violations, as shown in plots of F2 versus Q2 for fixed z

are also demonstrated. Finally an alternative way of looking at the data in terms of the

total virtual photon-proton scattering cross section is presented.

Figure 7.13: Syslemoli, rrlYJrs of Ihe ISH F2. r/dermil1((/ ill (x,Q2) "illS. for s'."f·ml

checks ill l/ifferel1l colfHorie., of syslemo/,ic IIl1eer/ail1lies. ('h",'ks yielr/il1.'] a l/aialiol1 of

more tllfln ±O"'III Of'" lobel/efl.



The measured F2 values from the SYTX analysis are listed in tables 13.9 and 13.10.

The analysis of this data set allows F2 measurements at Q2-values as low as 1.5 Gey2

and x = 3.5· 10-5 and therefore significantly increases the measured kinematic region.

Figure 8.1 shows F2 versus x for fixed Q2 obtained using the (x,Q2)_ (red circles) and

(y, Q2)-binning (green triangles) in comparison to the published ZEUS results [112J.

The statistical errors are shown as inner error bars, the total errors, which are the

quadratic sum of statistical and systematic errors, are shown as the outer error bars.

Apart from the highest x points at Q2 = 4.5 Gey2 and 6 Gey2, where F2 is quoted at

slightly different x-values, the results of the (x,Q2)-analysis are in very good agreement

with the ZEUS measurement.

Even though statistically correlated the good agreement between the (x, Q2)_ and

the (y, Q2)-analysis serves as an independent systematic check and confirms the results

obtained.

The rise of F2 towards low x, as first reported in [108, 114J and confirmed in [109, 1 l.:i]
is observed to persist down to Q2 = 1.5 Gey2. However, the slope of this rise decreases

with decreasing Q2 as expected, since F2 has to vanish at Q2 ::::O.

The measured F2 values are compared to the predictions of GRY(94) [102J which

are based on perturbative QeD using the DGLAP evolution equations. This model,

starting the evolution at a scale Q~ = 0.34 Gey2 with valence-like spectra for the gluon

and sea distributions, describes the changing rise of the data well, even down to the

lowest x and lowest Q2 point. But the GRY prediction generally tends to overshoot the

data slightly, in particular the low-x points.

In contrast to this the parametrisation of Donnachie and LandshofT [103J is the

extrapolation of a fit to Q2 :::: 0 and hadron scattering data and inspired by Regge

phenomenology. This model is clearly ruled out for Q2 ? 2 Gey2 and disfavoured at

Q2 = 1.5 Gey2
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Figure 8,1: The measured F2 fram the SVTX analysis in (x,Q2) bins (red circles)

and in (y, Q2) bins (green triangles) comlJared to the results fram the corresponding

ZEUS publications (yel/ow circles), the eXllec/a/ions fram GRV(94j (s/eep red line) and

Donnllchie and LandshofJ (DL • fla/ blllck line). An ot'eml/ normaliso/ion uncertainty
of 3'lt is not shou'n.



The H results from the ISR analysis are listed in table 13.11. Figure 8.2 shows the

ISR measurement in comparison to the ZEUS publication [112] versus x for fixed Q2.

The inner error bars show the statistical errors and the outer the total errors. The two

measurements are in good agreement. Only at Q2 of 3.0 and 4.5 GeV2 a discrepancy

shows up, but the points are nevertheless consistent within errors.

The ISR F2 also shows the rise towards low-x down to Q2 = 1.5 GeV2. Due to

the effective reduction in the centre of mass energy the \SR analysis reaches to higher

x than the SVTX analysis, hence providing a complementary measurement to the lat-

ter. However, due to the limited statistics, which also implies a limited control over

the systematic effects, the errors of the ISR F2 are slightly larger than in the SVTX

analysis. This fact results in a reduced power of discrimination between the different

models. Nevertheless comparison with the curves shows that the Donnachie-LandshofT

parametrisation is excluded at Q2 ~ 3 GeV2 while the GRV prediction describes the

overall behaviour of F2 rather well. As mentioned before, however, GRV tends to over-

shoot the data slightly. Due to the size of the errors at low x the ISR F2 measurement

does not allow any discrimination between the two models at Q2 $ 3.0 GeV2 as it is

spanned by them and consistent with both.
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Figure 8.2: The measured F2 fmm the ISR analysis (red circles) comJXlred to the re-

sulls fmm the corresponding ZEUS publications (yellou' circles), the expectations from

C:RV(94) (steep red line) nnd Donnarhie and LandshoJJ (DL - flat black line). An ollerY/II

normalisation uncertainty of 3'1< is nol. shou'n.



role [118, 123] between experiments in the extraction of the gluon density from 1993

ZEUS data. In the overlap region the NVTX and fixed target data can be seen to yield

reasonable agreement (see also figure 8.10).

The depicted structure function parametrisations of the MRS- (137] and the CTEQ-

groups [138J include preliminary or final 1994 F2-data from ZEUS [110, 112] and HI
[116].

The GRV(94) prediction describes the data very well for Q2 ~ 70 GeV2. But

at lower Q2 it tends to overshoot the data, in particular at low x. Nevertheless the

general characteristics, i.e. the shape of F2, are also adequately described in this region,

indicating that perturbative QCD using conventional DGLAP evolution equations can

described the current data and its low-x dynamics very well.

The MRS-R2 parametrisation fits the data very well in the entire NVTX region and

provides a good overall picture of the proton structure. It tends to be slightly lower

than the data below Q2 of 3 GeV2. This effect is discussed further in chapter 10.

The CTEQ4 parametrisation describes the NVTX data in shape and normalisation

very well all the way down to Q2 = 3.5 GeV2 and is essentially indistinguishable from the

MRS-R curves. Furthermore CTEQ4 also describes the F2 data down to Q2 = 1.5 GeV2

very well (not shown here).

The results of the NVTX analyses, using the PT- or the E L-reconstruction methods are

listed in tables 13.1 to 13.8. Figures 8.3 to 8.5 show the results from both measurements

versus x for fixed Q2. The rise of F2 towards low x has been measured with much

increased precision. Both analyses are in very good agreement. But the E L-analysis

covers a smaller (x, Q2)-range and yields larger errors. Nevertheless this systematic

check provides confidence in the PT-results.
At Q2 > 100 GeV2 the errors can be seen to be dominated by the event statistics,

also resulting in larger fluctuations than observed in the low-Q2 region. Despite the very

large event statistics some F2-points at low y deviate by one or more u of the total error

from the curve, which is well determined by the precise fixed target data in this region.

These effects play an important role in QCD-analyses of the F2 data, the corresponding

extraction of the gluon momentum density and phenomenological fits, as will be shown

in chapter 10.
The ZEUS NLO QCD-fit, used for the reweighting of the Monte Carlo in the extrac-

tion of correction factors, describes the data very well down to Q2 as low as 3.5 GeV2,

providing strong confidence in the applied efficiency and acceptance corrections and the

entire unfolding procedure (see also section 7.6).

Figures 8.6 and show 8.7 show the NVTX F2 from Q2 = 3.5 GeV2 to 1200 GeV2 in

comparison to the corresponding data from the ZEUS publication [110] and the 1993

ZEUS data [109]. As can be seen the covered x-range has been extended between 1993

and 1994 to high x, while the improved Q2-resolution and increased statistics allowed

a finer binning in Q2. Due to the installation of the detector component, SRTD, the

reach of the NVTX data to low Q2 has been extended from 8.5 GeV2 to 3.5 GeV2. In

addition the total errors could be typically red uced by a factor of 2 - 3 com pared to the.,

1993 data.
Apart from a few fluctuating points the agreement between data from the ~VTX

analysis and the ZEUS publication is very good over the entire (x, Q2) plane. This is

particularly pleasing as all major aspects of the analyses, such as energy corrections

etc., have been done independently, sometimes using alternative methods.

The NVTX F2 is displayed in figures 8.8 and 8.9 together with the fixed target data

from BCD~fS [128], ~~'1C [129], E66.} [130] and SLAC [131]. Several structure function

parametrisations are shown for comparison. The fixed target data has been interpolated

to the displayed Q2-values using the combined fit of ~.vJC given in [132]. Thanks to

the PT-method the extension of the covered kinematic range towards low y provides an

overlap between the ~VTX and the fixed target data in several Q2-bins. Filling the

gap between the fixed target and the HERA range is particularly important as a dir('cl

check on th" relative normalisation of t.I,,, fixed target aud collideI' experim('lIts. This

is offurther relHance as the lIormalisatiou uncertainty was roulld to play an importall!



Figure 8.3: The F2 from the :VVTX analysis in (x,Q2) bins IIsing the PT- (filII circles)

or the EL-reconstruction mel,hod (open circles). The slr'lIdllre fllnc/.ion of the Mont(·

Cor/a, which has been used for acceptance correction.', is sholl'n as sa/ill line.

Figure 8..1: The F2 from the :VVTX analysis in (x, Q2) bins using the PT- (full cirdes)

ai' the EL-reconstrllc/.ian method (open circles). The st,rllctllre fllnc/ion of the Monte

Car/a, lI'hich has been IIsed for acceptance corrections, is shou'n as so/ill/ine.
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Figure 8..5: The F2 from Ihe NVTX analysis in (x. Q2) bins IIsing the PT- (filII circles)
or Ihe EL-reconslrllc/ion method (open cirdes). The strllc/llre fllnction of the Monte

Carlo, lI·hich has been IIsel/ for IIcceptance corrections, is sholl'lI liS solid lil]('.

Figure 8.6: The F2 from the NVTX analysis (red circles) in comparison to Ihe corre-

s}xJ11ding ZEUS flllblication from g4 data (black trillngles) and the 93 ZEUS.F2 (green

rectangles), For Ihe exlmct,ion of acceptance corrections the Monle Ca,·lo has been

,ell'eighkd 10 the solil/ bille line, lepI'f'senling all early ZEeS NLO-QCD fil,



Figure 8.7: The F2 from I.he NVTX analysis (red circles) in comparison to I.he corre-

s1JOnding ZEeS publication from g4 llata (black triangles) IInll the 93 ZECS·F2 (green

rectangles). For the ertl'Oction of IIcceptllnce corrections I.he Monte Carlo has been

reu'eighted to the solill blue line, representin9 (In e(lrly ZEes ,VLO.QCD fit.

Figure 8.8: The F2 from the .tVIITX analysis (full. blllck circles) and the fixed targel

dolo from BCDMS. :VAlC, E665 and SLAC (open green circles) in comparison to several

structure function !liIromelrisal.ions.



The scaling of the proton structure function F2, i.e. the independence of Q2, is valid

only in the naive Quark-Parton Model. [n QeD, the quark densities in the proton

and hence also the proton structure functions, evolve with Q2, as a result of the gluon

bremsstrahlung from quarks and gluons and the quark pair production from gluons.

Figure 8.10 shows the F2 versus Q2 for fixed x as obtained in the NVTX analysis

(red rectangles) and earlier measurements at fixed target experiments (green circles).

For comparison the proton structure function parametrisation MRS-R2 is also depicted.

The scaling of F2 can be clearly seen at x = 0.2, where it was initially found at SLAC.

However, towards lower x the scaling violation due to the increasing importance of the

gluon and its rising density in the proton becomes more and more apparent.

At medium and high x the good agreement between the fixed target data and the

ZEUS data can be seen in the overlap region, indicating the small size of normalisation

uncertai nties.

The evolution of the parton densities and hence F2 in Q2 will be used in chapter 10

to extract the gluon density in the proton.

Figure 8.9: The F2 from I.he NVTX analysis (ful/, black circles) and I.he fixed large/.

data from BCDMS, "'MC, E665 an,l SLAC (open 91'fen circles) in com/xI rison to several

structul'f function pammelrisations.
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The persistent rise of F2 at low x for small Q2 indicates that the photoproduction-Iike

regime has not yet been reached, A different way of looking at the data emphasizing this

fact is to express the DIS cross section as the prodnct of the flux of virtual photons and
the total cross section u'[,r for the scattering of virtual photons on protons (140). u'[,,"
is defined in terms of the cross section for the absorption of transverse and longitudinal

photons, UT and UL respectively, by

The expression for F2 in terms of UT and UL is

2 Q2(1 - x) Q2 [ 2 2 ]
F2(x,Q) = 41/20' Q2+4Mix2 UT(X,Q )+udx,Q)

where Mp is the mass of the proton. The separation into the photon flux and cross

section can be interpreted in a way similar to the interaction of real particles provided

that the lifetime of the virtual photon is large compared to the interaction time, or

x¢: 1/(21\!lpRp) where Rp::::: 4 Gey-l is the proton radius (see appendix 12), At small

x the expression can be written in terms of the total virtual photon-proton centre of

mass energy W with W2 = Mi + Q2(l- x)lx::::: Q21x

~'p( 2 Q2) 41/
2
0'F (Q2) f 1(2M R ) (8.3)uto' W, :::::Q2 2 x, or x ~ 1 . p p

The measured F2 data from the present analyses are converted to the total virtual

photon-proton cross section and displayed in figure 8.11 for Q2:$ 120Gey2 along with

low energy data and real photoproduction cross section measurements [142, 143). In

order to guide the eye the recent parametrisation by ALD,f [139] is shown .

The steep rise of F2 at low-x for fixed Q2 is now seen as the rise in u7:r with 1"\;2

even at Q2-values as low as 1.5 Gey2 in contrast to the cross section for real photons,

which exhibits only a slow rise similar to that seen in hadron-hadron total cross sections,

The slope of the rise of F2 at low x, or alternatively of u7,;/ at high W2 is expected

to increase with Q2 in perturbative QeD, The NYTX, SYTX and [SR data are fitted to
the functional form F2(x,Q2) = a(Q2) + b(Q2) .x-,I(Q') in every Q2 bin' and x < 0.02,

in order to quantify the Q2-dependence of the slope. A fit of the form F2 - In ~ is also

performed and discussed further in section 9.2. [n the fit the statistical and systematic

errors have been added in quadrature.

Figure 8,12 shows the result. The measllre of the F2 slope with x, ),(Q2), is indeed

fOllnd to increase with Q2. With the ClllTent precision the rise of), with Ql is consistent

with a logarithmic rise. The full line indicates the best fit of the form

I Illlj I lilt·
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2
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Figure 8.10: F2 versus Q2 for fixed values of x as obtained from the NVTX analysis

(red full rectangles), I.he SVTX and ISR analysis (red open rectangles) IInd I.he fixell

targel. experiments (green circles). The exhibited swling behaviour of F1 Ill. x = 0,2 is

contrasted by scaling viollllions 01. Iou' x, u'here the rising gluon densily dominoll-' Ihe

nolulion,

IThi~ ib donC" in order to quantif~' the ri,.r ew'n though rhe 1;"(, itbelf i,. exp('c(~d ro be !>Iower thl\n

"n," power of ~ line! flV'ter than IIny power of In ~



For total cross sections in hadron-hadron scattering and real photoproduction the value

of'\ has been determined to be '" 0.08 [104]. Therefore the Q2-dependence of '\(Q2) at

Q2 :s 1 Gey2 is expected to be weaker than logarithmic.

Despite the extension of the accessible kinematic range to low-Q2, the exact extend

of the transition region from photoproduction-like behaviour to behaviour described by

perturbative QeD cannot be determined from the 1994 ZEUS data, presented here,

alone. However, in order to study this transition region in more detail ZEUS has

installed a beam-pipe calorimeter (BPC) in 19952 which covers the range 0.1 GeV2 :::;

Q2 :::;0.65 Gey2. Preliminary results have been shown in [126, 127].

Using the shifted vertex data sets from 1995 F2 can be measured in the region

0.4:S Q2 :s 3 Gey2. Preliminary results of these measurements have been shown in

[111, 117].
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Figure 8.11: The total vi,·tual photon-proton cross section versvs Q2 for different Q2 val-

••es. The cross section values obtained from the F) val ••es of the analyses described in I.his

thesis (big symbols) are shown in addition 10 data from fixed target experiments (small

symbols). The region to the right of the dashed line corresponds to x < 1/(2·:\tp· Rp).

,llso shown is the Q2 behavia ••r of I.he meas ••ted cross section for teal photopr()(/uclion.

The solid lines correspond 10 a tecenl parometrisalion byALL.If.
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Phenomenological Analysis of F2.

The prominent rise of the proton structure function F2(x, Q2) at small x for fixed Q2

has been confirmed in an extended (x, Q2) region with much increased precision, as

presented in chapter 8. This observation, which has stimulated numerous theoretical

ideas and investigations, is examined in more detail in this chapter.
In section 9.2 the double-logarithmic scaling behaviour of F2 at small-x is presented.

The surprising success of this simple approach demonstrates the importance of logarith-

mic terms for the leading behaviour of F2•

In section 9.3 the double-asymptotic scaling (DAS) behaviour of F2 is investigated,

the importance of sul>-leading terms in the explicit solution of the low-x approximation

is demonstrated and the leading coefficient 130 of the QeD fJ-function is determi ned.

Given the double-asymptotic scaling of F2, the strong coupling constant a', is extracted

from a fit of the NLO-DAS functional form to the F2 data in section 9.3.

Finally in section 9.4 the 1994 F2 data are presented together with fixed target data

in a way proposed by Bjorken, to indicate whether the data favours DGLAP or BFKL

dynamics at small x.

Figure 8.12: Q2-dependence of the exponent ),(Q2) as obtained in fits for I,he form

F2 - x-·I(Q'1 at fixed Q2 and x < 0.02.



The rise of F2 versus Q2 for fixed x and versus x for fixed Q2 is shown in the top

plots of figure 9.1 for the three F2 measurements at three example values of x and Q2

respectively. The Q2-dependence of F2 exhibits a logarithmic behaviour. The slope of

this rise vanishes at x ==' 0.08 and increases with decreasing x. Also the x-dependence

of F2 shows a logarithmic rise, where the slope increases with Q2.
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The following considerations have been proposed in (145).

The observed rise of F2 in x for fixed Q2 is reflected in the fact that the data can

be well described by the function

Given the current precision of the data higher order terms in log ~ are not necessary

to obtain a good fit to the data. The offset "0 and the slope ", as well as II, which is

defined as the weighted average (In~) and reflects the available x-range for a given Q2,

are functions of Q2 and represent the functional form of F2.
The data exhibits a linear rise in logQ2 and log~. As the extrapolation of this

rise to lower Q2 or larger x suggests the existence of a common fix point (xo, Q~) the

followiug ansatz is made

Q'.6.5GoV' 0

f
Q'.22GoV' •

t Q' • 150GoV' •

+¢ +
o • +.°0 • +00 •• +.00 •

o.t
01 •

with the double-logarithmic scaling variable

Q2 Xo
log-·Iog-

Q~ x

10 -4 10 -3 10.2 10.1 1
X

00(Q2) - a

log(~)• measured slopes
C induced slopes

This relation allows the comparison of the direct measured slope 1/1 in equation 9.1 with

the induced one (equation 9.4) in the scaling approach.

110 out of 231 F2 points from the three measurements lie in the considered phase

space region. A fit to the function, given in equation 9.2, yields

x2 = 336.10/110

X2 = 100.77/110

using statistical errors only

using statistical e systematic errors
~~.••••ittl~e·

102 103

Q2in GeV2
The symbol e indicates the quadratic sum of the two error contributions.

The resulting parameters are

Figure 9.1: F2 exhibits a logarithmic rise in Q2 for fixed x (top left) and ill x for fixed

Q2. The suggested double logarithmic scalillg is shown as a linear rise of /'-2 versus

the scalillg variable { (bottom left). The good agT'eemellt ill the direel alld the i,llluced

measurement of the x-slope can be seen ill the bot/alll ,.ight plot.

0.241 ± 0.030

0 ..•23 ± 0.023

0.036 ± 0.005

0.960 ± 0.130

As the rise in F2 is the main focus of this study, ouly the limited phase sparp

:r < 10-2; Q2> .) Gc\,1
Th,' good quality of the fit. can be seen frolll thp \2, and is also depict.ed in the

botl.om left plot of figure 9.1. The scaling behaviour of 1'2 in { is clcarly established. It

also givcs a good description of the dat.a at lower ql down to :i Ge\,2. In thc bottom



The success of the simple double logarithmic scaling approach raises the question

whether it can be understood in terms of physics and what its implications are.

Unitarity places a limit on the total proton-proton cross section at large energies,

known as the Froissart bound [146]

.!.... (In ~)2
m; So

where m. is the pion mass, s is the centre of mass energy squared and So is some

constant. However, since the numerical value of So is not known the pratical use of

equation 9.5 is limited as for every cross section behaviour, measured in a restricted

energy range, a value So can always be found such that the eqation 9.5 is satisfied.

Nevertheless, at asymptotically large energies, s --t 00, the Froissart bound limits the

growth of the parton densities, and hence, the growth of F2 at small x. As discussed

in [145, 37] the elastic gluon-gluon scattering cross section Clugg provides the dominant

contribution to the perturbative part of U'o' and must clearly also satisfy the Froissart

bound. If the gluon density at fixed Q2 rises such that

< B .In.!.
- x

where B is a constant, the resulting cross section Clugg rises with the centre of mass

energy square, s, such that Clugg ~ (In ~f- (In S)2. Thus, this rise does not violate

the Froissart bound but could saturate it if the gluon density equalled the bound in

equation 9.6.

Such a behaviour of the gluon density at small x is given by the following contribution

to F2 via the photon-gluon fusion process (BGF) [147)

G. '" 2 Q2 XoClFig = A + -3 L. eq B In Q2 In -
1T q 0 X

Figure 9.2: F2 versus x for fixed Q2. A fit to the points shown as big circles results in

the double.logarit.hmic scaling description, shown as full line. The low-Q2 ami high.x

points (small symbols) are not included in t.he fit ..

where A is a constant and the sum is carried out over all quarks with masses small

compared to Q. The BGF process gives the dominant contribution to F2 at low x via

the strongly rising gluon density. This is reflected in the good description of the data by

the double-logarithmic scaling approach (equation 9.2) which has been chosen to exltibit

the same functional form as the BGF term (equation 9.7). A continuing good description

of the rise in F2 towards asymptotically small x by the double-logarithmic scaling would

therefore indicate a saturation of equation 9.6 by the gluon density, resulting, in tmn,

in a saturation of the Froissart bound.

Based on a calculation by Gribov [148J F2 is found to behave [149] like

/;'., :x: Q21n'!' (9.8)
:r

right plot of figure 9.1 the directly measured slope Ut is compared to the induced one.

Good agreement between the two determinations is found, confirming that equation 9.1

and 9.2 provide a consistent picture. The scaling behaviour of F2 is shown in the more

familiar way versus x for fixed Q2 in figure 9.2. Given the simplicity of the approach the

double-logarithmic scaling behaviour of F2 is surprisingly well established and provides

a good picture of the proton structut'e at low x.

This t'L",ult. uot. ouly implies stroug scaliug violations but also sat.uratiou of the concJj.

t.iou 9,fi by I. h•• gluon deusity.



However, in order to investigate further whether the rise of F2(x, Q2) is adequately

described by a functional form - In ~, which saturates the unitarity bound, or if the

data prefer a stronger rise like x-\ which would violate unitarity asymptotically, or

the see whether the rise in F2 becomes 'softened' by gluon recombination and screening

effects, measurements with much increased precision or at lower values of x will be

necessary.

The behaviour of the proton structure function at small x is related to the singularities

of the operator prod uct expansion matrix elements. As a consequence of this relation

there are two specific predictions of NLO QCD as embedded in the DGLAP equations.

These predictions depend on whether the above mentioned singularities lie to the left

or the right of those of the anomalous dimensions! .

• One of these predictions has been considered and incorporated into parametrisa-

tions and fits to HERA data in [28]. If at a given starting scale Q5, sufficiently

large for perturbative QCD to be valid, structure functions behave like a power of

x for x -+ 0

for j = S, G, then this behaviour is preserved by the evolution to all larger Q2 so

that

Separating the proton structure function F2 into a singlet and a non-singlet con-

tribution, F2 = Fs + FNS, the small x behaviour is at leading order dominated by

the singlet term which is predicted to be

2 [ jd+(I+.\) AF2(x, Q ) = Bs' a,(Q2) . x-

with the free parameters Bs, !l.QCD and A; d+ is a function of A. The parameter A

depends on the starting scale Q5. However, it does not have a direct perturbatjue
dependence on Q2. However, A might indirectly depend on Q2 via the number

of excited flavours. The non-singlet contribution to F2 was also parametrised and

sub-dominant terms included. This was found to be important when fitting data

in the increased Q2 range and the improved precision attainable in 1994 HERA

runs. This more sophisticated approach, extended to next to leading order, has

been shown to give a good fit to the data [29]. The dominant term has been found

to behave like x-·\, with A, - 0.34 ± 0.03 independent of Q2 .

• The other prediction is based on the assumption that at a low starting scale .Q5,
which might be close to the non perturbative regime, the singlet and gluon distri-

11IItionsare soft, i.e.

Il"nckr l\ tnuv;(onnation from .•: ,;pl\ce to moment ~p1\ce the splirring function,.. which c1cfoclibe

the gluon rndiation or splitting and hence the! QeD e,·o)ution. tl'anFo(Orln inro terms CAlled l\1l0tnl\IOUli

d.ilHenFoion~.



for i = S, G. Already in 1974 DeRujula et al. (150) found that under these

conditions perturbative QCD predicts a universal growth in the structure function

at large Q2 and small x, faster than any power of In ~ and slower than any power

of~. This result, which is a consequence of QCD being an asymptotically free

field theory, has been revived recently by Ball and Forte (151) in the investigation

of double asymptotic scaling.

for iVe = 3 colours and nf = 4 flavours. Except for the initial assumption that the input

distributions are soft this slope is a parameter·free prediction of perturbative QeD.

Defining the rescaling function

In the following the second prediction and its implications are studied in more detail.

This choice should not be interpreted as a prejudice against the first prediction. At

present it cannot be decided which of the two alternatives is valid on the basis of

perturbative QCD alone. This has to be investigated in comparison to the data.

the leading behaviour in 9.10 is removed completely, so that RF' F2 = constant, RF' F2

exhibits scaling in both t7 and I' (double asymptotic scaling 'DAS').

However, if the initial assumption on a flat input gluon distribution is not satisfied

the predicitions change drastically and no universal scaling can be found. The slope of

In(RF· F2) would not be constant but rise with I' and In(RF' H) would not scale with

I' and t7 but would rise with I' and, strongly vary with t7.

In~ In.!-,
x to

In ~/In!....
x fo

..•
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..•
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Taking the low x approximation of the splitting function the leading-order Altarelli·

Parisi evolution equations [160) can be written as a two-dimensional wave equation

which propagates the gluon distribution from its boundaries into the asymptotic region.

Defining the two scaling variables

with t = In ~ and Xo and Q~ as starting values explicit solutions of the gluon density

G(t7,1') = z9(x, Q2) in the limit t7 -+ 00 are found. Apart from subasymptotic correction

factors the asymptotic growth of the gluon distribution drives a similar growth of the

structure function F2:

FP(t7,1') - N f (1)1_1
exp [2'W - 6· (~)]

2 I' 1'.j'Ya I'

where "I = 2JNe!fJo, the leading coefficient .ao of the QCD p.function fJo = JfNe- ~nf'

6 = (I + ~)/(I - .'.!:.L1
2
1
n

) and the function f(!), which depends on the details of theffNl ffi'V; p

starting distribution and tends to unity for sufficiently large 1'. Provided the small·

x behaviour of the starting distribution of the gluon at fo is sufficiently soft G(t7,1')
increases exponentially with t7 for fixed I' and is independent of I' for fixed t7.

In order to compare the F2 data with the correspondingly expected behaviour for

F2(t7,1') the rescaling function

RF(t7,1') = R.exp[6'(~)+~lnt7+ln~] (9.11)

6
5.5

5
4.5

4
3.5

3
2.5

2
1.5

10.8

2Yexp= 2.19 ± 0.02

Po = 9.92 ± 0.18

~ bob
?o

is defined, where R is an arbitrary normalisation factor. Then In(RF· 1'2) is predicte<1

to rise linearly with t7, independently of I' (in order to re<luce the dependence of the

function f the cut 1'2 ?: 2 is imposed). The slope of the rise is given by

Fignre 9.3: The double asymptotic scaling of RF' 1'2 versus I' Gntl t7 in leading order is

sholl'n in Ihe top plots. RF· F2 eJ'hibits an exponenlial rise u'ith t7 find slope 2'1 (bol tom

/,1(1),

12__===== = 2.~
)33 - (in f /;\'c

Fignre 9.:3 shows RF' F2 versus f' and t7 for all thrL'C ''-2 meaSUrl'IT\I'nts, The values

;t'(J = 0.1 alld Ql = I GeV2 are chosclI according to the illitial S1lggestioll ill [1.:;1). For



data with Q2 ~ 5 GeV2, shown as full circles, the double asymptotic scaling behaviour

for a soft gluon input is found to be a dominant feature of the data. However, large

scaling violations are found for the low Q2 points, indicating the importance of higher

order terms in this region and the short evolution path for DAS. The slope of In(RF' F2)

from a fit to data with Q2 ~ 5 GeV2 and x < xo < 0.1, is 2'"1.xp = 2.19 ± 0.02, which is

slightly smaller than the expected value, 2"{QCD = 2.4.

The good quality of the fit is reflected in the X2:

468/94
117 /94

for statistical errors only

for statistical $ systematic errors

The top plots of figure 9.4 show RF' F2 versus p and a in N La. The dou ble asym ptotic

scaling behaviour is clearly established. But in contrast to the leading order case the

scaling in next-to-Ieading order works even down to Q2 as low as 1.5 GeV2. Including

higher order terms obviously reduces the subasymptotic region. The straight line fit

to In (RF' F2) versus a has been done for 5 < Q2 < 35 GeV2 and Q2 > 35 GeV2

separately, as the number of active flavours is 4 and 5 respectively. Also a cut on x < xo

has been imposed. A~t~4) is fixed to 263 MeV while xo and Qg are free parameters.

Points included in the fit are shown as full circles, other points are shown as open circles

or rectangles for completeness.

In the region of nI = 4 the fit yields
Despite the slight deviation from the QCD prediction in 2"{ the double asymptotic

scaling behaviour of F2 has been established. Assuming a soft gluon input at a low

starting scale Qg and using the Altarelli-Parisi evolution equation in perturbative QCD

the explicit functional form of the double asymptotic scaling approach provides a very

economical description of the data. Only three paramters xo, Qg and IIQCD have to be

given or fitted.

158/56 for statistical errors only

46/58 for statistical $ systematic errors

P = Ii/<
(= In (0',(10))

a,(I)

which is in very good agreement with the value 2-fQCD = 2.4, that is expected from

QCD. Therefore the measured value of the leading coefficient ;30 of the QCD .il-function,

PO,.xp = 8.35 ± 0.48, is also in very good agreement with the QCD prediction

{lo,QCD = 8.33.

In the region nl = 5 a similar picture is observed, although fewer points are available,

which in addition span a smaller range in a. The values of xo and Qg are very close to

the ones for nl = 4. The fit yields

With the increased precision of the 1994 F2 data it becomes apparent that leading order

DAS does not described the data perfectly as scaling violations are observed (figure 9.3).

Therefore the DAS formalism has been extended to a two-loop calculation which has

been presented by Ball and Forte in (152). The scaling variables are now defined as

Where a, is calculated at second order. In leading order ( reduces to In (fa).
The structure function F2 takes the asymptotic form

Fi _ 5 nl J: __ 1_ exp [2-W _ &+ . (~)] .
162 P -/4"'"Ia -f

[1 - (f+ (a,(lo) - a,(I)) - :/~20,(1))$]

(
103 J1)f+ = -Ill + 3'-J /,,{lo

27 .' 0

L=26n/
3,,30

while QCD predicts a value of 2-fQCD = 2 ..50. These results imply i3o,•• p = 7.79 ± 0.81

while .!lo,QCD = 7.67 is expected from QCD. Again vcry good agreement between the

measurement and the QCD prediction is obtaincd. However, the relatively large exper-

imental error, which reflects the small a-range covered, docs not allow a precise test of

J~nt=5). 'Jevertheless the double asymptotic scaling behaviour of F2 has been confirmed

in next-to-Ieading order and the measurement.s of Ju are in very good agrccment wit.h

Ihe paramcter-free QCD prL'(liction.
The resealing fnnetions also rceeive small coneetions:

R~)(",p) RF(l1,p)· [1 - o,(lu) (L ('+ + T~/'~2)) ,-n/f'
R~)I(", p) R~)(a, p). exp [2,"J
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The observation that the F2 data exhibit double-asymptotic scaling and the functional

form of F2 at small x, predicted by next-ta-leading order perturbative QeD, describes

the data well implies that the assumption of a soft input gluon distribution at the

starting scale Q~ is consistent with the data.

The rise in F2 at small x is mainly driven by the three gluon vertex, which is

proportional to the strong coupling constant a, and the gluon density. As DAS has been

shown to work reasonably well, the working assumption of a soft gluon distribution at

Q~ is made. Hence it should be possible to measure a, using the HERA low x Fz data,

as stated in [153, 152).

This approach has been followed by fitting the functional form 9.13 to the F2 data.

The free parameters in the fit are the starting scales Xo and Q~, a normalisation factor

b and 1I~6~4) in the MS renormalisation scheme. a, is calculated iteratively in NLO,

ensuring the continuity of a, at the quark mass thresholds as done in NLO evolution

programs by the MRS group and R.K. Ellis [106, 107]. Details of this procedu re are

described in section 10.2.5.

The perturbative and asymptotic region in phase space is defined by the require ments

o QZ < 5 GeYz, not fitted
QZ> 15 GeYz, not fitted

• 5 < QZ S 15 GeyZ

0 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2
<1

--.. 6

""
n,=5 2y••p = 2.48 ± 0.13....cz: x. =- 0.07 ~o = 7.79 ± 0.81:s

4
Q: = 1.9 CeV'

In the fit the quadratic sum of statistical and systematic errors is used. The central

fit gives

b 3.511 ± 0.08

Xo 0.127 ± 0.009

Q~ 2.1.';0 ± 0.170

II (n,=4) 278 ± 29 MeV.us
with x2 252/177.

where b is the normalisation constant in equation 9.13.

Figure 9.5 shows the resulting running coupling a, as a function of Q2. The central

fit is shown as full line, the error band, originating from the experimeutal errors in F2,

as dashed lines.

Figure 9.6 shows the resulting fit to F2 together with the measured data points.

The low-Q2 measurements from the SVTX and the ISR analyses are depicted as open

circles, the '1VTX analysis as full circles. The fit gives a good description of the data

in the Q2-range from 6 - .;000 GeV2. However, the onset of a slight undershooting of

the low-x points at Q2 = 6 GeV2 becomes more drastic at Q2 of 4 ..; or 3 Ge\,2. In

this region higher order terms clearly need to be included in the calculations. Below

Q1 = 2. \.; GeV2 no curve can 1)(' shown as this is the starting scale Q~.

NLO calculation

1.2

o QZ < 5 GeYz, not fitted
QZ < 35 GeYz, not fitted

• 35 < QZ S 10000 GeYz

Figure 9.4: The ,/ouble asymptotic scaling of RF . F2 rersus p a7l'/ a in nnt-to-Ieading

order is shou'n in the top plots. R'p' F2 exhibits an expon"ntial rise lL'ith a IInd "I0J'" 2";

for 4 (mid,Jle plot) as well a" 5 ac/.ire /laroul'" (bottolll plot). Point" incll/{/"'/ ilL th,· fit

lII.• "holL'n a" full circle". other. points as open cire/,'" or open rcdllnglt·".
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Figure 9.5: The running strong coupling a, as a function of Q2. The full line shows the

coupling corresponding to the central II value obtained in the NLO DA5-fit, the dashed

lines indicate the uncertainly from the experimental errors on F2.

From figure 9.6 it can also be seen that the somewhat large X2 is dominated by a

few points at low y and Q2 of 35.60 and 70 GeV2. Removing these points from the

data set by the requirement y > 0.05 yields

where the obtained II~=·) = 293±33 :vleY is in good agreement with the central value.

Only considering statistical errors yields Oll".t = 16 ~leV. while oll.xp = 29 MeV

includes all experimental effects on the F2 measurement. However, in order to estimate

the systematic error on 1I!tk the sensitivity of the fit to the selection of the data set

and parameters of the fitting procednre, such as quark mass thresholds, have to be

taken into account. The following systematic checks on the fitting procedure have been

performed (see figure 9.7):

Figure 9.6: F2 versus x for fixed Q2 together with the D.o45-o',fit. The ."iVTX data are
shown as full circles, the low-Q2 data as open circles.

• The Q2-range has been restricted to 5 < Q2 < 120 Gey2 and x < 0 ..) Xo has been

required. The average deviation from the central II-value is 28 \leV.

• Varying the minimum Q2 in the data set from .) to 4 or 7 GeV2 results in 11-

variations of ±70 YleV. This behaviour is not surprising as deviations of the

central fit to the data have been observed to show np in the low-Q2 region. But

this region is expected to dominate 0', determinations as the log(Q2) terms vary

most rapidly therc. Also the precision of the present F2 data is highcst aronnd

Q2::: 6 GeV2.

• The mass of the b-quark, which enters in the threshold treatment of I)'" has been

varied from 4.74 GeY to 4.2 and .).0 GeY. The avcrage effect on i\ is ahoul

lO~leY.



ISO 200 2S0 300 3S0 400
J\.(4) (MeY)QeD

I determination I n,(U;}

DAS fit 0.115 ± 0.007

BCDMS 0.113 ± 0.005

CCFR2 0.111 ± 0.006

Ball-Forte 0.122 ± 0.004

world average 0.118 ± 0.006

fib =4.2GeY

fib =S.O GeY

QZ< 120 GeYz

x < O.S' Xo
QZ>4 GeYz

QZ>7 GeYz

x<O.OOS

y> O.OS

y > O.OOS

Table 9.1: n,(Un as determined in different experiments from DIS compared to the

world average. Theoretical errors are not specified.

from scaling violations and sum rule studies of fixed target DIS data in v-scattering mea-

surements of F2 and FJ (CCFR: [163]) and p-scattering measurements of F2 (BCDMS

: [164]) and the world average [165] is obtained (see table 9.1).

Despite these results is has to be noted that the n,-determination from the DAS-

fits is model-dependent. It relies on tlie assumption of a soft gluon distribution at

the starting scale Q~ and is based on low-x approximations. According to Ball and

Forte the fitting procedure used here is not fully legitimate, but rather a full two-loop

evolution following the prescription given in [153] should be used. :'-Ievertheless, given

the current precision of the data, the latter gives compatible results to the simpler

approach (equation 9.13) adopted by HI and used here.Figure 9.7: Impact on the extraction of II~I:~·) of systemat,ic changes in the quark mass

threshold or the used data set.

• Requiring x < 0.05 or y > 0.05 affects II by about 18 MeV. whereas a cut of

y > 0.005 leaves II stable to within 5 MeV.

Adding the different systematic error contributions in quadrature yields the final

result

Following the convention of quoting the corresponding o,-value at the mass of the
zo, :Hz = 91.187 GeV [162). and including the theoretical error quoted ill [1,53]reslllt.s

in

This result is ill good agreemellt with the o,-extraction from DAS fit.s t.o HI dat.a

[166]. a', (:\If) = 0.lp±0.002(sllll}±0.007(sys). Also good agreemclltwith t.he n.,-n,llIl'

'The cerR coll •••borl\fion nnnml1lccrl rcccnrl~' [163] rhl\t Illninly due to neuTrino hC:l\m energy cor·

rection,. their rC1'ul! ch ••mgc,," fO o,(;\f?>:;:: O,lHl ± 0,(>04



An important open question concerning the mechanism for the small-x dynamics at

HERA is whether the rise in F2 towards low x can be entirely described by the DGLAP

[160, 161) evolution equations or if the onset of BFI\L dynamics can be seen. The

latter is expected to yield a strong rise of F2 at low x of F2 ~ x··1 with oX ~ 0.3 - 0.5,

provided there is enough phase space for building up the power-law behaviour. Such an

observation would be of fundamental importance as it had a qualitative impact on the

understanding and description of the data in terms of perturbative QeD.

In order to observe tendencies towards BFI<L dynamics more clearly, Bjorken sug-

gested [149J plotting log (F2), or equivalently log(Q2) . (J'{,:, versus log (Q2) for fixed

W2, as shown in figure 9.8. The fixed target data, shown as small symbols, as well

as the 1994 F2 data presented in this thesis (large symbols) on this plot form curves

concave down. However, if any part of the curve at high W2 changed its curvature and

went up, this would be a signal of BFI<L behaviour, as that is the only way to approach

the Gribov bound. The photoproduction cross section as measured by ZEUS [142) is

shown as full line for guidance.

In the presently available data no such tendency is visible, and there seems to be

no need yet for BFI<L dynamics in the evolution of the inclusive structure function

F2• However, other studies have shown the data to be compatible with a x·~ rise of

the gluon density and the proton structure function F2 at low x [30, 24) or obtain an

improved description of the data when also including leading log ~ terms [32]. i\'1ore

exclusive measurements might be more successful in revealing the presence of BFKL

dynamics at the x-values accessible at HERA [31].
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The precise measurement of the proton structure function F2 in a wide (x, Q2) region

using the ZEUS detector (see chapters 4 to 8) in combination with a wealth of accurate

measurements of the proton and deuteron structure function Ff and F1 in fixed target

experiments provide a detailed picture of the structure of hadronic matter. The study of

these data offers the opportunity to perform tests of QCD to unprecedented precision.

This chapter presents a QCD analysis aiming at the determination of the next-to-

leading order (NLO) gluon momentum distribution in the proton. The method applied

is the following (figure 10.1):

o
·5 .4.5

'oe,,(o)
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0.75
..,
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QeD-Analysis of the F2-Data.

·J.5 .J .2.5 .2

integration in x ·0.5 en
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Figure 10.1: Schematic diagrom of the applied QeD fit: A/ a given Q2 the integral

over x provides information about the evolution J 1o;b' from which F2(Q2 + AQ2) is
calculated and so on.

• A set of parton distribution functions (PDFs) is parametrised as a function of x at

a starting scale Q~.One of these PDFs describes the gluon momentum distribution

in the proton.

density are discussed. Finally a comparison of first Fiho,m measurements at HERA to

the current prescription of the :'-lLOQCD fit is given.

• Starting at Q~ the PDFs are evolved upwards in log Q2 using the NLO DGLAP
equations [160, 161). As a result of this procedure the PDFs are stored on a grid

in x and Q2.

• For all F2 data points considered the corresponding theoretical value is constructed

from the grid. Their comparison is quantified in a X2 value.

• This procedure is iterated until a set of PDF parametrisations at Q~ is found that

minimises the total ,2.
Section 10.2 describes the details of the :'-lLOevolution program and the dat.a sets

used.

The result.s of the fits are presented in section 10.3. Comparisons to the data as well

as to global QeD fits are given. The contribution from different experimental ,'nors, as

well as the uncertainty in 0" to the error of F2 and in particular to t.he glnon moment.nm



This study uses the NLO evolution program of the MRS group, which has been kindly

provided by R.G. Roberts. Only minor modifications have been performed, mainly in

order to reduce the processing time of the evolution, namely a different way of taking

experimental normalisation uncertainties into account and a change in the internal book-

keeping structures.

In order to quantify the quality of the NLO fit the following definition of X2 has been

chosen:

,2 _ n~"(Ft·,a(Xi,Q~)-f(Set;)'Ffil(Xi,Qn)2 """(I_f(j))2
X - LJ pam' + L ----;;;;;:;;;-(10.1)

i=1 at j=1 (lj

• Fi from the 1994 ZEUS data as presented in this thesis. Data points of all three

analyses (NVTX, SVTX and ISR) are included in the fit. The data set covers a

range of 1.5 - 5000 GeV2 in Q2 and 3..5.10-5 - 5.1.10-1 in x. The normalisation

uncertainty of the three subsets are 2% for the NVTX, 3% for the SVTX and 3%

for the ISR data. The point by point variations of Fi for each systematic check,

as discussed in section 7.8, are taken into account for the NVTX data. Statistical

and total systematic errors are considered for the SVTX and the ISR data.

where Fta'. and Ft' are the measured and calculated structure function values respec-

tively; uro;n' is the statistical error or a combination of statistical and systematic errors

of a particular data point i; uj"rm is the normalisation uncertainty of the data set j; set;

is a function uniquely specifying the data set that a particular data point i belongs to

and f(j) defines the normalisation of the data set j. The second term in equation 10.1

guarantees that the normalisation factor, if left as a free parameter, stays around unity

within reasonable bounds as specified by the normalisation uncertainty. The first sum

runs over all data points, the second sum over all data sets included in the fit. The best

fit is specified by a set of parameters, that define the parametrisations of the parton

distribution functions (PDF) at Q5, and that set of normalisations, that minimise the

total X2•

• Fi and Ft as measured by NMC [133J. The measurements, obtained from

90, 120, 200 and 280 GeV muon beam energy runs, cover a kine~atic range
of 0.8 - 62.3 GeV2 in Q2 and 0.0035 - 0.479 in x. The normalisation uncertainty

is 2.5%. Point by poiut variations for 10 systematic checks have been provided by

N~IC and are taken into account.

• Fi and Ft from BCm,·iS [128]. The data cover the kinematic region 7..5-230 GeV2

in Q2 and 0.07 - 0.75 in x. The normalisation uncertainty is 3%. Only statistical

and total systematic errors are provided, error correlations for different systematic

checks are not given. The BCDMS data tend to dominate the QCD fit due to

its high precision (total errors $ 2%) and is therefore only included in systematic

checks, but uot in the central fit.

The univeral parton distributions fi(X, Q2) have to be parametrised at a sufficiently

large Q~, from where they can be evolved to higher Q2 using the next-to-Ieading order

Altarelli-Parisi equations in perturbative QeD. As the dynamical parton model of GRV
[102] has been found to described the F2 data rather well down to Q2 = 1.5 GeV2 the

starting scale for this study is chosen to be Q~ = 1 GeV2. Here the parton distributions
are parametrised as

• Fi and Ft from E66.5 [130]. This data set covers the range 0.23 - 64.3 GeV2 in Q2

and 8.9.10-4 - 0.39 in x, where its normalisation is known to within 1.8%( Fi) and

1.9%(Ft). As only statistical and total systematic errors are available the data

are only included in order to investigate systematic effects in the fit.

X Uti A. xn, (1 - x)'" (1 + lu..;X + i'.X) (10.2)

x d. Ad xn• (I - x)n. (1 + ld";x + 'YdX) (10.3)

xS A, x-·\, (1 - x)n, (1 + l,";x + '(,x) (10.4)

x9 Ag x-·\. (1 - x)n. (1 + 19..;X + 'Ygx) (10.5)

In order to mini mise possible higher twist effects, which would be exp('(·ted to be

relevant at low Q2 and high T, a minimum Q2 of 2 GeV2 is required for the fix,'{1larg"t

data.

where the valence distributions u. = II - u and d. = d - Ii and the total quark sea

S = 2(u + Ii + s + c). Despite the fact that the sea S and the gluon 9 arc both singlet

quantities they evolve slightly differently as ~ = Pgg 2+·.· t iJZ;~'Q~'= P,g2g+ ...
in geueral. Therefore >., and >'9 arc allowed to vary independently.

Three of the four Ai coefficients are determined by slim rules:

Au : f~dx II.(X) = ',2 )

..\',: f~d" d,.(,·) =



Ag : l dx Ix, SIx) + x· ",(x) + x· d,(x) + x· g(x)] = I

A, is a free parameter in the fit.

At Q~ the quark sea is distributed onto the three light flavours as

0.4 5 - C.

0.4 5 + c.
0.25

with the general parametrisation x . C. = x(d - ii) = AA x"1> (I - x)" (I + I' AX + OA x2).

The suppression of the strange distribution to 20% of the quark sea is motivated

by a next.to-Ieading order analysis on dimuon production by the CCFR collaboration

[155), which places limits on the strange content of the proton.

Evidence for d > II (on average) comes from the NA51 Drell-Yan asymmetry in

pp/pn [156] and the measurements of the Gottfried sum by NMC [157]. The ", d flavour

symmetry breaking term x . C. is introduced, accounting for these results. Here <5 is

chosen to be zero for the time being as the precision of the currently available data does

not yet require this term.
The normalisation .4A is determined from the requirement

Figu re 10.2: The charm quark mass threshold behaviour is modelled via suppression

factors SHQ(X) (left) and SHQ(Q2) (right).

fal 1 3
dx (d - 11) = - - - . Sa

022

'I' = S(x,Q2) + V(x,Q2)

singlet = 2(u + d + ~ +~) + u, + d,

9

(u, + do)

d,

non-singlet f~vS = *'1' - (cH)

f;vS = *'1'- (s+8')

f!:'s = -*'1' + (u+u)

where Sa = f~¥- (Ff - F2') is the 'Gottfried sum' as measured by :'<MC.

The charm distribution is currently evolved as a massless parton from zero at

Q2 = Q~. As Q~ < m~ this prescription would overestimate Fjha,m. Instead the sup-

pression factors

[1-N(~~)]
6z [1 - J12~ 4z In ( ~ ~ ~) ]

(I _ X)3

and m~ = 3..'i Gey2 (charm mass) are introduced to accollnt for the threshold behaviour

of massive quarks (see figure 10.2).

singlet

d "f(x, Q2)
d logQ2
d !l(X,Q2)
,IIogQ2

0,(Q2) rl
dz [ , 2 (X) 2 (X)]~ J" -; q;(z,Q ). Pqq ~ + 2,yf' g(z,Q ). Pqg ~

0,(Q2) rl
dz [ , 2 (X) 2 (X)]~ Jr -; ,,(=,Q )·Pgq ~ +g(z,Q )·Pgg ~

The DGLAP evolution equations can be written separately for the gluon dellsity !J and

the singlet quantities 'I?, whose Q2 evolution depend on the glnon dcnsity, }lIId th"

non-singlet quantities ,,;VS, that are indepcndent of the glnon dcnsity:

,I "iv,s(x, Q2)
d logQ2

_ a,(Q2) rl
~ NS( _ Q'1) . P,vs (~_)

- 2rr Ir : ql -, ~

with the :'<LO splitting function as given in [1.'i8].

Therefore the parton distribntions are scparated into singlet and nOIl-singlct qnan-

lites, which arc actually evolved and store<1all the (:r,Ql) grid (table 10.1).



c9dd = _/~vS + -lriqS =c+c
6cho,-m = SHQ(X) . SHQ(Q2) . c9,;d

cflavour = c9riti _ 6charm = C + c - 1.0 . licha,m

sJlavoll.r = -lriq' - J;VS+ 0.2· licha,m = S + Ii + 0.2 . licha,m

uJlavour = l~vS + -lriq' + 0.4 . licha,m = 11 + U + 0.4 . licha,m

d/laveJur = q/J _ uflavour _ sflavow- _ cflavour = d + d + 0.4. licha,m

I
0', (3)(Q2)

I

0', (5)(Q2)

I I I--- + --- - ---0',(Q2, 3) O',(m~, -t) O',(m~, 3)
I I I--- + --- - ---0',(Q2, .'j) O',,(m~,4) O',(m~, 5)

with m~ = 3.5 Gey2 and m~ = 30 Gey2 the squares of the charm and the beauty

masses respectively.

Constructing the flavour parton distributions from the grid quantities and equa·

tion 2.22 allow the calculation ofl

~~+u+c+~+~~+a+s+~

~ [d + a + c +0] + ~ [11 + U + s HJ

5 [ -] I 418 11 + U + d + d + 9 [s + liJ+ 9 [c + c]

The parton distribution functions of the different quark flavours in the M'S scheme

can be constructed from these quantities as shown in table 10.2

The additional quark sea contribution licha,m, which is made available by the charm

suppression at Q2 ::::m~, is distributed onto the three light flavours 11, d and s in the

ratio 40 : 40 : 20 (compare to equation 10.6).
The integrals in equation 10.7 and 10.8 are solved numerically using gaussian in-

tegration. The resulting slope ~ in combination with a given starting value of

the PDF 1;(Q2) allows the determination of the value /;(Q2 + 6Q2), the PDF can be

evolved up to the highest Q2 covered by data points. In principle the same procedure

could also be used for the evolution of the PDF to smaller Q2 values. However, this is

neither necessary nor practical given the starting scale Q~ = 1 Gey2 and the data set

considered.

These values are finally compared to the data points in the way described in sec-

tion 10.2.2. Further details about the program and the set of parameters referred to as

MRS-RI to MRS-R4 can be found in [135, 137J.

The precise calculation of the strong coupling constant 0', in the entire Q2-range, i.e.

also across quark mass thresholds, is of vital importance for the evolution of the PDFs.

Formally integrating the Q2 scale dependence of a" given by the renormalisation group

equation, to next· to-leading order yields

Q2 = ~_~ In [~+~]
In hr.) .300', ,!3J .300", ;30

with ;30= II - ~,vJ' .31 = 102 - ~NJ the first two coefficients of the QCD J-function.

Solving this equation iteratively, using '1ewton's method, yields O",(Q2,"J = -t) fol'

four active flavours. To ensure the continuity of a, at the quark mass thresholds [37],

essentially following the prescription of :\tarciano [1.59J, a, is calculated as

IShl\dowing cOlTecriOllti. tAking the hinding of the proton nod thr nl'lltron in 1\ deutcmn into I\CCOllnf.

are cxpccrccl to he ~mllll and not applied to F{



Parameter free? value error !\iRS-R2
II'J- - 0.344 0.344

MS
'II 0.61 0.61
'12 3.54 3.54
'13 - 0.24 0.24
'14- '12 - 0.66 0.66
A, + 0.36 ± 0.19 0.37
'I, + 7.75 ± 0.86 8.27
(Ag) - 7.56 14.4
'Ig + 5.88 ± 29.5 5..;1
"fu 6.51 6.51
(A~) 0.54 0.036
"f. + 6.51 ± 4.74 6.57
o. + 0.40 ± 8.2 0.51
"fd - 29.9 29.9
0, + -0.13 ± 0.52 -0.15,', + 15.33 ± 3.19 14.41
lu -0.98 -0.98
ld 7.37 7.37
l, + 0.77 ± 0.93 1.13

l. + -3.39 ± 1.63 -4.20

'I~ + 0.5.; ± 0.1.; 0.30
"It> 64.9 64.9
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The central NLO QCD fit includes NVTX and SVTX Fi data as presented in this

thesis and the NMC Fi and Ft data. As these data have been found to be rather

insensitive to the non-singlet, i.e. the valence parton densities, their corresponding

parameters are fixed to the values from the global QCD analysis with litis = 344 IV!eV

(!\iRS-R2 fit) (137). The normalisations of all data sets are initially set to unity, their

variations is investigated in section 10.3.3. Only statistical errors on the measured F2 are

considered, except for the NVTX data, where a quadratic sum of the statistical errors

and the systematic errors originating from the unfolding procedure is used. Systematic

uncertainties on F2 and the PDFs are considered in a separate section 10.3.5

Figure 10.3: F2 versus x from the NVTX data (closed circles), the SVTX data (o)len

circles) and NMC data (closed rectangles) together with the central NLO QCD fit (solid

line).

Figures 10.3 a 11,1 lOA show the F2 resulting froln the .\lLO QCD 0' as solid Ii""
together with the data Otted alld the ISR f1. For Q1 2 1 GeV2 the 01.,les('I'il)('s \ h"

data very well at low as well as at high x. alii)' a\ Q2 ::::2 GeV2 does the Ot tend to

undershoot the low-x data from the SVTX and the ISR analyses due to the suppression

of the charm contribution. "ievertheless the fit is consistent with the data in this region

as the experimental errors are rather large at present.

The Q2 dependence of F2 for fixed x is shown in Ogures 10..; and 10.6. The SVTX

and ISR data are shown at x-values of the :\IVTX analysis, using the :\ILO fit for Ihe

interpolation. The NLO fit d,'scribes th,' ris<'of II", f1 data with Q2 in the "i~IC region

alld IIERA rl'gion very well, and in particnlar the chan~e in th,' slope du,' to the scaling

violations, a salient featl11'eof "iLO QC'D, is vel')' w,'11reprodnced OVeI'fOllr orders of

Table 10.3: Numerical values of I.he /x,rameters describillg Ihe )lorl.on dislriblliioll fllllc-
I.ions at Q~ = 1 GeV2. The vollies obtained in MRS-R2 are also listed for comparisoll.
Porameters in brackets are nol. directly fitte,l bllt ,Ielamilled from Slim I'lIles.
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Figure 10.4: F2 versus x from the NVTX data (closed circles), the SVTX data (open

circles) and NMC data (closed rectangles) together u'ith the cent.ral NLO QCD fit (solid

line).

Figure 10.5: F2 versus Q2 at fixed x fram the NVTX, SVTX and ISH data (large circles)

anti the NMC data (small circles) together with the NLO QCD fit. (solid line). The

scaling violations, resulting in an increasing slope at. decreasing x, are u'ell reproduced.

magnitude in Q2.
The parameters of the central fit, describing the parton distribution functions at

Q2 = Q~ = 1 GeV2 are listed in table 10.3.

The quality of the fit is quantified by a total \2 = l292 for 727 data point.s. The

\2-contribut.ion from the different data sets is given in table 10.4.

The large \2 for t.he SVTX points is dne to Ihe IIn<!Nshooting of t.he fit below

Q2 :: 3 GeV2, where most of the SVTX dat.a have bcell taken. Fllrthennor" the 1011'-':

SVTX points t.end to be slightly high compared to 1he cllr,"" and, if available, \J\,TX

data, so that some points contribute X2 ~ 20. Taking into accollnt that the fit has 10

free parameters a x2/ntlf = 1292/(727 - 10) = 1.8 is obtained. This illdicates that the

fit is adequate. but not brilliant.. In order to stlldy the origill of this effect the qllantity

'1'1111', which measllres the \2 contribution per data poillt, is defilled

(
d·,," 2 ./it. 2) 2

lIt Q1) (.) F2 (Xi, Qi) - F2 (X" Q;)
IJIl ·1:jl i = sgn t . (Tj
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1
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x = l.O· lO"

1

2
x =4.0' 10"

1

2
x = S.O· 10"

1

lO 10' ul 10'

rZ in GeY

Data Set ;X2 / npoint"

Fi NVTX 287 / 191

Fi SVTX 237/24

Fi NMC 418/256

Ft NMC 350 / 256

Total 1292 / 727

Table 10.4: X2 per number of data points for the four data sets included in the central

fit.. Only statistical errors are taken into account
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Figure 10.6: F2 versus Q2 at fixed x from the N'lTX, SliTX and ISR data (Ialye circles)

and the NAtC data (small circles) together with the NLO QCD fit (solid line). The
scaling violations, resulting in an increasing slope at decreasing x, are u'ell reproduced. Figure 10.7: The pull distribution for the NVTX data indicating the '(2 contribution per

dato point. A tendency to large pull values can be seen at x - 0.1 and Q2 :$ 15 Gey2.

and the Fi and Ft from the ~MC data are shown in figures 10.7 and 10.8. The main

characteristics of all three pull distributions is a sharp peak at zero with width :oe 1,

as obtained from a local gaussian fit. This would be expected for a good fit. However,

in all three distributions tails up to 10 and down to ·10 are observed, indicating the

presence of outlier in the data points or a significant deviation of the fit from the data

in a particular (3',Q2) region. The distribution of the pnll as a fnnction of 3' 01' Q2 do

not show any evidence for a systematic mismatrh between Ihe data and the fit. The

~\'TX points with the largest pnll valnes lie aronnd 3' ~ W-1 and Q2 $ 1.5 (;e\,2. Tht,

cOl'I'csponding NMC points are not concentrated in specific phase space regions. This

can be seen even better from figure 10.9, where the pnll valnes are shown in the (x. Q2)

plane using different symbols for certain pull ranges. The ~\'TX data yield large pnll

values at low y, where the detector noise has been fonnd to canse nnnnations in F'z.

At Q2 of 8 - to (;e\,2 some pnll values are fonnd to be larger than 2 dne to the small

statistical errors (- 1.9'7r).
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Figure 10.9: X2 contribution per data point for the centrol fit from the NVTX data (big

symbols) and the NMC data (small symbols) in I.he (x, Q2) plane.

addition to the NVTX and SVTX F;" and the N:V[C Ff" and Ffd, results in X2 as

listed in table [0.5. Even though adding the systematic errors in quadrature improves

the X2 sigificantly, indicating that the NLO fit describes the data better than the fit using

statistical errors only, the corresponding POF parameters have not changed significantly.

However, if BCOMS Ff and F!j data are included these data dominate the fit as

a consequence of the very small errors for the large number of data points (175 points

fOl' Ff and 157 points for Ff) in a comparatively small (x,Q2) region. The \2 for the

[91 NVTX points in such a fit increases to [·B 7. The fits undershoots the low-x data

significantly. This is not too surprising, considering that a 'lLO analysis of the accurate

I:lCO),·IS data results in a I\~~)svalue of 2.';6 ),'[eV [16~), which is much lower than the

:3H ),·IeV uscd here (This observation has heen interpreted as an indication thai a good

simultaneous fit to high-x and low-x data re~nires the inclusion of In ~ terTlls [:32)).

Inclnding in addition E66.'; data, which in general lies (",tweeu the BCO),IS and the

Figure 10.8: The pull distribution for the N Me Ff (top) and Ff (bo/.tom) data sets,

indicating the X2 contribution per data point.

Only including statistical errors for the NVTX data yields a \2 = 67.';/191 where the

dominating contribution comes from the low-y points. llsing the quadralic snm of

statistical and systematic errors for all data sets, now also including the ISR data in



Data Set X2 / npoint.s

Ff NVTX 150/ 191

Ff SVTX 47/24

Ff ISR 6/ 16

Ff NMC 276/2.56

Ft NMC 202/ 2.56

Total 681 / 743

Data Set X2
/ npoint.t

1994 ZEUS (stat) 653 / 188

1994 ZEUS (stat $ sys) 258/ 188

1994 HI (stat) 399 / 193

1994 HI (stat $ sys) 97/ 193

Table 10.6: X2 per number of data points from sellamte fits to ZEUS and NAtC or HI

and NMC data for different error treatments.

Table 10.5: X2 per number of data points for the five data sets considering statistical

and systematic errors.

HERA range in (x, Q2), yields a X2 = 97 for 60Ff points and X2 = 86 for .53Ft points,

using statistical errors only.

Instead of using the Ff measurements presented in this thesis, the published 1994

ZEUS or HI data in combination with the N:YIC data has been fitted as well. The

resulting X2 values are listed in table 10.6. The significantly differing behaviour of the

ZEUS and HI data is mainly a result of ZEUS also measuring F2 at very low y with very

small statistical errors and large systematic uncertainties. The HI data only touches

the fixed target region but does not provide a large overlap. A less important reason

for different X2 values between the two experiments are differences in the calculation of

the statistical and systematic errors. The X2 values for NMC in conjunction with the

published ZEUS or HI data are essentially identical to the ones obtained in the fit with

the NVTX data (see table lOA and 10.5).
Figure 10.10 shows the resulting F2 curves at low Q2 from the :-ILO fits to the data

presented here, ZEUS data or HI data. The fit to the HI data yields a considerably

stronger rise of F2 at low x, whereas the ZEUS and the NVTX data give almost identical

results. Although taking statistical errors only or statistical and systematic errors into

account strongly affects the .\2 of the fit, the parameters and the curve itself stay

basically constant for all three data sets indicating the stability of the NLO QCD fit.

ZEUS

HI

Figure 10.10: F2 from the NLO QCD fit to a combination of IVMC data with the

NVTX data (full line), ZEUS data (dashed line) or HI data (dashed-dotted line) at

Q2 = 8.5 GeV2 taking statistical (left) or statistical and systematic errors into account

(right).

• iV,: A fit similar to the central one is performed, but the normalisation of the

NVTX, SVTX and NMC data is left free.

In addition to the PDF parameters the normalisation of the different data scts can also

be left free. The following scenarios have been fitted in order to study whether ther" is

some need for normalisation cOI'1'l'Ctions.

The rl'Sults are listed in tablc 10.7.
The \2 variations for the ZEUS data can be qnite substantial, whereas the :>/\IC \2

is rather stable. Treating all normalisations as free IMrametcrs results in a downscaling
or :>/\IC data hy 1.4'7c, while the :>/VTX dat.a are s!:alcd down by .'i.4'7c and th" SVTX



The resulting X' for the different data sets are shown in figure 10.1 J. Fi sets are

shown as full circles, FI as open circles. The NVTX data (left plot) exhibits a rather

strong Ct, dependence. The minimum \' is reached for lI~is:::e 300 MeV, which is in

very good agreement with the 1I~~)s:::e 278 MeV obtained in the NLO DAS fit. The

BCDMS Fi data seems to favour II '" 270 MeV, whereas the FI data yields its lowest

,-' for II '" 220 MeV. The NMC Fi and FI data also seems to favour II '" 220 MeV.

The procedure applied is not completely suitable to determine 0'" as the Ct, depen-

dence of the different data sets influence each other. The fit minimises the total \' and

is therefore dominated by the data set which is most sensitive to 0',. Nevertheless the

general picture, that fixed target data seems to favour a low 0', while HERA data tend

to prefer a value closer to the world average, is confirmed in the QCD fit.

Scena.- x'/np •• N.,·vrx Nsvrx NN.MC

rio NVTX SVTX NMC(p) NMC(c1)

N, 226/191 255/24 404/256 319/256 0.946 ± 0.017 1.091 ± 10' 0.986 ± 0.016

N, 231/191 230/24 422/256 356/256 0.962 ± 0.011 1.048 ± 10' 1.0

Na 273/191 228/24 433/256 370/256 1.0 1.0 1.013 ± 0.011

data up by 9.1 '!c. The NVTX and NMC values lie in the I - 2unO'm range, only the

SVTX normalisation receives a larger scale factor. But in the fit no strong sensitivity

to this normalisation is found, as can be seen from the large error.

Given the present normalisation uncertainties the normalisation scales vary within

reasonable bounds. But the results obtained indicate that an improved understanding of

the trigger efficiency and luminosity measurement as well as a larger overlap in kinematic

region between the data sets will be important for global QCD analyses.

50(} >< 3SO 12QQ 50(}.r: 325
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480 3400
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o~ 300 1100 460 ... 3200
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1000 3000
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Global QCD analyses are not only performed in order to study and test perturbative

QCD, but they also serve the purpose of extracting the universal parton densities in

the proton. This information can in turn, for example, be used to perform calculations

of QCD predictions for cross sections in PI' or PI' collisions. The present uncertainty

in the PDFs is a considerable systematic error source for the measurements of the Hi-

mass. As pointed out in [105] this and other examples suggest that it is not sufficient to

extract PDFs from global QCD fits, but that a consistent treatment of the experimental

errors of the data sets is necessary to estimate the uncertainty on the PDFs and further

calculations from them.

In the presented study experimental errors are considered in the following way: For

the ZEUS Fi, the 31 systematic checks of the NVTX analysis are combined with the

central NNIC data; for NMC 10 systematic checks are combined with the central NVTX

data. This procedure results in 41 additional data sets. Performing -t2 NLO fits (I

central and 41 systematic checks) and adding positive and negative deviations of the

resulting grid quantities and PDFs in quadrature provides an estimate of the uncertainty

in the PDFs.

Figure 10.12 shows the F, data versns x for four particular Q' values together with

the :-JLO QCD fit. The central fit is shown as dashed line, the shaded error band

obtained from the presription described above indicates the uncertainty in F,.
As F, is the quantity which is actually fitted it is hardly surprising that the error

band is rather small. Only at Q' = }..) GeV', where the experimental errors are

relatively large and constraints from lower Q' are missing the uncertainty on F, from

the fit is as large as 20%.

Figure 10.13 shows the qnark distributions as a function of x for Q' of 10 and

lOon GeV'. Since the data set considered is not sensitive to high-:r PDFs, the cOITe-

spouding parallleters are fixt~l, so that th" estima',~1 "ITor on the PDFs at .7 > 10-2 is

The NLO QCD fit requires as input the data points, the starting PDFs, the NLO

splitting functions and Ct,. It is clear that the fit results are sensitive to the choice

of Ct,. At large x the evolution of F, is determined by a convolution of the valence

quark distribution and Ct" at low x the F, evolution is dominated by a convolution of

the gluon density and 0',. In order to investigate the sensitivity of the fit to 0', the

NVTX, BCDMS and NMC data have been fitted with the valence quark, sea and gluon

parameters left free. The statistical and systematic errors are added quadratically.

Figure 10.11: \' ('ont,.iblliion frvm the I/ata ,el. of the ZEL:S, lJCDJI.5' 1//11/ ""I/C

experimenls as a funclion of 0,. Values obtained fl'Om Fi ale shou'n II.' full ci,.de",

w/ues fl'O/ll FI liS open circles.
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Figure 10.13: Flavour parton distribution functions (PDFs) as a function of x for
Q2 = 10 Gey2 (lop) and Q2 = 1000 Gey2 (bottom). The uncertainly of the PDFs
as obtained from the fit are shown as shaded error bonds.

the kinematic region of the F2 measurements and the reduction of the errors on the data

points result in a significantly reduced uncertainty in the gluon distribution at small x.
A comparison of the gluon density obtained in this analysis to those of global QCD

analyses at Q2 = 22 Gey2 is shown in figure 10.1.5. The gluon density extracted in

this analysis follows very closely the one from :'dRSR2. Only at x:S 10-2 :vIRSR2

lies slightly higher. Both parametrisations lie between those of :\'IRSDo and YIRSD_,

which represent extreme assumptions of pre-HERA predictions. This analysis is also

found to be in good agreement with CTEQ4, the latest parametrisation of the CTEQ

collaboration. The previous CTEQ fit, and GRV give gluon densities that are higher and

steeper than the one obtained here for x:S 10-2. This, however, is partially due to the

fact that GRV and CTEQ3 use i\~t~4) values of 200 illeV and 247 :\'IeY, respectively.

Since the gluon splitting and hence the scaling violations at small x are proportional

to the product of the strong coupling constant, 0'" and the gluon density, these two

quantities are anticorrelated. This effect is demonstrated in figure 10.16, where the

gluon densit.y of the central fit (i\~t~'I) = 344 :\'leV) at low x is shown to be lower than

that of a fit with a smaller n. (i\~t~·) = 241 \leV).

Figure 10.12: NVTX, SVTX, and ISR F2 data versus x together with the NLO QeD
fit. The central fit is shown as dashed line, the uncertainty as shaded error bond.

small. However, at Q2 = 10 GeV2 and x ::::10-4 or even lower the uncertainty on the

quark densities can be larger than 10%. At Q2 = 1000 GeVT and x :s 10-3 the" and

d-quark densities can only be determined to within 15%.

These x and Q2 dependences of the quark density uncertainties are also reflected

in the gluon density. Figure 10.14 shows the gluon momentum distribution versus x at

small and medium Q2. Not only the evolution of the gluon density with Q2 can clearly

be seen, but also its x-dependence. The error bands exhibit a prominent structure at

x :::: 1 - 3· 10-2 and I - 2· 10-'. The origin of this featUl'e is the overlap between

the two data sets, introducing fluctuations in F2 from the different systematic checks.

The uncertainty in the gluon density at Q2 = 22 Ge\,T and T = 10-4 is :::::24'7c, where

the enor band is also found to be strongly asymmet.ric. lu comparison to previous

determinations of the gluon momentum distribution in the proton [118J the exteusion of
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Figure 10.15: Comparison of the gluon density obtained in this analysis with those from

global QCD analyses.

this analysis (A = 344 MeV)

this analysis (A = 141 MeV)

Figure 10.14: Gluon momentum distribution xg(x) at four Q2 values as extmcted from

the NLO QCD fit. The uncertainty on xg(x) is shown as shaded error band, the inset

zooms into the region around x :::;;10-1 where the overlap of the NVTX and the NAtO

data produces the depicted feature in the error band.

10.3.6 Fiha,m Comparison.

Assuming the absence of intrinsic charm, the proton's charm content originates entirely

from charm production via the boson·gluon fusion mechanism. The corresponding con·

tribution to F2, namely Fjha,m, is an exclusive quantity in the sense that it is flavour

specific, even though inclusive of all decays. It provides an alternative handle on the

gluon density and allows additional tests of QCD. The precise measurement of Fjha"m

at small x at HERA will eventually playa crucial role in furthering the understanding of

perturbative QCD and in the determination of PDFs and their uncertainties in general.

The first measurements of pla"m at large x were made by a F:-IAL collaboration

[167] and the D·IC collaboration [168]. They were ba,",<1 ou the identification of dinlllOU

and trimuon events in /,+ ·iron interactions, which were domillantly caused by opell

Figure 10.16: Comparison of the gluon density obtained from the centml fit (A~6~41 =

344 ~IeV) to the one obtained in a fit with A~t~4) reduced to 2-11 YleV.

charm production in which the charmed particles decayed semileptonically to muons.

This measurement has recently been complemented by HI [169J and preliminary ZEUS

measllrements [170J. Open charm production in DIS at HERA is tagged via the recon-

struction of charged D' mesons and their decays D-± -4 DO,,; with the characteristic

signature of the 'slow pion' with a momentum of only -10 ~·Ie\' in the D'± rest frame

and the subsequent decay of the DO into kaons or pions. Also measurements of inclusive

DO production via their semileptonic decays are beiug worked on.

Figure 10.17 shows the Fjha"m data from HI and ZEllS at six Q2 values together

with the Fjh''''m as obtained from the :-ILO QCD fit described here. Although the celltral

fit tends to underestimate the data at low .r, where a steep rise of Fj''''''m has been found,
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corrections also behave as (0.ln(Q2 /m~))", so that fixed order perturbation theory

breaks down. Thus the charm quark will have to be included as a parton in the DGLAP

evolution. The exact next to leading order corrections to the PGF structure function

have been calculated in [33J. The consistent inclusion of the heavy quark mass in the

DGLAP splitting functions without losing the original parton interpretation has been

addressed recently in [34, 35J. Both studies are based on the generalised variable flavour

number formalism [36J which provides a consistent picture from the mass threshold to
the asymptotic region Q2 --+ 00. They find a better description of the experimental data

in their global analyses. These new fits and correspondingly the adopted treatment of

the charm quark in the DGLAP evolution await confrontation with more and more
precise Fjharm data from HERA.

Q2=4GeV

o HI DO(94)

• HI D·(94)

• ZEUS D·(95)
(preliminary)

Figure 10.17: Fjharm versus x for fixed Q2 as measured by HI (open and closed circles)

and ZEUS (closed rectangles) together with the NLO QeD fit (salid line). The uncer-

tainty on Fjharm from the fit is shown as shaded error band. The 'centm/' fit is I.he

thick line.

the present precision on the data as well as the fit do not allow any strong conclusions

to be drawn. The result from the simplified charm treatment in the evolution and the

present data are in reasonable agreement. Nevertheless the increasing precision of futnre

Fjha"m measurements and their exceptional importance for accurate QeD tests require

a refinement of the current charm evolution, in particular of the turn-on behavionr at

the mass threshold. At very high Q2 the leading order ronl.ribution of the photon gluon

fusion (PGF) process ","g -4 CC to F2 behaves as FJ- O.(II~) In(QJ/Ill:). Higher order



data at low x and is ruled out at Q2 ? 2 Gey2.

F2 at low x exhibits approximate logarithmic scaling in x and Q2 which allows a

simple description of the data at low x. If this observation were found to persist to

asymptotically low x the unitarity bound could get saturated, but not violated.

The perturbative QCD predictions for the behaviour of F2 at small x vary for the

two scenarios, where the x dependence of the input gluon distribution at a starting

scale Q~ is singular (- x-~ ;>':::' 0.3) or soft. The latter case is investigated in further

detail. The low x prediction that F2 exhibits double asymptotic scaling is confirmed.

Furthermore it is found that this feature of the data is described better if the cal-

culations are carried out in next to leading order so that scaling violations, mainly

observed at low Q2, are reduced. Double asymptotic scaling provides a very economic

description of the data. Assuming a soft input gluon distribution the functional form

of 1'2 at low x, as calculated in the double asymptotic scaling approach, has been found

to be sensitive to the value of the strong coupling constant G,. Exploiting this de-

pendence the expected function is fitted to the present F2 data. The obtained value

of G,(i\f*) = 0.115 ± 0.002(exl'.) ± 0.006(sys.) ± 0.009(1l1eOl'.) is consistent with other

determinations of 0', from DIS and the world average.

A QeD analysis of the present F2 data is performed. Using the DGLAP evolution

equations in next to leading order the measured (x, Q2) dependence of F2 can be very

well described in the full kinematic range. Only at Q2 < 3 Gey2 a slight undershooting

of the data indicates that a refined treatment of the heavy charm quarks becomes

important in this region. From this QCD fit the gluon momentum distribution of the

proton is extracted taking the error correlation of the F2 da,ta into account. The gluon

density is found to be strongly rising at low x.

Low x DIS physics has been exciting recently through the interaction of theoretical

speculations and experimental HERA results. However, important questions remain to

be answered. In order to investigate further how low in x the conventional DGLAP

evolution can describe the data or if In ~ terms have to be included in the calculations

requires an improved precision of the measuremeuts. The rise in the gluon density at

low x has to be determined with increased precision and needs to be complemented by

other studies, such as J/¢ production and Fjha,m. A measurement of the longitudinal

structure function FL, also possible usiug initial state radiation events, could serve as a

consistency check and provide confidence in the structure function results obtained so

far.

This thesis has presented an independent measurement of the proton structure function

F2, studies of phenomenological models describing F2 and a determination of the gluon

momentum distribution in the proton.

The F2 measurement is based on a data sample corresponding to an integrated

luminosity of 2,4 pb-1 collected in 1994 with the ZEUS detector at HERA. It extends

the accessible kinematic range to lower and higher values of x and Q2 compared to the

1993 data and provides an overlap with the fixed target region. F2 has been measured

for 3.5·10-' S x S 0.8 and 1.5 S Q2 S 5000 Gey2.

The low Q2 data have been analysed using events with a shifted interaction point

or with collinear photon emission in the initial state. The analysis of the medium and

high Q2 data has been carried out using a new kinematic reconstruction method which

provides an improved resolution. In the region of 3 S Q2 S 100 Gey2, where the

statistical errors are - 2 - 4%, the systematic uncertainties have been reduced to below

5%, whereas the very low and the higher Q2 regions are at present dominated by limited

statistics.
The most striking feature of the measured proton structure function F2 is its strong

rise with decreasing x, which has been confirmed at medium and high Q2 and has been

found to persist down to Q2 as low as 1..5Gey2. With increasing Q2 this rise gets more

pronounced, which is a result of the strong scaling violations at low x. In the region of

overlap the present F2 measurement is consistent with the fixed target data.

The latest parametrisations of the parton distri bution functions (MRSR and CTEQ4),

which have been fitted to 1994 HERA and other data using the DGLAP evolution equa-

tions, describe the F2 data very well and are in most of the (x, Q2) region essentially

indistinguishable. Previous parametrisations show deviations from the data mainly at

low Q2. The dynamical parton model of GRY, an almost parameter free prc<lict.ioll of

pertllrbative QC'D nsing a very low starting scale and the DGI.AP evoilltion eqllatiolls,

is found to be able to desnibe the data adeqnat.e1y over t.he entire Q2 nlllg". Tht,

Regge-inspired parametrisat.ion of DOllnachie-l.andshofT, how<"'er, IIndershoots t.he F1

Electron proton scattering continues to be a powerfnl tool in the study of the strllc-

lul'l' of the proton and in testing QeD t.o IInprecedl'lIt('(1 detail.
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The deep inelastic electron proton scattering process, depicted in figure 12.1, can be

viewed as the scattering of virtual photons ofT the proton. The DIS ep cross section

Therefore, the condition 12.1 on the photon lifetime implies that the considered separa-

tion of the ep scattering into photon flux and photon-proton cross section is only valid

if

J1+~
2 RpJvl

I 2R, I

~

} X(1")

Figure 12.1: The deep inelastic ep scattering (left) can also be viewed as scattering of

virtual photons off protons (right).

can be expressed as a product of the flux of virtual photons and the total cross section

u;~tfor the scattering of virtual photons off protons [140). This separation, however, is

only meaningful provided that the lifetime of the virtual photon is large compared to'

the interaction time [141]

Let Rp be the proton radius and /3 the photons relativistic velocity, II its energy and Q2

its invariant mass. In the proton rest frame the interaction time of the photon proton

scattering is then given by

2Rp _ 2Rp

T - (pili)
2Rp

J1+ 'l~~'"
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12.0 11.0 - 13.0 2.5·10- 2.0 - 3.2· 10- 1746 79.5(0.0) 1.314 ± 0.042:ffi
12.0 11.0 - 13.0 4.0· 10-4 3.2-5.0· 10 -4 2408 39.7(8.7) 1125 ± 0031: 88l~
12.0 11.0 - 13.0 6.3. 10-4 5.0 - 8.0· 10-4 2657 23.8(31.4) 1.058 ± 0.027: 88~~
12.0 11.0-13.0 1.0· 10 -3 0.8 - 1.3· 10 -3 2698 0.0(50.4) 0.926 ± 0.023: 88~~
12.0 11.0 - 13.0 1.6· 10-3 1.3-2.0· 10 -3 2217 0.0(39.5) 0.785 ± 0.023 + .
12.0 11.0 - 13.0 2.5.10-3 2.0 - 3.2 . 10 -3 2373 0.0(10.3) 0.735 ± 0.021 ~ ~m
15.0 13.0 16.0 2.5.10 -4 2.0-3.2· 10- 956 31.8(19.8) 1.464 ± 0.061 ~ ub~'
15.0 13.0 - 16.0 4.0.10-4 3.2- 5.0· 10 -4 2411 47.7(10.3) 1.305 ± 0035: h:!
15.0 13.0 - 16.0 6.3.10-4 5.0- 8.0· 10 -4 2610 39.7(19.7) 1.056 ± 0.026: 0g;~
15.0 13.0 - 16.0 1.0. 10-3 0.8- 1.3· 10 -3 2678 0.0(0.0) 0986 ± 0024: ggg~
15.0 13.0 - 16.0 1.6. 10 -3 1.3 - 2.0· 10 -3 2318 0.0(9.3) 0.906 ± 0.024: 0g~1
15.0 13.0 - 16.0 2.5.10-3 2.0 - 3.2· 10 -3 2399 0.0(10.1) 0825 ± 0.022: 8g~~
15.0 13.0 - 16.0 6.3. 10-3 3.2 - 8.0· 10 -3 4856 0.0(0.0) 0.661 ± 0013: ggn
15.0 13.0 - 20.0 1.6. 10 - 2 0.8 - 3.2· 10-2 13065 0.0(50.9) 0.528 ± 0.006: og: 1

15.0 13.0 - 20.0 8.1.10 -2 0.3 - 1.3· 10 -I 5715 0.0(48.7) 0354 ± 0.006: gg~~
18.0 16.0 - 20.0 4.0·10- 3.2 - 5.0· 10 1762 55.6(10.6) 1.469 ± 0046 ~ W~
18.0 16.0 - 20.0 6.3.10-4 5.0 - 8.0· 10 -4 2182 39.7(19.3) 1197 ± 0033: 8831
18.0 16.0 - 20.0 1.0· 10 -3 0.8 - 1.3· 10 -3 2357 0.0(28.3) 1.036 ± 0.029: 88H
18.0 16.0 - 20.0 1.6· 10 -3 1.3- 2.0· 10 -3 2025 0.0(0.0) 0.938 ± 0.027: 8n
18.0 16.0 - 20.0 2.5.10-3 2.0 - 3.2· 10 -3 2095 0.0(0.0) 0.876 ± 0.025 + . ~
18.0 16.0 - 20.0 6.3. 10-3 3.2 - 8.0· 10 -3 3901 0.0(29.2) 0635 ± 0.013 ~ ~m
22.0 20.0 - 25.0 4.0·10- 3.2-5.0· 10 1026 15.9(0.0) 1.493 ± 0065 ~ gg~~
22.0 20.0 - 25.0 6.3.10-4 5.0 - 8.0· 10 -4 1620 15.9(18.6) 1.305 ± 0.042: 884
22.0 20.0 - 25.0 1.0. 10-3 0.8 - 1.3· 10 -3 1726 15.9(0.0) 1150 ± 0035: 883~
22.0 20.0 - 25.0 1.6· 10-3 1.3 - 2.0· 10 -3 1575 0.0(9.8) 0.977 ± 0.031 : 88'~
22.0 20.0 - 25.0 2.5.10-3 2.0 - 3.2· 10 -3 1651 0.0(0.0) 0.889 ± 0.027: 88~~
22.0 20.0 - 25.0 4.0.10-3 3.2 - 5.0· 10 -3 1465 0.0(0.0) 0.752 ± 0.024 + . I
22.0 20.0 - 25.0 6.3.10-3 5.0 - 8.0· 10 -3 1600 0.0(0.0) 0.702 ± 0.022 ~ 88!8
22.0 20.0 - 32.0 1.0.10-2 0.8 - 1.3· 10-2 3039 0.0(10.8) 0.596 ± 0.014 + 8816
22.0 20.0 - 32.0 2.5.10-2 1.3 - 5.0· 10 -2 7313 0.0(9.5) 0.474 ± 0.007~ 88!!
22.0 20.0 - 32.0 8.1.10-2 0.5 - 1.3· 10 -I 2151 0.0(0.0) 0.347 ± 0009: ~.g~~
27.0 25.0 - 32.0 6.3· 10- 5.0 - 8.0· 10- 1839 39.7(10.4) 1.434 ± 0.042 - 8~;l
27.0 25.0 - 32.0 1.0. 10-3 0.8- 1.3· 10 -3 1495 15.9(0.0) 1161 ± 0.037: 88~8
27.0 25.0 - 32.0 1.6. 10 -3 1.3 - 2.0· 10 -3 1327 0.0(11.3) 1165 ± 0.040: 88~'
27.0 25.0 - 32.0 2.5.10-3 2.0- 3.2· 10 -3 1193 0.0(13.3) 0.894 ± 0032: 8818
27.0 25.0 - 32.0 4.0. 10-3 3.2 - 5.0· 10 -3 1117 7.9(9.9) 0.777 ± 0.029 + .
27.0 25.0 - 32.0 6.3· 10-3 5.0 - 8.0· 10 -3 1164 0.0(0.0) 0647 ± 0023 ~ ~g1!
35.0 32.0 40.0 6.3· 10- 5.0 - 8.0· 10- 886 15.9(9.8) 1.557 ± 0.066 _ u:~~
35.0 32.0 - 40.0 1.0. 10-3 0.8 - 1.3. 10 -3 1495 79(0.0) 1.337 ± 0.043: ggg4
35.0 32.0 - 40.0 1.6. 10-3 1.3 - 2.0· 10 -3 1115 0.0(0.0) 1120 ± 0041: 88li
35.0 32.0 - 40.0 2.5.10-3 2.0 - 3.2· 10 -3 1085 0.0(0.0) 1.057 ± 0.040: 006~
35.0 32.0 - 40.0 4.0.10-3 3.2 - 5.0· 10 -3 884 0.0(0.0) 0.919 ± 0.039: gg~.
35.0 32.0 - 40.0 6.3.10-3 5.0 - 8.0· 10 -3 842 0.0(0.0) 0.779 ± 0034: gg~;
35.0 32.0 - 40.0 1.0.10-2 0.8 - 1.3· 10 -2 857 0.0(18.9) 0.677 ± 0036: g8~~
:15.0 32.0 - 50.0 1.6.10-2 1.3- 2.0· 10 -2 1512 0.0(0.0) 0586 ± 0.019: go~~
:15.0 32.0 - 500 2.5.10-2 2.0 - 5.0· 10 -2 2746 0.0(0.0) 0606 ± 0015: ggr
35.0 no- 50.0 8.1.10-2 0.5 - 1.:1· 10 -I 1298 0.0(10.7) 0.489 ± 0017: gg~~
:15.0 32.0 - 50.0 2.0.10-1 1.3 - 8.0 10 -I 376 0.0(9.8) o.m ± 0025: gg;1

F2 Tables.

3.5 3.0 - 4.0 6.3 10 -. 5.0 - 8.0· 10 -. 2352 127.2(0.0) 0.973 ± 0.058: glq-
3.5 3.0 - 4.0 1.0 ·10 -4 0.8 - 1.3· 10 -4 3576 103.3(40.5) 0.921 ± 0.039: go:.
4.5 4.0 - 5.0 1.0 ·10- 0.8 - 1.3· 10- 4404 222.5(20.7) 0.991 ± 0.025 - 80~:
4.5 4.0 - 5.0 1.6.10 -4 1.3 - 2.0· 10 -4 4022 79.5(18.5) 0.997 ± 0.024 :04~
4.5 4.0 - 5.0 2.5.10-4 2.0 - 3.2· 10 -4 2634 7.9(10.3) 0.911 ± 0.029: ~g~~
6.5 5.0 - 7.0 1.0.10-4 0.8 - 1.3. 10 -4 2650 127.2(37.9) 1.190 ± 0034 ~ 8~~~
6.5 5.0-7.0 1.6.10 -4 1.3- 2.0· 10 -4 7481 174.8(91.7) 1145 ± 0.019: d';
6.5 5.0 - 7.0 2.5.10-4 2.0 - 3.2· 10 -4 7977 87.4(61.4) 1.034 ± 0.016: 88i~
6.5 5.0 - 7.0 4.0.10-4 3.2 - 5.0· 10 -4 6052 O.O(129.5) 0.885 ± 0.018: 8831
6.5 5.0 - 7.0 6.3.10 -4 5.0 - 8.0· 10 -4 5286 0.0(26.9) 0.839 ± 0.017: 8m
6.5 5.0 - 7.0 1.0.10-3 0.8 - 1.3· 10 -3 4643 0.0(10.3) 0.753 ± 0.015: 803~
6.5 5.0 - 7.0 1.6.10 -3 1.3 - 2.0· 10 -3 3944 0.0(37.1) 0.695 ± 0.017: 88~o
6.5 5.0 - 9.0 2.5.10-3 2.0 - 3.2· 10 -3 8677 0.0(116.8) 0.630 ± 0.010: 8m
6.5 5.0 - 9.0 4.0.10-3 3.2 - 8.0· 10 -3 16746 0.0(114.9) 0.599 ± 0.008: 8m
6.5 5.0 - 9.0 1.6.10 -2 0.8 - 3.2· 10 -2 18495 0.0(149.4) 0.462 ± 0006: 8m
6.5 5.0 - 9.0 4.0.10 -2 0.3 - 1.3· 10 -I 7326 0.0(92.6) 0.382 ± 0.008: 00 •
8.5 7.0 - 9.0 1.6·10 -, 1.3 - 2.0· 10- 2984 119.2(28.4) 1.240 ± 0031_ 88~
8.5 7.0 - 9.0 2.5.10-4 2.0 - 3.2· 10 -4 5639 95.4(50.2) 1.117 ± 0.022: 8:8~3
8.5 7.0 - 9.0 4.0.10-4 3.2 - 5.0· 10 -4 5305 7.9(32.2) 0.974 ± 0.019: 88~~
8.5 7.0 - 9.0 6.3.10 -4 5.0 - 8.0· 10 -4 5247 0.0(0.0) 0.918 ± 0.017: 88';
8.5 7.0 - 9.0 1.0. 10-3 0.8 - 1.3· 10 -3 5029 0.0(78.8) 0.837 ± 0.017 + . I.
8.5 7.0 - 9.0 1.6.10 -3 1.3 - 2.0· 10 -3 3994 0.0(45.0) 0.721 ± 0.017~H~!

10.0 9.0 - 11.0 1.6·10 -, 1.3 - 2.0· 10- 644 55.6(0.0) 1.290 ± 0.071 - 8f.f
10.0 9.0 - 11.0 2.5.10-4 2.0 - 3.2 . 10 -4 3114 79.5(30.3) 1.172 ± 0.029: oo~i
10.0 9.0 - 11.0 4.0.10 -4 3.2 - 5.0· 10 -4 3632 15.9(41.0) 1107 ± 0.025: ggg.
10.0 9.0 - 11.0 6.3.10-4 5.0 - 8.0· 10 -4 3796 0.0(70.7) 0960 ± 0021 : gg~o
10.0 9.0- 11.0 1.0.10 -3 0.8 - 1.3· 10 -3 3662 7.9(21.0) 0.855 ± 0020: gg~t
10.0 9.0 - 11.0 1.6.10 -3 1.3 - 2.0· 10 -3 3138 O.O(11.7) 0.775 ± 0.021: gm
10.0 9.0 - 11.0 2.5.10-3 2.0 - 3.2· 10 -3 3403 0.0(20.2) 0.728 ± 0.017: gm
10.0 9.0 - 13.0 6.3.10-3 3.2 - 8.0· 10 -3 11803 0.0(67.7) 0.591 ± 0.007: gm
10.0 9.0 - 13.0 1.6.10 -2 0.8 - 3.2· 10 -2 15734 0.0(70.3) 0.504 ± 0.006: gm
10.0 9.0 - 13.0 8.1 . 10-2 0.3 - 1.3· 10 -I 6342 0.0(:38.9) 0361 ± 0.006: gg~~

Table 13.1: The F2(x,Q2) Jrom I.he NVTX (PT) allalysis. The hill hOllntlaries oJx alld
Q2 at which F2 is ,Ielermilled are listed. The Illlmbers oj e"tllis before barkgrolllld ",h.
tmel.ion as well a$ I.he esl.imoled phol.opI'()(llIclioll htlrkgl'O/fnd 1f/1f1/,r,f/n.!!a.' Ixld:!!IYJ/fllri
(the lalln in hfYI('kels) Jor each hin are git'ell, ,111 01'(''''// 11Orlll,'[isalioll ""IY}/' oj 2'1r is
nol illdlliletl



0' Q'-range z x·ranue events No.BG F. ± st.at. ± ;;;St.
45.0 40.0 50.0 1.0· 10 -3 0.8 1.3.10 -3 1335 23.8(0.0) 1.414 ± 0051 - 80:~
45.0 40.0 - 50.0 1.6· 10 -3 1.3 - 2.0· 10-3 1117 23.8(0.0) 1.139 ± 0042:': og~~
45.0 40.0 - 50.0 2.5· 10 -3 2.0 - 3.2· 10 -3 1087 0.0(10.5) 1.065 ± 0.041 :':00~3
45.0 40.0 - 50.0 4.0· 10 -3 3.2 - 5.0· 10-3 876 0.0(10.2) 0899 ± 0038:': 8~~!
45.0 40.0 - 50.0 6.3· 10 -3 5.0- 8.0.10-3 819 0.0(10.1) 0.787 ± 0.035 + 801~
45.0 40.0 - 50.0 1.0· 10 -2 0.8-1.3·10-' 832 0.0(10.3) 0684 ± 0.030 ~ H~'
60.0 50.0 - 65.0 1.0· 10 -3 0.8 1.3·10- 752 7.9(0.0) 1.529 ± 0.073 ~ 88~i
60.0 50.0 - 65.0 1.6· 10 -3 1.3 - 2.0· 10-3 1122 15.9(0.0) 1.244 ± 0.046:': 8+
60.0 50.0 - 65.0 2.5 10 -3 2.0 - 3.2· 10-3 1154 7.9(93) 1.074± 0039:': 88jl
60.0 50.0 - 65.0 4.0· 10 -3 3.2 - 5.0· 10-3 1014 0.0(0.0) 1.023 ± 0.041 :': 88~~
60.0 50.0 - 65.0 6.3· 10 -3 5.0 - 8.0· 10-3 971 0.0(0.0) 0.901 ± 0.037:': 80~
60.0 50.0 - 65.0 1.0 10 -2 0.8 - 1.3· 10-' 842 0.0(0.0) 0.660 ± 0.028:': 883J
60.0 50.0 - 65.0 1.6· 10 -, 1.3- 2.0·10-' 791 0.0(0.0) 0.601 ± 0026:': 88~9
60.0 50.0 - 65.0 2.5· 10 -2 2.0 - 5.0· 10-' 1682 00(0.0) 0.658 ± 0021:': 88~1
60.0 50.0 - 65.0 8.1 ·10 -, 0.5- 1.3.10-1 1061 0.0(0.0) 0.534 ± 0.021 :': 80"
60.0 50.0 - 65.0 2.0· 10-1 1.3 8.0· 10-1 231 0.0(0.0) 0.325 ± 0.027:': ~g~:l
70.0 65.0 85.0 1.6· 10 -3 1.3 - 2.0·10- 783 15.9(0.0) 1.279 ± 005 7 ~ 88i~
70.0 65.0 - 85.0 2.5· 10 -3 2.0 - 3.2 . 10-3 1002 0.0(21.0) 1.149 ± 0046:': 88~l
70.0 65.0 - 85.0 4.0· 10 -3 3.2 - 5.0· 10-3 829 0.0(0.0) 0.928 ± 0.040:': 00"
70.0 65.0 - 85.0 6.3· 10 -3 5.0 - 8.0· 10-3 750 0.0(10.9) 0.838 ± 0.039:': Og~5
70.0 65.0 - 85.0 1.0· 10 -2 0.8 - 1.3·10-' 767 0.0(0.0) o 772 ± 0035:': ~g~~
70.0 65.0 - 85.0 1.6· 10 -, 1.3 - 2.0· 10-' 662 0.0(0.0) 0657 ± 0.032:': 8gn
70.0 65.0 - 85.0 2.5· 10 -, 2.0 - 5.0· 10-' 1496 0.0(0.0) 0.613 ± 0.020:': 8839
70.0 65.0 - 85.0 8.1 ·10-' 0.5- 1.3.10-1 1026 0.0(0.0) 0.473± 0.019:': 8n
70.0 65.0 - 85.0 2.0· 10 -I 1.3- 8.0.10-1 232 0.0(0.0) 0.261 ± 0021:': oo~;
90.0 85.0 110.0 1.6· 10 -3 1.3 - 2.0 10 -3 308 7.9(0.0) 1.425±0.103~g:1~
90.0 85.0 - 110.0 2.5· 10 -3 2.0 - 3.2· 10-3 678 7.9(10.3) 1.182 ± 0057:': gg;~
90.0 85.0 - 110.0 4.0· 10 -3 3.2 - 5.0· 10-3 641 0.0(29.6) 0989 ± 0.050:': gg'~
90.0 85.0 - 110.0 6.3· 10 -3 5.0 - 8.0· 10-3 618 0.0(0.0) 0.956 ± 0049:': ggh
90.0 85.0 - 110.0 1.0· 10 -, 0.8 - 1.3· 10-' 625 0.0(9.8) 0.809 ± OMl:': gg~~
90.0 85.0 - 110.0 1.6· 10 -, 1.3 - 2.0· 10-' 456 0.0(0.0) 0.613 ± 0.036:': gg~~
90.0 85.0 - 110.0 2.5· 10 -2 2.0 - 3.2· 10-2 518 0.0(0.0) 0.509 ± 0.027:': gm
90.0 85.0 - 110.0 4.0· 10 -2 3.2 - 5.0· 10-' 569 0.0(0.0) 0.573 ± 0.031:': gg~~
90.0 85.0 - 110.0 8.1 .10 -2 0.5 - 1.3· 10-1 779 0.0(0.0) 0.423 ± 0.019:': gg3~
90.0 85.0 - 110.0 2.0· 10-1 1.3- 3.2.10-1 170 0.0(9.4) 0.246 ± 0.023:': ggl,

120.0 110.0 140.0 2.5· 10 -3 2.0 3.2. 10-3 445 15.9(20.1) 1.280 ± 0079 ~ 88il
120.0 110.0 - 140.0 4.0· 10 -3 3.2 - 5.0· 10 -3 484 7.9(31.8) 1.121 ± 0.067:': °897
120.0 110.0 - 140.0 6.3· 10 -3 5.0 - 8.0· 10 -3 450 0.0(20.4) 0969 ± 0.059:': 88~j
120.0 110.0 - 140.0 1.0· 10 -2 0.8-1.3.10-2 400 0.0(0.0) 0791 ± 0.050:': 88h
120.0 110.0 - 140.0 1.6· 10 -2 1.3-2.0.10-2 296 0.0(0.0) 0.580 ± 0.041:': °839
120.0 110.0 - 140.0 2.5· 10 -2 2.0 - 3.2· 10-2 387 0.0(0.0) 0.610 ± 0039:': 80'~
120.0 110.0 - 140.0 4.0· 10 -2 3.2 - 5.0· 10-2 350 0.0(0.0) 0.497 ± 0033:': 88;;
120.0 110.0 - 140.0 8.1 10 -2 0.5 - 1.3· 10-1 597 0.0(0.0) 0.434 ± 0.022:': ooL
120.0 110.0 - 140.0 2.0· 10 -I 1.3 - 3.2.10-1 112 0.0(0.0) 0.201 ± 0.022:': gg~'
150.0 140.0 185.0 2.5· 10 -3 2.0 3.2.10-3 157 0.0(0.0) 1.476 ± 0151 i 8AI~
150.0 140.0 - 185.0 4.0· 10 -3 3.2 - 5.0· 10-3 361 15.9(5.7) 0.998 ± 0.066 _ 006~
150.0 140.0 - 185.0 6.3· 10 -3 5.0 - 8.0 . 10-3 389 0.0(10.7) 0941 ± 0061:': gg~~
150.0 140.0 - 185.0 1.0· 10 -2 0.8 - 1.3· 10-' 376 0.0(0.0) 0.825 ± 0.054 + 0043
150.0 140.0 - 185.0 1.6· 10 -2 1.3 - 2.0 10 -, 297 0.0(0.0) 0.722 ± 0053 ~ ~m
150.0 140.0 - 185.0 2.5· 10 -, 2.0 - 3.2 . 10-' :J:l9 0.0(0.0) 0.686 ± 0.048 + OO!~
150.0 140.0 - 185.0 4.0· 10 -, 3.2 - 5.0· 10-' 204 0.0(0.0) o 513±00·r:;:88i:i.' .. '-0.019

150.0 140.0 - 185.0 8.1 10 -2 0.5 - 1.3· Ill-I 520 0.0(0.0) om ± 0.022:': gg::
150.0 140.0 - 185.0 20· 10 -I 1.3- 3.2· Ill-I 125 0.0(0.0) 0.273 ± OO:JO:':gg~;

U' O:l·ranQ:e z r-ran2:e events No.BC F. ± stat. ± SIlSt.

200.0 185.0 - 240.0 4.0· 10 -3 3.2 5.0. 10-3 194 O.O(10.9) 1099 ± 0.101 ~ 8m
200.0 185.0 - 240.0 6.3· 10 -3 5.0 - 8.0· 10-3 261 0.0(59.3) 0.752 ± 0.064:': 8m
200.0 185.0 - 240.0 1.0· 10 -2 0.8 - 1.3· 10-2 252 0.0(8.3) 0.866 ± 0.070:': 8A"
200.0 185.0 - 240.0 1.6· 10 -2 1.3 - 2.0· 10-2 201 0.0(9.9) 0.724 ± 0.066:': 8~;
200.0 185.0 - 240.0 2.5· 10 -2 2.0 - 3.2· 10-2 183 0.0(0.0) 0551 ± 0.050:': 88'9
200.0 185.0 - 240.0 4.0· 10 -2 3.2 - 5.0· 10-2 200 0.0(0.0) 0.495 ± 0.043 + .:l
200.0 185.0 - 240.0 8.1.10-2 0.5 - 1.3· 10 -I 376 0.0(0.0) 0.425 ± 0.027:;: 88??
200.0 185.0 - 240.0 2.0.10-1 1.3 - 3.2· 10-1 98 0.0(0.0) 0.255 ± 0.031 ~ ~~i!
250.0 240.0 310.0 4.0.10 -3 3.2 5.0. 10-3 68 0.0(0.0) 1.395 ± O.219 ~ 8;;~
250.0 240.0 - 310.0 6.3 . 10 -3 5.0 - 8.0· 10-3 189 0.0(9.8) 1.122 ± 0.107:': 8g~A
250.0 240.0 - 310.0 1.0.10-2 0.8-1.3·10-' 194 0.0(0.0) 0958 ± 0.088:': 88h
250.0 240.0 - 310.0 1.6.10-2 1.3 - 2.0·10-' 147 0.0(0.0) 0.697 ± 0.072:': 88J'
250.0 240.0 - 310.0 2.5.10 -2 2.0 - 3.2· 10-' 137 0.0(10.1) 0.484 ± 0.052:': 88d
2500 240.0 - 310.0 4.0·10-' 3.2- 5.0·10-' 147 0.0(0.0) 0.555 ± 0.058:': 0081250.0 240.0 - 310.0 8.1.10 -2 0.5 - 1.3 . 10-1 278 0.0(0.0) 0.421 ± 0.031:': 0°6,
250.0 240.0 - 310.0 2.0.10 -I 1.3- 3.2.10-1 80 0.0(0.0) 0253 ± 0.034:': H;!
350.0 310.0 410.0 6.3.10 -3 5.0 8.0.10-3 138 0.0(0.0) 1.311±0.147 ~~~~9
350.0 310.0 - 410.0 1.0·10 -, 0.8 - 1.3· 10-' 153 0.0(0.0) 0862 ± 0.087:': gm
350.0 310.0 - 410.0 1.6.10 -2 1.3 - 2.0·10-' 123 0.0(0.0) 0725 ± 0.082:': g6~:
350.0 310.0 - 410.0 2.5.10-2 2.0- 3.2 ·10-' 101 0.0(0.0) 0.543 ± 0.066:': gn~
350.0 310.0 - 410.0 4.0.10-2 3.2 - 5.0· 10-2 118 0.0(0.0) 0.617 ± 0.072:': gg~
350.0 310.0 - 410.0 8.1.10 -2 0.5 - 1.3 . 10-1 199 0.0(0.0) 0398 ± 0.035:': gg~~
350.0 310.0 - 410.0 2.0.10 -I 1.3- 3.2.10-1 75 0.0(0.0) 0.232 ± 0.032:': gg~~
450.0 410.0 - 530.0 6.3.10 -3 5.0 8.0. 10-3 55 0.0(0.0) 1.907 ± 0.366 ~ 8m
450.0 410.0 - 530.0 1.0.10-2 0.8 - 1.3· 10-' 92 0.0(0.0) 0.988 ± 0.132:': 8°46
450.0 410.0 - 530.0 1.6.10 -2 1.3 - 2.0· 10-2 91 0.0(12.1) 0.844 ± 0.122:': 8m
450.0 410.0 - 530.0 2.5 ·10-' 2.0 - 3.2· 10-2 92 0.0(0.0) 07~2 ± 0.098 ~ 88~i
450.0 410.0 - 530.0 4.0.10-2 3.2- 5.0·10-' 69 0.0(0.0) 0.4/2 ± 0.069 - 88~'
450.0 410.0 - 530.0 8.1·10 -, 0.5 - 1.3 . 10-1 171 0.0(0.0) 0.440±0.042+ . •
450.0 410.0 - 530.0 2.0.10-1 1.3 - 3.2· 10-1 74 0.0(0.0) 0300 ± 0.044 ~ ~m
650.0 530.0 - 710.0 1.0·10- 0.8 1.3·10-' 89 0.0(0.0) 1263 ± 0.179 ~ 8 All
650.0 530.0 - 710.0 1.6.10-2 1.3 - 2.0· 10-2 74 0.0(9.8) 0.806±O.127:': 80~i
650.0 530.0 - 710.0 2.5·10-' 2.0 - 3.2· 10-2 68 0.0(0.0) 0.690 ± 0.106:': 8h
650.0 530.0 - 710.0 4.0.10-2 3.2 - 5.0· 10-2 47 O.O(10.3) 0.475 ± 0.095:': 80~~
650.0 530.0 - 710.0 8.1·10-' 0.5 - 1.3· 10 -I 132 0.0(00) 0.467 ± 0.051:': 88\~
650.0 530.0 - 710.0 2.0.10-1 1.3 - 3.2· 10 -I 68 O.O(10.3) 0.233 ± 0.037:': "0~7
800.0 710.0 900.0 1.0·10- 0.8 1.3·10-' 40 0.0(0.0) 1.515 ± 0.330 ~ 8~J!
800.0 710.0 - 000.0 1.6. 10-2 1.3 - 2.0· 10-' 39 0.0(0.0) 0.806 ± 0.163:': 8b7~
800.0 710.0 - 900.0 2.5.10-2 2.0 - 3.2· 10-2 45 0.0(0.0) 0739 ± 0.140:': 88~j
800.0 710.0 - 900.0 4.0.10-2 3.2 - 5.0· 10-' 29 0.0(0.0) 0.412 ± 0.091:': 81~~
800.0 7100 - 900.0 8.1 . 10 -, 0.5 - 1.3· 10 -1 75 O.O(10.0) 0299±0.043:': • ~~
800.0 710.0 - 900.0 2.0.10-1 1.3- 3.2.10-1 35 0.0(0.0) 0.273 ± 0.057:': H~~

1200.0 900.0 - 1300.0 1.6·10- 1.3 2.0·10 -. 48 0.0(0.0) 0900 ± 0.166 - 8b~~
1200.0 900.0 - 1300.0 2.5·10-' 2.0 - 3.2 10 -, 45 0.0(10.8) 0.539 ± 0.111 :':d'~
1200.0 900.0 - 1300.0 4.0·10-' 3.2 - 5.0 . 10-' :J4 0.0(0.0) 0.463±0.096+ . \'
1200.0 900.0 - 1300.0 8.1 . 10 -2 0.5 - 1.3 . 10 -I 62 0.0(0.0) 0363 ± 0.055 ~ H~~
1200.0 900.0 - 1:100.0 2.0.10-1 1.3- 3.2.10-1 42 0.0(0.0) 0.215 ± 0.039:': gg~~
1200.0 900.0 - 1300.0 5.1.10-1 3.2 - 8.0· 10-1 9 0.0(0.0) 0.107±0.048:,:gg~~



0' O'-ranoe x x·ramz:e events No.B. F. ± stat. ± sust.
18.0 16.0 - 20.0 2.4· 10 -. 2.1- 3.5·10-' 444 31.8(10.6) 1.514 ± 0.094~ 8W
18.0 16.0 - 20.0 5.2· 10 -. 3.5 - 6.4·10-' 2780 55.6(10.1) 1382 ± 0.035 ~ 88!i
18.0 16.0 - 20.0 7.2· 10 -. 0.6 - 1.0 . 10 -3 2500 7.9(29.5) 1.190 ± 0.031 + 80li
18.0 16.0 - 20.0 1.2· 10 -3 1.0 - 1.8· 10-3 3335 0.0(29.3) 1.074 ± 0.025 ~ £! ••
22.0 20.0 - 25.0 3.8· 10 - 2.7-4.3·10-' 449 15.9(0.0) 1646 ± 0.099 ~ gn:
22.0 20.0 - 25.0 5.2· 10 -. 4.3 - 6.2 . 10-' 1313 7.9(8.7) 1.420 ± 0.049 ~ 883~
22.0 20.0 - 25.0 7.2· 10 -. 6.2 - 9.0· 10-' 1430 0.0(19.7) 1.256 ± 0.043 ~ 88~i
22.0 20.0 - 25.0 1.2· 10 -3 0.9 - 1.5· 10-3 2095 0.0(22.6) 1.105 ± 0.030 + BY~o
22.0 20.0 - 25.0 1.9· 10 -3 1.5 - 3.0 . 10-3 2727 0.0(0.0) 0.956 ± 0.023 ~ ~;,~
27.0 25.0 - 32.0 3.8·10 -. 3.2 - 5.1 . 10-' 258 31.8(0.0) 1.448 ± 0.14fn.~~,
27.0 25.0 - 32.0 7.2·10 -. 5.1-7.6 ·10-' 1652 55.6(10.4) 1398 ± 0.043 ~ ~m
27.0 25.0 - 32.0 9.0·10-' 0.8 - 1.1 . 10-3 1393 15.9(0.0) 1.271 ± 0.042 + Og8~
27.0 25.0 - 32.0 1.5.10-3 1.1 - 1.9· 10-3 1833 0.0(19.8) 1.145 ± 0034 ~ 8g!~
27.0 25.0 - 32.0 3.2.10-3 1.9-5.7.10-3 3205 7.9(31.9) 0.871 ± 0.019~ ~I~~

35.0 32.0 - 40.0 5.2·10 - 4.6 - 7.0 . 10-' 419 0.0(0.0) 1.682 ± 0.102 - 8H~
35.0 32.0 - 40.0 9.0·10 -. 0.7- 1.1 . 10 -3 1489 39.7(9.8) 1.321 ± 0.043 ~ 883~
35.0 32.0 - 40.0 1.5 . 10-3 1.1 - 1.7 . 10 -3 1378 0.0(10.5) 1.204 ± 0.041 ~ 8m
35.0 32.0 - 40.0 1.9.10 -3 1.7 - 2.8 . 10 -3 1266 0.0(0.0) 1.032 ± 0.036 + 8'y"
35.0 32.0 - 40.0 3.2.10-3 2.8 - 5.2 . 10-3 1467 0.0(0.0) 1.031 ± 0.034 ~ ~;:~
45.0 40.0 - 50.0 7.2·10 -. 5.7 - 9.0 . 10-' 438 15.9(0.0) 1567 ± 0094: 8m
45.0 40.0 - 50.0 1.2· 10-3 0.9 - 1.3 . 10-3 1120 7.9(0.0) 1.414 ± 0.056 ~ 88s~
45.0 40.0 - 50.0 1.5. 10-3 1.3 - 2.0· 10-3 1286 0.0(0.0) 1.221 ± 0.042~ 88;l
45.0 40.0 - 50.0 2.4.10-3 2.0 - 3.0· 10-3 1083 0.0(0.0) 1.082 ± 0.041 +
45.0 40.0 - 50.0 3.2.10-3 3.0 - 4.8· 10-3 1080 0.0(10.1) 0936 ± 0035 ~ m~
60.0 50.0 - 65.0 9.0·10- 0.7-1.1.10-0 327 0.0(0.0) 1.604± 0.122~8b9;
60.0 50.0 - 65.0 1.5. 10-3 1.1-1.7.10-3 1128 39.7(0.0) 1.253 ± 0.046 ~ 88~
60.0 50.0 - 65.0 1.9. 10-3 1.7- 2.8.10-3 1471 0.0(0.0) 1.223 ± 0.040+ B07g
60.0 50.0 - 65.0 3.2 10 -3 2.8-5.5.10-3 1876 0.0(9.3) 1.089 ± 0.032 ~ 0:,10
70.0 65.0 - 85.0 1.5. 10-0 0.9 - 1.7 . 10-0 587 15.9(0.0) 1.320 ± 0068 - 88;~
70.0 65.0 - 85.0 1.9· 10-3 1.7- 2.8.10-3 1118 7.9(10.2) 1.244 ± 0.047 ~ 88~7
70.0 65.0 - 85.0 3.2.10-3 2.8 - 4.5 . 10-3 1080 0.0(20.3) 1.022 ± 0039 ~ 8y!i
70.0 65.0 - 85.0 5.4.10-3 4.5 -7.0 .10-3 923 0.0(10.9) 0.868 ± 0.036 ~ 808b
70.0 65.0 85.0 1.2.10-7 0.7-1.6.10-2 1575 0.0(0.0) 0.726 ± 0.023 ~ °~:.
90.0 85.0 - 110.0 1.5· 10 -J 1.2 - 1.8· 10-J 162 0.0(0.0) 1.457 ± 0.143 + u.•• ~

90.0 85.0 - 110.0 1.9· 10 -3 1.8 - 2.8 .10-3 666 0.0(10.3) 1.371 ± 0.068 + 883;
90.0 85.0 - 110.0 3.2· 10 -3 2.8 - 4.5 . 10-3 757 0.0(10.2) 1.069 ± 0.049 + 8~!l
90.0 85.0 - 110.0 5.4- 10 -3 4.5 - 7.0 . 10-3 755 0.0(0.0) 0.957 ± 0.044 + 8:••3
90.0 85.0 - 110.0 1.2· 10 -2 0.7-1.6.10-2 1242 0.0(9.2) 0746±0027~~m

120.0 110.0 - 140.0 2.4 . 10 -J 1.6 - 2.6 . 10 -0 273 7.9(20.1) 1.549 ± 0.128 - 8i~~
120.0 110.0 - 140.0 3.2.10-3 2.6 - 4.4 . 10 -3 606 15.9(0.0) 1.164 ± 0.060 ~ 88?~
120.0 110.0 - 140.0 5.4- 10-3 4.4 - 8.2 .10-3 745 0.0(30.9) 1.040 ± 0.049 + .
120.0 110.0 140.0 1.2.10 -2 0.8-2.1.10-2 891 0.0(20.5) 0.678 ± 0028 ~ H~!
150.0 140.0 - 185.0 2.4 ·IO-J 2.0 - 3.1 . IO-J 142 0.0(0.0) 1.602±0175~8m
150.0 140.0 - 185.0 3.2.10-3 3.1-4.8.10-3 362 7.9( 16.4) 1080 ± 0072 ~ 8~~g
150.0 140.0 - 185.0 5.9.10-3 4.8 - 8.0 . 10-3 515 0.0(30.7) 1.003 ± 0.058 +g~
150.0 140.0 - 185.0 1.2.10-2 0.8 - 16· 10-2 649 0.0(0.0) 0.752 ± 0.037 ~ ~~d
150.0 140.0 - 185.0 4.0. 10-2 1.6 - 4.5 . 10-2 631 O.O(10.4) 0.509 ± 0.025 ~ gg~:
200.0 185.0 - 240.0 3.2·IO-J 2.5 - 4.0 . 10-0 90 0.0(0.0) 1.243 ± 0.165~ 81A"
200.0 185.0 - 240.0 5.4· 10 -3 4.0-7.5.10-3 377 7.9(30.9) 0.979 ± 0.066 ~ 8d
20U.U 185.0 - 240.U 1.2· 10 -2 U.8-18·10-2 534 0.0(28.2) 0.715 ± 0.U39 ~ 0:8;3
20U.0 1~5.0 - 240.0 4.0· 10 -2 1.8-5.U·IO-2 4:18 O.U(O.U) 0.517 ± 0.U31 ~ ~ :',~

0' O'-ran.e x ;r-rallile evts No.BO F ± stat. ± 51St.
1500.0 1300.0 - 1800.0 2.5· 10 -, 2.0-5.0·10- 64 0.0(0.0) 0846 ± 0.137: 8891
1500.0 1300.0 - 1800.0 8.1 .10-2 0.5 -1.3.10-1 48 0.0(00) 0.550 ± 0.102 ~ . ~.
1500.0 1300.0 - 1800.0 2.0· 10 -. 1.3-3.2.10-1 34 0.0(0.0) 0.312 ± 0.067 ~ ~H
2000.0 1800.0 - 2500.0 4.0· 10 -, 2.0 - 5.0 . 10- 33 0.0(0.0) 0.672 ± 0.149 - 88h
2000.0 1800.0 - 2500.0 8.1 .10 -2 0.5 - 1.3· 10-' 21 0.0(0.0) 0.334 ± 0.086 ~ 8801
2000.0 1800.0 - 2500.0 2.0 10 -. 1.3-3.2·10-' 32 0.0(0.0) 0.453±0.109~ii ~.
3000.0 2500.0 - 3500.0 8.1 ·10 -, 0.2 - 1.3· 10- 27 0.0(0.0) 0.368 ± 0.085 + U.U ••

3000.0 2500.0 - 3500.0 2.0· 10 -. 1.3 - 8.0 . 10-' 21 0.0(0.0) 0.404 ± 0.117 ~ HH
5000.0 3500.0 - 15000.0 8.1 ·10 -, 0.2 - 1.3· 10- 30 0.0(0.0) 0.046 ± 0.248 ~ UUfU

5000.0 3500.0 - 15000.0 2.0· 10 -. 1.3-8.0·10-' 30 0.0(0.0) 0.305 ± 0.069 + ~m

3.5 3.0 - 4.0 1.0·10- 0.6 - 1.4 ·10- 6621 254.3(79.9) 0878 ± 0027 ~ HH
3.5 3.0 - 4.0 1.7·10-' 1.4 - 2.5· 10 -. 1859 0.0(69.0) 0.817 ± 0.044 + ~O8'
4.5 4.0 - 5.0 1.0·10- 0.6 - 1.2· 10- 4284 238.4(50.8) 1.045 ± 0.026 - 8og3

4.5 4.0 - 5.0 1.7·10-' 1.2 - 2.1 ·10-' 5943 103.3( 104.4) 0.883 ± 0.018 + . 1

4.5 4.0 - 5.0 2.7·10-' 2.1 - 4.0· 10 -. 3739 0.0(64.9) 0.746 ± 0.021 ~ ~~~!
6.5 5.0 - 7.0 1.0· 10-' 0.8 - 1.2· 10 -. 1741 63.6(29.4) 1.300 ± 0.045 'UOJ

6.5 5.0 - 7.0 1.7 ·10-' 1.2 - 2.1 ·10-' 10349 222.5(141.8) 1.149 ± 0.017 ~ H~
6.5 5.0 - 7.0 2.7·10 -. 2.1 - 3.2· 10 _., 8709 15.9(230.5) 0.969 ± 0.016 + OO~'
6.5 5.0 - 7.0 5.2·10-' 3.2 - 7.4 . 10 -. 13129 0.0(245.6) 0766±OOI0~~:~~
8.5 7.0 - 9.0 1.5·10-' 1.0 - 1.7- 10 C{ 1540 95.4(0.0) J332 ± 0.047 - 8A~~
8.5 7.0 - 9.0 2.4·10-' 1.7 - 2.8 . 10 -. 5997 151.0(68.6) 1.161 ± 0.022 + . s
8.5 7.0 - 9.0 3.8·10-' 2.8 - 4.7· 10 -. 7754 7.9(81.0) 1.034 ± 0016 ~ 8~fg
8.5 7.0 - 9.0 7.2·10-' 0.5 - 1.0· 10 -3 10800 0.0(128.4) 0902± 0012+ ~:~~

10.0 9.0 - 11.0 1.5·10- 1.2 - 2.1 .10 "1 925 63.6(0.0) 1.354 ± 0.064 .::~"~
10.0 9.0 - 11.0 2.4·10 -. 2.1 - 3.3· 10 -. 3280 63.6(20.6) 1.242 ± 0030 ~ ggt~
10.0 9.0 - 11.0 5.2·10-' 3.3 - 5.8 . 10 _., 5471 7.9(93.2) 1.042± 0.019 ~ gg;~
10.0 9.0 - 11.0 7.2 ·10-' 0.6 - 1.6· 10 -3 9885 O.O(140.5) 0.968 ± 0.014 ~ gl~~
12.0 11.0 - 13.0 1.8· 10-' 1.5 - 2.5· 10- 628 39.7(0.0) 1.483 ± 0077 ~ 8m
12.0 11.0 - 13.0 3.8·10-' 2.5 - 4.2· 10 -. 2684 71.5(38.7) 1.140 ± 0.030 + .

12.0 11.0 - 13.0 5.2·10-' 4.2 - 7.0 . 10 -. 3455 7.9(31.6) 1.163 ± 0026 ~ 8~fg
12.0 11.0 13.0 1.2.10-3 0.7 - 1.5· 10 -3 4842 0.0(88.1) 0891 ± 0.017 ~ ~:~!
15.0 13.0 - 16.0 2.4-10-' 1.8 - 3.4- 10- 1277 47.7(9.8) 1.561 ±0.057~~'Jg
15.0 13.0 - 16.0 5.2·10-' 3.4-5.7· 10 -. 3104 79.5(10.3) 1.203 ± 0.028 + 8M.
15.0 13.0 - 16.0 7.2·10-' 5.7 - 9.0· 10 -. 3023 7.9(40.3) 11.097± 0026 ~ 8m
15.0 13.0 16.0 1.2.10-3 0.9 - 2.8 .10-3 7074 00(38.3) U985 ± 0.016 ~ ~:~~ I

Table 13.6: The measured F2(x,Q2) from the NVTX (EL) I1l1algsis. The bill Uall1l1/l1ries
of x IInd Q2 at u·hich F2 is determined lire listed. The numbers of events before back-
ground sub/roc/ion as well as the es/lmll/ell pho/.opr()(luctlOl1 background and beam-Ylls
backgroulld (/he Ill/ler in brockets) for each bill lire i}'V(ll, All ol'eml/ 110rmllllsllllOI1
error of 271. is nol. illc/lIlled



QT 'Y:ranoe r x-ranve evts No.BG F, ± stat. ± sust.
250.0 240.0 - 310.0 3.7· 10 -3 3.2 - 4.8· 10-3 47 0.0(0.0) 1.478 ± 0.281 ~ ~~l~
250.0 240.0 - 310.0 5.4 . 10 -3 4.8 - 8.2· 10-3 219 0.0(0.0) 1.181 ± 0.102:: 8g5~
250.0 240.0 - 310.0 1.2 .10 -2 0.8-1.7.10-2 330 0.0(9.9) 0852 ± 0.060:: og~~
250.0 240.0 - 310.0 4.0 .10-2 1.7-4.4.10-2 310 0.0(9.8) 0.442 ± 0.031 + gm
350.0 310.0 - 410.0 5.4 .10 -3 4.2 - 6.5· 10-3 75 0.0(0.0) 1.457 ± 0.223 ~ 8m
350.0 310.0 - 410.0 9.0· 10 -3 0.7 - 1.2.10-2 207 0.0(9.8) 0.913 ± 0.082:: 08'~
350.0 310.0 - 410.0 2.1 .10 -2 1.2-3.1.10-2 316 0.0(18.9) 0.605 ± 0.043:: 0 ;0
350.0 310.0 - 410.0 4.0 .10 -2 3.1 - 9.0· 10-2 173 0.0(0.0) 0.428 ± 0.039:: H;~
450.0 410.0 - 530.0 7.3· 10 -3 5.0 - 8.8 . 10-3 67 0.0(0.0) 1.586 ± 0267 ~ 8~~9
450.0 410.0 - 530.0 1.2· 10-2 0.9 - 1.6.10-2 144 0.0(0.0) 1.083±0.119:: • k
450.0 410.0 - 530.0 2.1 .10-2 1.6- 3.5.10-2 187 0.0(0.0) 0.737 ± 0.068 + 8.850
450.0 410.0 - 530.0 4.0· 10 -2 3.5-8.3.10-2 137 O.O{O.O) 0.515 ± 0054 ~ H~~
650.0 530.0 - 710.0 1.2 .1O~2 0.7 - 1.3·10- 89 O.O{O.O) 1.146 ± 0 161 - ~~~8
650.0 530.0 - 710.0 2.1.10-2 1.3 - 3.5· 10-2 174 0.0(32.2) 0.638 ± 0.066:: g8~+
650.0 530.0 - 710.0 4.0.10-2 3.5 - 8.3· 10-2 128 O.O{O.O) 0.671 ± 0.076:: g;~~

800.0 710.0 - 900.0 1.2·10 -, 0.9 - 1.8·10- 62 0.0(11.3) 0.815 ± 0.141 - ~~1~
800.0 710.0 - 900.0 4.0.10-2 1.8 - 4.5.10-2 98 O.O{O.O) 0632 ± 0.082:: 8AS~
800.0 710.0 - 900.0 7.0.10 -2 0.5 - 1.3· 10-1 57 0.0(10.6) 0.254 ± 0.042:: 00 6

1200.0 900.0 - 1300.0 2.1.10-2 1.2- 2.6·10- 82 O.O{O.O) 0855 ± 0.122 - 88~i
1200.0 900.0 - 1300.0 4.0·10 -, 2.6- 8.0.10-2 92 O.O{O.O) 0.486 ± 0.061 :: 00~1
1200.0 900.0 - 1300.0 1.4.10-1 0.8- 2.5.10-1 46 0.0(0.0) 0.313 ± 0.056:: ~g~3

1500.0 1300.0 - 1800.0 2.1 ·10-' 1.6-3.6.10-2 55 O.O{O.O) 0.958 ± 0.169 - 88~~
1500.0 1300.0 - 1800.0 4.0.10 -2 3.6 - 8.6 . 10 - 2 57 0.0(0.0) 0.667 ± 0.112:: OO~,

1500.0 1300.0 - 1800.0 1.4.10-1 0.9 - 1.9 . 10-1 37 0.0(0.0) 0.511 ± 0.112:: g~~~

2000.0 1800.0 - 2500.0 4.0·10-' 2.3 - 4.4·10-' 31 0.0(0.0) 0.710±0.165~~~~g
2000.0 1800.0 - 2500.0 7.0.10-2 0.4 - 1.2 . 10-1 32 00(0.0) 0.499 ± 0.110:: gg~
2000.0 1800.0 - 2500.0 1.4-10-1 1.2 - 2.8· 10-1 23 0.0(0.0) 0.686 ± 0.203:: g~~
3000.0 2500.0 - 3500.0 7.0 ·10-' 3.4 - 9.0· 10-' 18 0.0(0.0) 0.431 ±0.124 ·u.uo

3000.0 2500.0 - 3500.0 1.4.10-1 0.9- 2.5.10-1 21 0.0(0.0) 0.470 ± 0134:;: g~~~
5000.0 3500.0 - 15000.0 7.0 ·10-' 0.5 - 1.1 . 10- 19 0.0(0.0) 0.716 ± 0.218 ~ ~~~7

5000.0 3500.0 - 15000.0 1.4.10-1 1.1 - 3.0· 10-1 26 0.0(0.0) 0.398 ± 0.098 + 0.0<5
5000.0 3500.0 - 15000.0 5.0.10-1 0.3 - 1.0.10+0 14 0.0(0.0) 0.136 ± 0.052:;: H~~

Q2 Q2-range r z-range No.evts No.BG F, ± stat. ± S]lst.

1.5 1.3 - 1.9 3.5· 10 -s 2.8-5.2· 10 -s 263 16.9 0.78H 0053:: gm
1.5 1.3 - 1.9 1.2· 10 -. 0.5 - 1.6· 10-' 86 0.0 0.581 ± 0.065:: gg1~
2.0 1.9 - 2.7 6.5· 10 -s 4.0 - 9.0· 10 -s 664 20.0 0.893 ± 0.038:: g:?~~
2.0 1.9 - 2.7 1.2· 10 -. 0.9 - 2.0· 10 -. 427 2.0 0693 ± 0.036:: g:g~;
3.0 2.7 - 3.6 6.5·10-s 0.6- 1.2· 10 -. 543 23.1 1092 ± 0.052:: g~~~
3.0 2.7 - 3.6 2.0·10-' 1.2- 2.3·10-' 655 2.0 0.926 ± 0041:: g:g;~
3.0 2.7 - 3.6 4.5·10-' 0.2 - 1.0· 10-3 1042 0.0 0.734 ± 0026:: g:g~;
4.5 3.6 - 5.0 1.2· 10-' 0.8 - 1.6· 10-' 436 10.1 1.083 ± 0.055:: g:~~
4.5 3.6 - 5.0 2.0· 10 -. 1.6 - 3.0· 10 -. 590 1.4 1.067 ± 0.048:: g:g~g
4.5 3.6 - 5.0 4.5· 10 -. 3.0 - 6.0· 10 -. 670 0.0 0.933 ± 0040:: g:g~~
4.5 3.6 - 5.0 8.0· 10 -. 0.6 - 4.0· 10 -3 1121 0.0 0.802 ± 0.026:: g:g~~
6.0 5.0 - 7.0 1.2· 10 -. 1.1 - 1.8· 10 -. 257 7.3 1.679 ± 0 112:: U~~
6.0 5.0 - 7.0 2.0· 10 -. 1.8-32· 10 -. 358 3.0 1.069 ± 0061 :: g:g~~
6.0 5.0 - 7.0 4.5· 10 -. 3.2-5.6· 10 -. 375 0.0 0.919± 0.051:: g:g~~
6.0 5.0 - 7.0 8.0· 10 -. 0.6 - 3.0· 10 -3 943 00 0.835 ± 0029:: gg;~
8.5 7.0 - 10.0 2.0· 10 -. 1.5 - 3.0· 10 -. 218 3.2 1.489 ± 0.105:: gm
8.5 7.0 - 10.0 4.5· 10 -. 3.0- 6.0· 10 -. 285 1.9 0.933 ± 0058:: gb;;
8.5 7.0 - 10.0 8.0·10 -. 0.6- 1.2· 10 -3 326 0.0 0.943 ± 0.056:: gg~~
8.5 7.0 - 10.0 2.6· 10 -3 1.2 - 7.0· 10 -3 516 0.0 0.675 ± 0.031 :: gg~~

12.0 10.0 - 14.0 4.5· 10 -. 2.5 - 6.0· 10 -. 105 0.0 1.041 ± 0.103:: g~;
12.0 10.0 - 14.0 8.0· 10 -. 0.6 - 1.2· 10 -3 159 0.0 1.037 ± 0.085:: gg~~
12.0 10.0 - 14.0 2.6· 10 -3 1.2-5.0· 10 -3 272 0.0 0.719 ± 0.045:: g~:
15.0 14.0 - 20.0 8.0· 10 -. 0.6 - 1.5· 10 -3 58 0.0 1.210± 0.161:: g:m
15.0 14.0 - 20.0 2.6· 10 -3 0.2 - 1.2· 10 -2 157 0.0 0.975 ± 0.079:: g~g

Table 13.9: F,-results from the SVTX-analysis in (x, Q') bins. The estimated number of
photproduction background events is also tabulated. For each value of F, the statistical
and asymmetric systematic errors are given. The overall normalisation uncertainty of
3'70is not included.



Q' Q'-range z y-range No.evts No.BG F, ± stat. ± syst.

1.5 1.2 - 1.7 4.5· 10-' 2.99 - 6.00· 10 -I 194 12.3 0.745 ± 0058:: gm

2.0 1.7 - 2.5 1.3· 10-4 1.28 - 2.99 . 10 -I 334 2.0 0656 ± 0.038:: gg~~

2.0 1.7 - 2.5 4.5· 10-' 2.99 - 6.00· 10 -I 591 23.7 0.910 ± 0.041:: gm

3.0 2.5 - 3.5 4.3.10-4 0.55 - 1.28· 10 -I 672 0.0 0.708 ± 0.031:: gg~~

3.0 2.5 - 3.5 1.6· 10-4 1.28 - 2.99 . 10 -I 973 3.0 1.013 ± 0.037:: gg~~

3.0 2.5 - 3.5 8.7· 10 -. 2.99 - 6.00· 10 -I 614 22.9 1.053 ± 0.048 :: gg~~

4.5 3.5 - 5.0 4.3· 10-4 0.55 - 1.28· 10 -I 933 0.0 0.999 ± 0.037:: gm

4.5 3.5 - 5.0 2.8.10-4 1.28 - 2.99· 10 -1 826 0.7 0.961 ± 0036:: gg~~

4.5 3.5 - 5.0 0.9· 10-4 2.99 - 6.00 . 10 -I 514 16.1 1.240 ± 0.059:: gm

6.0 5.0 - 7.0 0.8· 10-3 0.55 - 1.28· 10 -I 572 0.0 0.839 ± 0.038:: g~~

6.0 5.0 - 7.0 2.8· 10 -4 1.28 - 2.99 . 10 -I 543 1.3 0.989 ± 0.046:: gg~1

6.0 5.0 - 7.0 1.6· 10 -4 2.99 - 6.00 . 10 -I 412 10.3 1.546 ± 0082:: g~~~

8.5 7.0 - 10.0 1.2· 10 -3 0.55 - 1.28· 10 -1 382 0.0 0.839 ± 0.046:: gg~\

8.5 7.0 - 10.0 4.3· 10 -4 1.28 - 2.99· 10 -I 355 1.3 0.985 ± 0.055:: gg~~

8.5 7.0 - 10.0 1.6· 10-4 2.99 - 6.00· 10 -I 223 3.7 1.544 ± 0.108:: gg~~

12.0 10.0 - 14.0 1.8· 10 -3 0.55 - 1.28· 10 -I 193 0.0 0.836 ± 0.062:: gg~~

12.0 10.0 - 14.0 8.0· 10 -4 1.28 - 2.99 . 10 -1 169 0.0 0.937 ± 0.074:: gg~~

Table 13.10: F2-results from the SVTX-analysis in (y, Q2) bins. F2 is reported close
to the centre of the bins and transformed into (x, Q2) for convenience. The estimated
number of photoproduction background events is also tabulated. For each value of F2

the statistical and asymmetric systematic errors are given. The overall normalisatioll
uncertainty of 3% is not included.

Q' Q'-range z :r-range No.evls No.BG F, ± stat. ± syst.

1.5 1.3 - 2.2 1.0· 10 -4 0.7 - 1.5· 10 -4 260 14.3(0.0) 0.661 ± 0.066:: g::~

1.5 1.3 - 2.2 2.1· 10 -4 1.5 - 4.5· 10 -4 413 4.8(10.2) 0470 ± 0.036:: g~~:

1.5 1.3 - 2.2 8.5· 10 -4 04 - 1.7· 10 -3 209 1.8(0.0) 0386 ± 0042:: gg~~

3.0 2.2 - 3.8 2.1· 10 -4 1.5-3.0· 10 -4 349 28.3(41.2) 0658 ± 0.055:: gm

3.0 2.2 - 3.8 4.2.10 -4 3.0 - 9.0· 10 -4 591 18.8(10.3) 0689 ± 0045:: g:~~

3.0 2.2 - 3.8 1.7.10-3 0.9 - 3.6· 10 -3 308 7.5(0.0) 0.530 ± 0.048:: gm

4.5 3.8 - 6.5 2.1· 10 -4 1.5 - 3.0 . 10 -4 187 38.9(0.0) 0.806 ± 0090:: g~~g

4.5 3.8 - 6.5 4.2· 10 -4 3.0 - 6.0· 10 -4 262 32.2(8.1) 0658 ± 0062:: g:~~

4.5 3.8 - 6.5 8.5. 10-4 0.6 - 1.8· 10 -3 467 26.5(10.5) 0.697 ± 0051 :: W~
4.5 3.8 - 6.5 3.4. 10-3 1.8 - 54· 10 -3 195 8.6(0.0) 0477 ± 0.060:: gm

8.5 6.5 - 11.5 4.2.10-4 3.0 - 6.0· 10 -4 131 24.9(0.0) 0.868 ± 0.124:: g:~~

8.5 6.5 - 11.5 8.5· 10 -4 0.6 - 1.2 10 -3 178 16.5(0.0) 0.853 ± 0.104:: g~~;

8.5 6.5 - 11.5 1.7 . 10 -3 1.2 - 3.6· 10 -3 243 13.6(0.0) 0.751 ± 0.080:: ~m
15.0 11.5 - 20.0 8.5· 10 -4 0.6- 1.2· 10 -3 101 134(0.0) 1.19H 0.207:: ggg

15.0 11.5 - 20.0 1.7 . 10 -3 1.2- 24· 10 -3 118 9.7(0.0) 0886 ± 0.139:: g~~~

15.0 11.5 - 20.0 4.0· 10 -3 24-7.2· 10 -3 132 7.3(0.0) 1.0IHO.162::glb:

Table 13.11: F2-results from the ISR-analysis. The estimated number of bremsstrahlung
background events is also tabulated. For each value of F2 the statistical and asymmetric
systematic errors are given. The overall normalisation uncertainty of3% is not·included.
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